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EDITORIAL

United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO) defines 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

as “a management concept whereby companies 
integrate social and environmental concerns in 
their business operations and interactions with 
their stakeholders. CSR is generally understood as 
being the way through which a company achieves 
a balance of economic, environmental and social 
imperatives (“Triple-Bottom-Line- Approach”), 
while at the same time addressing the expectations 
of shareholders and stakeholders”. Organizations, 
like natural person, do use resources   of the 
society and environment. Their activity may do 
harm to the people of the neighborhood and of 
the environment. CSR is to make good of the 
damage, the organization is making to the society 
and the environment, where it is established. It is 
not favor rather compensation of its work. 

In Bangladesh among the corporates, banks 
and financial institutions are performing their 
corporate social responsibility. One of the reasons 
may be, Bangladesh bank has issued guideline 
regarding CSR which is to be reported to 
Bangladesh Bank and to be described in the Annual 
Report. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is 
defined by Bangladesh Bank through its circular 
in June 2008; ‘Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) is the contribution that businesses can and 
should make voluntarily towards environmentally 
sustainable and socially equitable development.  
CSR is (i) taking stock of the economic, social 
and environmental impacts of a business,  

(ii) mitigating the negative impacts and bolstering the 
benign impacts, (iii) taking up action programs and 
community investments to reduce social exclusion 
and inequality and to address the key sustainable 
development challenges (‘meeting the needs of the 
present generation without impairing the ability of 
future generations to meet theirs’.   Scheduled Banks 
spent total Tk 627.13 crore in January June 2018 out 
of which for Education Tk 272.18 (43.4%) crore 
for health Tk 21.53 crore, for disaster management 
Tk 246.81 (39.3%) crore, for environment Tk 1.01 
crore for cultural Tk 15.60 crore, for infrastructure 
development Tk 0.60 crore for income generation 
Tk 0.58 crore and for others Tk 68.82 (10.9%) crore.  
Private commercial banks spent 623 (99%) crore, 
public commercial banks 2 crore and foreign banks 
Tk 2 crore.  However, a big portion of it goes to 
please government and regulators. Selection of the 
cause and beneficiary, in many cases, is not impartial, 
objective based. Publicity or vested interest may 
influence the decision-making process.  With all 
shortcoming still, it is a welcome step of Banks and 
NBFIs.

Listed companies also try to be socially responsive. 
However, there are many other corporates, who 
earn good amount of money, but pay little heed 
to CSR. They should come forward. CSR, in the 
long run, helps organization to become sustainable 
by enhancing its reputation and acceptance in the 
society. 

Shawkat Hossain FCMA
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Dear Fellow and Associate Members of the Institute,

You are all aware that ICMAB, our beloved institute, has achieved 
a new milestone on October 29, 2018 with the passage of Cost and 
Management Accountants Bill 2018. It takes the status of the institute to 
a different height. We are running the institute for more than 40 years 
(since 1977) under CMA Ordinance. It was a demand of the time to 
move to Act repealing Ordinance. Finally, we have successfully achieved it 
and I am lucky to witness this success story from being in steering seat. 
Over the last four years, we are working seriously to address our areas of 
interest into the draft act and tried to convince our stakeholders to make 
it a success. Finally it becomes a reality. I am very much thankful to all of 
you for your commitment and support in this journey. This act brings new 
avenues for professional growth and development and we believe that we 

will surely find out our revised role in new regulatory regime.

Meanwhile, ICMAB has organized an international conference on ‘Achieving Sustainable 
Development Goals: Challenges and Way Forward’ on September 23, 2018 at Grand Ball Room, 

Pan Pacific Sonargaon Hotel, Dhaka which was attended by high level dignitaries from regulators, 
bureaucrats, development partners and corporate. There was six technical sessions where more than 
40 experts from home and abroad had joined at different capacities like session chairman, moderators, 
paper presenters, panelists etc. More than 400 participants joined the conference. ICMAB is in a process 
to submit the recommendations of the conference to the highest level of the government. Being a 
professional accounting body of this sub-continent, ICMAB is a pioneer to hold con-current sessions. The 
conference was successful in bringing attention to media and in all respects. 

For professional development, we are trying seriously to capacitate our members from every respect. 
We have organized training on Cost Audit with the support of ICAI (cost). ICMAB is in the process of 
finalizing an agreement with Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) which will be used to increase the capacity 
of ICMAB members in the field of sustainability reporting so that our members can work with GRI to 
uplift the capacity of our corporate bodies by increasing their preparedness under new reporting regime. 
ICMAB has also formally started a research project on ‘New Public Management (NPA) Developments 
in Bangladesh: Implications for Accounting Practices’ jointly with La Trobe University, Australia. Professor 
Zahirul Hoque FCMA from La Trobe University acts as chief investigator of the research project. A Focus 
Group Discussion (FGD) has been organized on October 23, 2018 at ICMAB to launce the project 
formally where representatives from ministries and other public sector organizations have joined.

As a common policy, we are visiting policy makers, corporate leaders, and other selected regulators 
frequently and trying to convince them on the capacity of our members. We are trying to identify 
different areas where our members can contribute as a catalyst for change. To develop the capacity of 
our members and finance managers, we have developed different training modules on our core areas like 
Financial Modeling through using MS Excel, Advance Certificate Course on IAS/IFRS and other areas of 
particular interest in corporate world. We can utilize our professional expertise to support the corporate 
world which may bring different types of advantages to us in return. We have also continued our search 
for different global bodies with whom we can make some understanding for mutual interests and benefits.

At the end, I expect your whole hearted support in my professional endeavor which will encourage me 
to explore different avenues for the development of management accounting profession in the country.

Mohammed Salim FCMA
  President, ICMAB

President's
Message
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Abstract: 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a corporation's  initiatives to assess and take responsibility for the 
company's effects on environmental and social wellbeing. The purpose of this paper is to explore how private 
commercial banks practices Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in Bangladesh and how the corporate 
social responsibility (CSR) contributes to value creation in the banking industry, and during periods of 
financial instability. The study suggests that a proper guideline by the Bangladesh government regarding 
CSR contribution, involvement of large corporation in CSR activities and mandating CSR disclosures in the 
annual report will fulfill the intended goals of the corporate organizations and also ensure a successful and 
sustainable development of the society. This research can help bank managers to understand what activities 
to do in the benefit of customers and the community, in order to move towards a sustainable directive. 
The findings is that shareholders have given highest emphasis on donation to the education, training and 
other organizations, training, seminar and workshop, credit facilities under various loan policies, employee 
health and safety and like. Depositors have given highest emphasis on scholarship programs, good working 
environment, individual and branch performance appraisal, employee satisfaction and like.

Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosure (CSRD), Annual Report, Private Commercial Banks 
(PCB).

Disclosure of Corporate Social 
Responsibility in the Banking Sector: 

An Empirical Study on Selected Listed Banks in 
Bangladesh
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1. Introduction:

As the world economy becomes more integrated, 
firms have been facing more and more pressure 
to disclose their corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) information over the last few decades 
(Hooghiemstra, 2000). Corporate organizations 
are playing an important role in social development 
through sharing their profit for many benevolent 
and philanthropic activities under the rubric of 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). Generally, 
social responsibility means the works which will 
bring about the overall betterment of the mass 
people in the society (Sarker, M.F.H, 2012). In this 
context, CSR concept has a promising humane 
future as it addresses and captures the most 
important concerns of the public regarding business 
and society relationships (Carroll 1999).

Like many countries, the business enterprises in 
Bangladesh, for their growth, stability and prosperity, 
CSR needs to be recognized and practiced. As of 
now, corporate social responsibility has not gained 
significant prominence in discourse of corporate 
governance in Bangladesh. However, some 
companies seem to be committed towards their 
social responsibility (Hoque, R., 2000, p. 58). On the 
basis of literature survey on practices of banking 
companies in Bangladesh in relation to approaches 
to CSR, this study identifies four different areas of 
CSR and then has made a survey of the opinions of 
the respondents as to those areas. 

There is an evolving interplay between CG and 
CSR (Mitchell, L.E., 2007). Both these mechanisms 
hold economic and legal features. These may be 
altered through socio-economic processes in which 
competition within the product market is the most 
powerful force (Shleifer, A. and Robert Vishny, R., 
1997). CG and CSR are complementary and are 
closely linked with market forces (Mitchell, L.E., 
2007). Their objectives are not concurrent; they may 
act as tools for attaining each other’s goals, though 
their setups as corporate frameworks are different. 
CSR operates in a free-form manner, whereas CG 
issues operate within well-defined and accepted 
structures (Mitchell, L.E., 2007).  

The convergence of corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) and corporate governance (CG) has changed 
the corporate accountability mechanism (Rahim, 
M. and Alam, S., 2013). This has developed a socially 
responsible ‘corporate self-regulation’, a synthesis 
of governance and responsibility in the companies 

of strong economies. However, unlike in the strong 
economies, this convergence has not been visible 
in the companies of weak economies, where the 
civil society groups are unorganized, regulatory 
agencies are either ineffective or corrupt and the 
media and non-governmental organizations do 
not mirror the corporate conscience. This study 
investigates the convergence between CSR and CG 
in the self-regulation of companies in a less vigilant 
environment.

1.1 Objective of the Study

This study is to highlight the disclosure of corporate 
social responsibility in the annual report of the 
selected listed banks in Bangladesh. The objective 
is to identify the major areas where CSR activities 
are being performed by selected private commercial 
banks in Bangladesh. 

1.2 Methodology of the Study 

Both primary and secondary sources of data 
were used for this study.  The primary data 
relates to disclosure by the selected banks. The 
requisite primary data were collected from 10 
selected banks out of 30 banks.  The opinions on 
disclosure of corporate social responsibility have 
been collected from the respondents on the basis 
of a prepared questionnaire. For primary data, a 
structured questionnaire, which comprises a 5-point 
likert scale, was surveyed among 50 respondents. 
Secondary data were collected from annual report 
of the selected banks, research studies, corporate 
and securities laws, the relevant articles published 
in highly esteemed journals and features/columns 
of the newspapers. An extensive desk study was 
conducted where in relevant literature including 
research publications were studied.

The statistical tools have been used to analyze the 
collected data. Primary data have been analyzed with 
SPSS software, using some descriptive statistics like 
Mean and Spearman’s Rank Correlation to explain 
the respondent’s answers on the questions. Rank 
Correlation is a useful techniques used in the field 
of business and is important in the context of such 
situations where the researcher wants to compare 
among the population means.

2.  Literature Review

Many studies show that it is difficult for companies 
investing in CSR activities to maximize their 
reputation without disclosing information of such 
activities (Hasseldine et al. 2005, Toms, 2002). 
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Although it seems a little utilitarian and strategic, it is 
generally accepted that companies engaging in CSR 
activities usually concern the disclosure of related 
information because of its contribution to financial 
performance (Orlitzky et al, 2003; Barnett, 2007) or 
to market value (Mackey et al, 2007). This is because 
CSRD is helpful to assess the congruence between 
the social value implied by CSR activities and the 
social norms–legitimacy (Dowling and Pfeffer, 1975). 

Wise and Ali (2009) in his paper entitled 
“Corporate Governance and Corporate Social 
Responsibility in Bangladesh” has pointed out 
that corporate Social Responsibility is associated 
with corporate governance and ethical business 
procedure. Good corporate governance is expected 
to under pin effective and efficient corporate social 
responsibility within firms.

Sharma (2011) in his paper title “CSR Practices and 
CSR Reporting in Indian banking sector” mention 
CSR recognizes an organization’s commitment to 
operate in a socially responsible manner. But CSR 
activities of developing nations are not so rosy. 
Particularly in financial sector there is an absence 
of stringent provisions regarding compliances and 
reporting CSR.

Masud and Hossain (2012) conduct a survey 
among 10 commercial banks and found that 100 
banks reported their CSR activities but 60% banks 
participated in prescribe CSR area according to 
financial act.

Tongkacho and Chaikeaw (2012) examined 
corporate social responsibility of listed companies 
in the Stock Exchange of Thailand. Their results 
indicated that the factor on transformational 
leadership had the most positive influence on 
corporate social responsibility, followed by the 
factor on corporate governance and the factor on 
stakeholder engagement respectively.  

Hackston and Milne (1996) used six categories: 
environment, energy, human resources, product 
and safety, community involvement, and other. A 
technique commonly used in social responsibility 
research to measure the significance of content is 
to count the number of words used to describe a 
particular issue.

Wartick and Cochran (1985) depicted the 
evolution of the corporate social performance 
model by focusing on three challenges to the 
concept of corporate social responsibility: economic 

responsibility, public responsibility, and social 
responsiveness. It is one of interest in our study 
to identify whether corporate social responsibility 
disclosures made in the Bangladesh banking 
sector focus on economic responsibility, public 
responsibility or social responsiveness.

Bayoud et al. (2011) investigate factors influencing 
levels of corporate social responsibility disclosure 
by Libyan firms. In this study, company age, industry 
type and company size have a potential influence on 
levels of corporate social responsibility disclosure 
(CSRD) in the annual reports of Libyan companies. 
The findings reveal that there is a positive relationship 
between company age and industry type and the 
level of CSRD. In addition, the findings show a 
positive relationship between all factors influencing 
levels of CSRD used in the study and level of CSRD 
in Libyan companies.

Azim et al. (2011) argued that corporate social 
responsibility is not the only ethical dilemma that 
financial institutions face in an atmosphere of 
corrupt corporate practice. These institutions are 
also concerned with commitment for sustainable 
development. A well-functioning finance sector in 
any country can contribute directly to a healthy 
economy. This sector plays an important role in a 
country’s economic development.  Increasingly, 
businesses are under pressure, often from activist 
non-governmental organizations, to take on specific 
corporate social responsibility obligations.

3. Findings of the Study

It is mentioned in the objectives of the study that this 
research is primarily endeavored to make an in-depth 
field investigation into the opinions of shareholders 
and depositors on different corporate governance 
mechanisms. The study presents the findings of the 
study, more categorically, the comparative analysis 
of the opinions of shareholders and depositors 
on corporate governance mechanisms, which has 
been classified under corporate social responsibility. 
Whilst interpreting the findings of research, this 
study applies statistical tools, categorically, Mean and 
Spearman’s Rank-Order Correlation.

3.1 Disclosures on Community 

Involvement

Companies depend on the health, stability, and 
prosperity of the communities in which they 
operate (Uddin et al. 2008). Community involvement 
disclosures seek to locate any dimension of 
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corporate activity, which pointed out an involvement 
of the company in the wider community, beyond 
the enhancement of shareholder financial wealth 
(Kuasirikun and Sherer, 2004). The CSR disclosure 
framework under this study identifies six items 
relating to community involvements, which are 
presented in table-1.

Table 1: Rank on Disclosures on Community 
Involvement

Sl. 
No.

Statement
Depositors Shareholders

Rank-Order 
Correlation

Mean Rank Mean Rank

1
Donation to 
public health

4.44 3.0 4.32 3.0

r = 0.943
p = 0.005

2
Sponsorship to 
arts, sports and 
culture

4.28 4.0 4.20 4.0

3
Scholarship 
programs

4.60 2.0 4.48 1.0

4

Assistance 
to vulnerable 
groups (women, 
orphanage, 
disabled etc.)

3.96 5.0 3.96 5.0

5
Rural 
development

3.80 6.0 3.88 6.0

6

Donation to 
the education, 
training 
and other 
Organizations

4.68 1.0 4.40 2.0

Source: Field Survey

Table-1 shows that depositors give most emphasis 
on the donation of education, training, and other 
organizations (with mean score 4.68). Followed by 
scholarship programs (ranked 2nd with mean score 
4.60), donation to public health (ranked 3rd with 
mean score 4.44), sponsorship to arts, sports and 
culture (ranked 4th with mean score 4.28), assistance 
to vulnerable groups (ranked 5th with mean score 
3.96) and rural development (ranked 6th with mean 
score 3.80). 

On the other hand, the other stakeholder put rank 1 
to the scholarship program (with mean score 4.48), 
ranked 2nd to donation to the education, training, 
and other organizations (with mean score 4.40). 
Shareholders’ ranked (3rd to 6th) other elements 
like depositors’ did. Spearman’s rank-order 
correlation coefficient shows that there is a very 
strong positive relationship (r = 0.943, p = 0.005) 
between opinions of both groups of stakeholders in 
respect of disclosures on community involvement 
under corporate social responsibility framework.

3.2 Disclosure on Human Resources 

Development and Human Rights 

CSR practices vary from country to country 

(Adams, et. al.1998). Furthermore, the nature and 
patterns of CSR differ between types of industry 
(Gray, et. al.2001). Survey of CSR practices in 
western countries found that companies set the 
maximum importance on disclosing human resource 
information such as employee numbers and 
remuneration, equal opportunities, employee share 
ownership, disability policies, and employee training 
(Gray, et. al.2001). 

The purpose of this disclosure is to provide voluntary 
information on human resources in corporate 
annual reports. Bangladesh Bank advised banking 
and other financial institutions to move towards 
implementation of CSR program and establish a 
separate CSR desk (DOS Circular Letter No. 16, 
Bangladesh Bank, 2010) and promoting gender 
equality in the workplace in order to ensuring basic 
human rights and socio economic growth (DOS 
Circular Letter No. 5, Bangladesh Bank, 2011). 
According to Bangladesh Bank (2010, DOS Circular 
Letter No. 07), CSR initiatives now starts in a modest 
way as supplements to usual annual financial reports, 
eventually it will be grown as a comprehensive 
reports format like Global Reporting Initiative 
(GRI). Now, the mean scores and rank of various 
sub areas under human resource development and 
human rights have shown in table-2.

Table 2: Ranks on Disclosure on Human 
Resources Development and Human rights

Sl. 
No.

Statement
Depositors Shareholders

Rank-Order 
Correlation

Mean Rank Mean Rank

1
Training, seminar 
and workshop

4.56 1.0 4.40 2.0

r = 0.943
p = 0.005

2
Credit facilities 
under various 
loan policies

4.20 6.5 3.96 8.5

3
Employee 
remuneration

4.28 5.0 4.16 5.0

4
Employee family 
welfare

4.12 9.0 4.00 7.0

5
Good working 
environment

4.48 3.0 4.40 2.0

6

Individual 
and Branch 
performance 
appraisal

4.20 6.5 4.08 6.0

7
Employee health 
and safety

4.16 8.0 3.88 10.0

8
Equal 
opportunity in 
employment

4.52 2.0 4.40 2.0

9
Employee 
recreation

4.08 10.0 3.96 8.5

10

Number of 
employees 
receive the 
training

4.40 4.0 4.20 4.0
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Sl. 
No.

Statement
Depositors Shareholders

Rank-Order 
Correlation

Mean Rank Mean Rank

11
Employees 
recruitment 
procedure

4.00 11.0 3.72 12.0

r = 0.943
p = 0.005

12
Employee 
satisfaction

3.96 12.0 3.80 11.0

13
Internship 
Program with 
cash allowance

3.44 14.0 3.48 15.0

14
Part time job 
facility for the 
students

3.04 16.0 3.08 16.0

15

Maintaining 
diversity 
principle in 
employment

3.40 15.0 3.52 14.0

16

Reporting 
company’s 
position on 
human rights

3.68 13.0 3.64 13.0

Source: Field Survey

Table 2 shows that regarding reporting on human 
resources development and human rights depositors 
have given the highest priority to arrange training, 
seminar, and workshop programs (with mean score 
4.56). Followed by equal opportunity in employment 
(ranked 3rd with mean score 4.52), good working 
environment (ranked 3rd with mean score 4.48).

While, shareholders’ have given the highest priority 
to three factors equally, those are training, seminar 
and workshop, good working environment, and equal 
opportunity in employment (with mean score 4.40).

Spearman’s rank-order correlation used to judge 
the relationship between the opinions of two groups 
of stakeholders. It is revealed that there is a very 
strong correlation (r = 0.970, p = 0.000) between 
the opinions of the both groups on disclosure on 
human resources development and human rights.

3.3 Disclosures on Environment

Environmental concern and sustainable 
development is a key pillar of the corporate social 
responsibility (Uddin et. al., 2008). Now-a-days 
environment has become a very crucial issue for 
our life and hence, environmental movement and 
environmental reporting practices by different 
organizations throughout the world have gathered 
great momentum in recent years. In the backdrop 
of global warming and climate change improvement 
of quality of environment has emerged as a major 
issue for business circle. Keeping this developing in 
view, disclosure of different environmental related 
information in corporate annual reports begins in 
the 1970s and it expanded in the 1990s (Kukobo 

et al, 2002). Before 1990s, there was no specific 
evidence that any listed company of Dhaka Stock 
Exchange (DSE) has disclosed environmental 
related information in their annual reports (Shil & 
Iqbal, 2005). Since environmental pollution in the 
industries in Bangladesh is very alarming, hence, it 
requires justifying how much they are producing 
environmental information in their annual reports 
for creating awareness among the stakeholders. 
At present, more and more companies have come 
forward to disclose more environmental information 
in annual reports. Now, the different areas of 
environmental disclosure have been measured in the 
following sub-section. 

Table 3: Ranks on Disclosures on 
Environment

Sl. 
No.

Statement
Depositors Shareholders

Rank-Order 
Correlation

Mean Rank Mean Rank

1

Environmental 
standard 
consideration for  
extending loan

4.04 7.0 4.04 4.5

r = 0.842
p = 0.009

2
Promoting 
environmental 
awareness

4.16 4.5 3.92 7.0

3
Tree plantation 
(Greening)

4.28 3.0 4.20 3.0

4
Smoking free 
area in bank 
premises

4.44 1.0 4.32 1.5

5
Environmental 
protection

4.32 2.0 4.32 1.5

6 Sustainability 4.12 6.0 3.96 6.0

7 Energy 4.16 4.5 4.04 4.5

8
Environmental 
policies

4.00 8.0 3.84 8.0

Source: Field Survey

It is observed from the Table 10 that depositors give 
most emphasis on smoking free are in bank premises 
(with mean score 4.44). Depositors’ ranked 2nd to 
environmental protection (with mean score 4.32), 
and ranked 3rd to the element greening (with mean 
score 4.28). The other stakeholder, shareholders 
gave most emphasis to two elements smoking free 
area in bank premises and environmental protection 
(ranked 1.5 each with mean score 4.32), they ranked 
third to greening (tree plantation) (with mean score 
4.20) regarding disclosures on environment as a part 
of corporate social responsibility.

As regards disclosures, by using Spearman’s Rank-
Order Correlation, it is found that there is a 
significantly very strong (positive) correlation (r 
= 0.842, P = 0.009) between the opinions of both 
groups on disclosures on environment.
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3.4 Disclosures of Product and Customers

Products and customers disclosures reflect 
the concerns of a company for generating and 
maintaining customer satisfaction regarding the 
products (Ebimobowei, 2011). All products and 
services comply with relevant laws and regulations 
of Bangladesh Bank (Bangladesh Bank’s Guidelines). 
Bangladesh Bank issued guidelines for customer 
services and complaint management and asked all 
banks and financial institutions (FIs) to follow it 
to ensure better services to customers. The main 
objective of such guideline is mentioned as under:

“The guidelines are structured and focused 
on the aspects of institutional and individual 
ethical standard, customer service quality, 
customer awareness programme and 
complaint management system. These 
guidelines deliberate the complete procedures 
to ensure the comfortable and affordable 
customer services provided by the banks and 
Financial Institutions (FIs) in a more prudent 
way. It will also address the responsibilities 
of banks and Financial Institutions to their 
customers. There should be transparency 
in all terms and conditions and information 
relating to all banking products and services 
provided by the bank and Financial Institutions 
to the customers. Banks/FIs shall arrange 
meeting, seminar, workshop or any other 
non-formal programs periodically to convey 
their awareness message and alert tips to 
the customers relating to their own banking 
products and services” (Bangladesh Bank, 
2014).

This disclosure can be made through a Product 
Disclosure Statement (PDS), or sometimes through 
a group of documents, that contain information 
about a financial product including any significant 
benefits and risks, the cost of the financial product 
and the fees and charges that the financial product 
issuer may receive. Supplementary PDSs may 
be issued from time to time and must be read in 
conjunction with the PDS to which they relate 
(Westpac Banking Corporation, 2011). At this stage, 
the study examines different aspects of product and 
customer in following sub-section.

Table 4: Ranks on Disclosures of Product and 
Customers

Sl. 
No.

Statement
Depositors Shareholders

Rank-Order 
Correlation

Mean Rank Mean Rank

1

Specific 
consumer 
relations (over 
and beyond 
our duty to the 
customer)

4.12 7.0 3.60 8.0

r = 0.971
p = 0.000

2
Provision for  
disabled, aged 
etc. customers

3.64 9.0 3.56 9.0

3

Small and 
medium 
enterprise 
banking

4.24 5.5 4.04 6.0

4
Electronic / 
Online banking

4.68 1.0 4.48 1.0

5
Improvement 
of Customer 
Service

4.64 2.0 4.36 2.0

6

Information 
about quality 
of product / 
services

4.40 3.0 4.28 3.0

7 Product safety 4.28 4.0 4.20 4.5

8 Product labeling 4.00 8.0 3.80 7.0

9
Fair 
advertisement

4.24 5.5 4.20 4.5

Source: Field Survey

Table-4 shows that both the stakeholders have given 
same opinion to the elements electronic /online 
baking (ranked 1st), improvement of customer 
service (ranked 2nd), information about quality of 
product / services (ranked 3rd).  Depositors ranked 
4th in the element Product Safety (with mean 
score 4.28), while shareholders have same opinion 
to product safety and fair advertisement (ranked 
4.5 with mean 4.20) on disclosures of product and 
services as a part of corporate social responsibility. 

It is evident from Table-4 that both the groups 
maintain a very positive view on the value of 
disclosures of product and customers. However, 
the study considers spearman’s rank correlation to 
assess whether there is any significant relation in 
the opinions between shareholders and depositors. 
Spearman’s rank-order correlation there is a 
significant positive relationship (r = 0.971, p =.000) 
between two stakeholders on areas of disclosures 
of product and customers. 

4. Conclusion: 

Good governance remains one of the most important 
characteristics of banking firms. The above findings 
clearly show that, there are substantial differences 
between disclosure practices of the sample banking 
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companies. It should be made mandatory to disclose 
functions and retained powers of each director, 
otherwise they may be considered accountable for 
all matters connected with the enterprise. Rewards 
for best disclosures of corporate governance 
information in annual report can also bring 
competitiveness among the companies to disclose 
its corporate information. Such initiative will work 
as incentives for having extensive disclosures. 

Shareholders have given highest emphasis on 
donation to the education, training and other 
organizations, training, seminar and workshop, 
credit facilities under various loan policies, employee 
health and safety, internship program with cash 
allowance, product safety , small and medium 
enterprise banking,  specific consumer relations 
and like. Depositors have given highest emphasis on 
scholarship programs, good working environment, 
individual and branch performance appraisal, 
employee satisfaction, maintaining diversity principle 
in employment, fair advertisement, product labeling 
and like.  
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Abstract
This article focuses on a novel idea newly introduced in the domain of Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) popularly known as Political Corporate Social Responsibility (PCSR). In today’s globalized world, 
business organizations are voluntarily addressing various socio-political concerns and engaging in activities 
that previously were considered as the responsibilities of the government such as eradication of poverty, 
supply of public goods, protection of environment, and reduction of gender, racial or ethnic inequality. It is 
generally perceived that governments of different countries (in particular, developing and underdeveloped 
countries) fail to perform these responsibilities in an efficient manner because of  ‘governance gap’. As 
business organizations have enough resources and money, they can contribute in narrowing the governance 
gaps by performing state-like functions. By presenting evidences extracted from CSR or sustainability reports 
of few Fortune 500 companies, this paper sheds light on the way these corporations are performing PCSR 
and helping the governments to mitigate those gaps.     

Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility, Political Corporate Social Responsibility, Corporate Political 
Activity, Governance Gap, Fortune 500. 
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1. Introduction
The interaction between business and politics has 
always been an intriguing issue to the researchers. A 
large number of studies (e.g., Baron, 2003; Detomasi, 
2008; Getz, 1997; Hillman, Keim, and Schuler, 2004; 
Lawton, Mcguire, and Rajwani, 2013) have been 
conducted exploring the political roles and influence 
of business, for instance, how companies use (or 
misuse) their power to guide government policy, 
process and regulation for instrumental reasons 
(i.e.,profit-focused). Such school of thought is widely 
known as corporate political activity (CPA) (Rasche, 
2015). An interrelated yet conceptually distinctive 
notion that also emphasizes on the interdependency 
between business organizations and government 
is political corporate social responsibility (PCSR).
It is a new dimension in the domain of corporate 
social responsibility (CSR) where by attempts are 
being made to understand the firm’s state-like 
functions such as providing public goods (e.g., health, 
education, etc.), mitigating social problems (e.g., 
poverty alleviation, gender inequality, racial/ethnic 
in equality, corruptions, environmental degradation, 
etc.), and engaging in formulation of regulations (e.g. 
self-regulation, industry-regulation, global standards 
and rules).

In the past, it was believed that the only responsibility 
of business is to make profit (Friedman, 1970). As 
such, firms should accept social and environmental 
responsibilities if there is a strategic reason to 
do so. However, because of growing awareness 
about the detrimental side-effects of business 
activities on social and natural environment, diverse 
stakeholder groups have created incessant pressure 
on firms to not only conduct business activities 
in a socially responsible manner but also perform 
various welfare activities for the greater interest 
of a globalized society. There are evidences that 
businesses now a days, other than complying social 
norms and ethics, are also contributing to social 
welfare in various forms in order to legitimize their 
existence in the society. These activities which, in 
many ways, are political in nature, were supposed to 
be the responsibilities of the government in the past. 
For example, companies are working for education, 
health, poverty reduction, women empowerment, 
welfare of racial and ethnic minority, preventing 
environmental degradation and others. Evidences 
of this kind of welfare activities gave birth to the 
idea of PCSR. The emergence of PCSR is largely 

attributable to the prevalence of local and global 
‘governance gap’ that exists mainly in the developing 
and underdeveloped economies. Consequently, 
businesses can use these PCSR activities to narrow 
down ‘governance gap’. Researchers have shown 
their interest to explore this new field of research 
both conceptually and practically since last decade 
(e.g., Detomasi, 2008; Detomasi, 2015; Frynas and 
Stephens, 2015; Rasche, 2015; Scherer, Rasche, 
Palazzo, and Spicer, 2016; Whelan, 2012).

The objective of this paper is threefold. First, we try 
to shed light on PCSR which is a new dimension of 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). Second, we 
make an effort to emphasize how PCSR activities 
can be helpful in bridging governance gap.  And finally, 
we demonstrate few evidences which highlight how 
the corporations listed in ‘Global Fortune 500’ are 
performing PCSR roles in reality.

This study has two implications. First, by 
demonstrating global evidences, we try to highlight 
how business firms are contributing to mitigate 
the governance gap through PCSR around the 
world. Second, as governance problems are more 
acute in the developing nations, we believe that 
PCSR practices of global firms would provide an 
impetus to their counterparts in the developing 
nations to increasingly engage themselves in 
mitigating governance gaps and achieving sustainable 
developments.

The remaining article is structured as follows. In the 
next section the idea of PCSR is discussed in detail. 
Subsequently, PCSR is compared and contrasted 
with a seemingly related notion of corporate political 
activity (CPA). The fourth section summarizes how 
PCSR activities can contribute in bridging governance 
gap. Section five presents some evidences of PCSR 
activities from the corporations listed in ‘Global 
Fortune 500’. At the end the conclusion is drawn. 

2. Corporations as government: 
A conceptual underpinning of 
political CSR (PCSR)
PCSR is an emerging concept in the theory and 
practice of CSR which covers the roles and activities 
of the corporations that have a political dimension. 
It goes beyond the traditional concept of corporate 
citizenship and includes the corporate activities 
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that are traditionally thought as the activities of 
the government (Adelopo et al., 2015). It is said 
that through PCSR, the corporations go for an 
‘interventionist role’ or ‘state-like role’ (Adelopo et 
al., 2015; Rasche, 2015;Scherer and Palazzo, 2007). 
Frynas and Stephens (2015, p.485) defined PCSR as: 

“… activities where CSR has an intended or 
unintended political impact, or where intended 
or unintended political impacts on CSR exist (i.e., 
impacts related to the functioning of the state as a 
sphere of activity that is distinctive from business 
activity)”.  

Moon, Crane, and Matter (2005) and Scherer and 
Palazzo (2007) suggest that corporations can help 
the formulation and administration of various 
political structure and goods for the greater 
interest of a globalized society. Under instrumental 
argument of CSR, corporations are engaging in social 
activities that are explicitly or implicitly guided by 
shareholder/stakeholder interests. In contrast, PCSR 
emphasizes on expansive political duties of business 
firms in which they can positively influence the civil, 
political and social rights of citizens and communities 
(Whelan, 2012,) for instance,  providing public 
goods (e.g., health, education, etc.), mitigating social 
problems (e.g., poverty alleviation, gender inequality, 
racial/ethnic inequality, environmental degradation, 
etc.), and engaging in formation of regulations (e.g., 
self-regulation, industry-regulation, global standards 
and rules)..

Adelopo et al. (2015) highlighted four reasons for 
which corporations engage in PCSR activities. 
Firstly, the effect of globalization may pressurize the 
corporations to go for PCSR activities. As because 
of globalization the MNCs have to operate beyond 
their own regions, they have to make an attempt 
to transform the ‘private attitude, morals, practices 
and institutions’ (Donaldson, 2010, p.728) of those 
areas. PCSR helps to establish the ‘presence and 
influence’ of the MNCs in those regions (Adelopo 
et al., 2015). Secondly, these days it is considered 
that ‘governance’ has become a complex process 
that should have the inclusiveness of both state 
and non-state actors (Adelopo et al., 2015). There 
should be an interaction and cooperation among 
state, civil society and corporations (Adelopo 
et al., 2015; Whelan, 2012). As a partner in the 
governance process corporations have to assist 
government to make the economic growth and 
development possible (Adelopo et al., 2015; Gond 

and Matten, 2007). Thirdly, PCSR helps corporations 
to mitigate socio-political risks arising from their 
industrial activities (Adelopo et al., 2015). In many 
cases when industrial activities are performed, many 
social problems are created. For example, industrial 
activities can result in environmental degradation. 
PCSR can act as a compensatory and reconciling 
activity in relation to these social problems 
(Adelopo et al., 2015; Mordi et al., 2012; Raimi and 
Adeleke, 2010). Fourthly, PCSR helps in reducing the 
prevalent infrastructural deficits of the community 
where the corporation is operating (Adelopo et 
al., 2015). It helps in improving the life standard of 
the community people and also creates a better 
environment for business. By dealing with the 
issues such as poverty, crime, unemployment and 
infrastructural deficits, the companies can highlight 
their presence and importance in the community. 
Also a ‘better’ infrastructure of the community may 
ensure better business opportunities. 

It can be said that when companies perform PCSR 
activities, they reach a better position to influence 
the governmental agencies (Adelopo et al., 2015). 
They can build political and other necessary 
networks through these activities which helps 
them in lobbying and influencing the community in 
different ways (Adelopo et al., 2015). Thus, PCSR 
can be used as a tool for power sourcing (Adelopo 
et al., 2015). Moreover, it can help them to portray 
themselves as pro-social and thus impression 
management becomes easier. 

3. Differences and similarities 
between CPAand PCSR
European and American scholars have taken two 
different perspectives to study the interrelationship 
between business firms and government. In the CSR 
literature, European approach is known as PCSR 
while American approach is referred to as CPA.
Both the concept ‘CPA’ and ‘PCSR’ build on the 
interaction and/or interdependence of corporations 
and politics/government. However, the CPA 
literature views business-government connections 
from ‘a managerial point of view’   whereby the 
firms would like to maximize their self-interest by 
‘lobbying policy makers’, ‘forming coalitions’, and 
‘making contributions to political campaigns’(Rasche, 
2015, p.5). Through strong connection with the 
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government, firms would like to protect themselves 
from external regulatory threats and exploit various 
political favors (e.g., favorable tax policy, relaxed 
acts and regulation, gaining easy access to public 
resource, winning public contracts). Alternatively, 
the proponents of PCSR acknowledge the limits 
of such economic view which is often denoted as 
a ‘purely instrumental view of corporate politics’ 
(Scherer & Palazzo, 2011, p. 900). Instead they 
presume an altruistic view to propose that firms 
become politically active to reduce governance gap 
which may exist because of lack of resources of the 
national state to ensure good governance.

Rasche (2015) presents another argument that the 
European and American perspective of political 
involvement of business firms differs with respect 
to the context or setting in which firms engage 
in political activities. The context refers to the 
distinct political environment of the EU and USA. 
The European Union’s strategy on CSR adopts a 
multi-stakeholder perspective. Therefore, European 
approach to PCSR, from its origin, rests on collective 
effort where businesses along with government, civil 
society and other affected parties act jointly to find 
solutions to social and environmental problems. 
On the other hand, American approach to study 
the relationship between business and government 
assumes that firms implement political activities in 
those settings where policy issues of interest to them 
can be addressed. The political environment of USA 
can be characterized by a strong culture of political 
lobbying, donations and campaign contributions 
by corporations and other actors whereby CPA is 
viewed as a premeditated attempt of corporations 
to influence government policy and regulation that 
support or promote their own strategic objectives.

Despite conceptual differences, the divergence 
between theoretical assumptions of PCSR and 
empirical corporate behavior suggests that this twin 
concept of political role of business has similarities, 
at least, in two respects (Rasche, 2015). Firstly, 
although PCSR literature rejects instrumental 
reasons for political engagement, practical evidences 
suggest that many firms consider business case as an 
incentive to participate in governance arrangement. 
Secondly, both CPA and PCSR have a common 
interest to deter stringent government regulation. 
PCSR literature seems to reject such proposition 
at a first glance but real corporate behavior implies 
that firms may engage in PCSR fearing that unless 

they act voluntarily to influence forthcoming 
regulation in their favor, the regulatory regime can 
move towards harder form of law. Nevertheless, 
CPA and PCSR can complement each other directly 
or indirectly, and firms can use both to perform 
their responsibilities towards society (Rasche, 2015).

4. PCSR as a tool to reduce 
‘governance gap’
Authors such as Adelopo et al. (2015) and Whelan 
(2016) highlighted that PCSR can be used as a tool 
to reduce ‘governance gap’ mainly in developing 
and underdeveloped economies. In general, 
governance gaps are created because of poor level 
of commitment and strategic planning (Faleg, 2013). 
According to Faleg (2013, p.2): 

“A governance gap can be defined as a situation 
in which the actors (member states, institutional 
bodies) have not been conferred or are reluctant to 
assume the authority to shape the rules of the game 
and set strategic priorities”. 

Governance gap in developing or underdeveloped 
economies is a common phenomenon. Many of 
these economies are suffering from governance 
related problems such as lack of resources, lack of 
commitment from government, corruption, poor 
strategic planning and others. Lack of governance 
helps several social problems to sustain for a long 
period.  

According to Nelson (2008), three types of 
governance gaps (bad, weak and indifferent) can 
exist in different economies. Firstly, there may exist 
‘bad governance’ where the governments are not 
generally accountable and act in a repressive manner 
towards its citizens (Nelson, 2008). In those cases, 
lack of transparency and corruption prevails at a high 
level. Secondly, there can be ‘weak governance’ where 
the governments lack necessary administrative and 
institutional capabilities and resources to fulfill 
the needs of the citizens (Nelson, 2008).  Thirdly, 
there may exist ‘indifferent governance’. In this 
situation the governments, even after having enough 
resources, get influenced by several interest groups 
and cannot prioritize the more important social 
and economic needs of the citizens (Nelson, 2008). 
These governance gaps work as obstacles in the 
way of social and economic development. Many 
giant MNCs operating in different parts of the 
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world, through their PCSR activities, attempt to 
address local citizen’s basic needs that remained 
unattended because of these governance gaps. In 
this way PCSR activities help the companies provide 
necessary support to the government and achieve 
government’s goals. By actively participating in the 
socio-economic development process, business 
firms develop a relationship with the government and 
become development partners of the government. 
In addition, firms sometimes encourage states to 
establish more robust standards of business conduct 
to plug the regulatory vacuum (Whelan , 2012).

Like Nelson (2008), Rasche (2015) also mentions 
about three dimensions of global governance 
gaps. Firstly, ‘knowledge gap’ which means lack of 
knowledge regarding the nature, magnitude and 
solution to a number of global problems (e.g., climate 
change). Secondly, ‘normative gap’ which means 
lack of consensus among countries to form global 
norms to be followed by all. Finally, ‘institutional 
gap’ which means lack of authority and resources 
to any institutions (e.g., the United Nations) to 
enforce existing norms and policies (e.g., human 
rights). Business firms are increasing playing active 
role to mitigate these gaps by collaborating with civil 
society, state actors and international organizations, 
and thus assuming a political role (Rasche, 2015).

5. Evidences of PCSR 
activities of some Fortune 
500 companies
In this part we present few evidences of PCSR 
activities from the CSR or corporate sustainability 
report of few Global Fortune 500 companies. 
These examples illustrate the PCSR activities of 
these giant global companies in relation to poverty 
alleviation, entrepreneurship development, women 
empowerment, healthcare services and education 
facilities. 

The first example is taken from the CSR report of 
China National Petroleum Corporation where the 
company points out several developmental initiatives 
that they have taken in China: 

"In 2015, we continued to implement over 20 
projects, including infrastructure reconstruction, 
education & training, and healthcare in over 20 
provinces (municipalities and autonomous regions) 

in China, including Xinjiang, Tibet, Qinghai, Henan, 
and Jiangxi, benefiting more than 100 million people." 
(China National Petroleum Corporation, Corporate 
Social Responsibility Report, 2015, p. 49). [Authors’ 
emphasis]

In this example, the company has highlighted several 
sectors (infrastructural development, education 
and health) where they have contributed and tried 
to participate in the governance process. Now 
we present some examples where the companies 
reported on specific PCSR issues. In the following 
example, the company mentioned about its CSR 
activities related to women empowerment:  

"We have also been working to help U.S. women 
from low income households improve their 
employment skills. The Walmart Foundation 
provided support and training for more than 
200,000 since the launch of our Global Women’s 
Economic Empowerment Initiative. Some of this 
work has been accomplished through programs 
aimed at the retail sector, such as our funding of 
the Chicago Cook County Workforce Partnerships. 
This work to enhance economic mobility in retail 
is particularly important to women, since over 50 
percent of retail workers in the U.S. are women." 
(Walmart, Global Responsibility Report 2016, p. 36). 
[Authors’ emphasis]

In the given text, the company mentioned that some 
households in the society come from lower end 
of income distribution. The company, by imparting 
training to female members of such family, is trying to 
improve their employability and financial condition. 
Thus, the company is dealing with poverty and 
women’s empowerment simultaneously. The issues 
which generally are expected to be handled by the 
government are looked after by the company in this 
case. Thus, the company is bridging the governance 
gap. The following is another example where 
the company is focusing on women’s economic 
empowerment and women entrepreneurship in 
developing countries.   

"A large number of women in Indonesia and 
Tanzania do not have access to banking and other 
financial services, live long distances from a bank 
branch or are deterred by burdensome bank fees 
and administrative requirements. This program, 
which runs through the end of 2016, will test the 
theory that women entrepreneurs and farmers 
with access to basic banking and insurance 
services through mobile telephones will be able 
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to save more, invest their increased savings in 
their businesses and see increased income from 
those businesses. To streamline program efforts, 
TechnoServe and Mercy Corps are simultaneously 
providing mobile savings access and financial 
literacy training to 3,000 women farmers 
and entrepreneurs in Indonesia and Tanzania.  
"(Exxon Mobil, Corporate Citizenship Report, 2015, 
p. 67).[Authors’ emphasis]

It is clearly mentioned here that the women of these 
nations do not have much access to banking and they 
do not have much training to become entrepreneurs. 
This is a result of governance gap. In this statement 
the company has highlighted its efforts to bridge 
this gap. The following statement emphasized on the 
activities of the company towards the poor people 
in the society: 

"In 2016, the partnership focused on creating jobs 
and promoting entrepreneurship to strengthen 
local economies. In Myanmar, for example, we 
worked with Mercy Corps to increase incomes and 
the resilience of households in Rakhine State, one 
of the nation’s poorest areas. We trained 1,782 
vegetable farmers from households in 32 villages 
to improve their agricultural practices.  We also 
provided access to advice and new technologies 
to an additional 1,399 commercial farmers." (Royal 
Dutch Shell, Sustainability Report 2016, p. 59). 
[Authors’ emphasis]. 

The company is highlighting that there are poor 
people in the society, and it is trying to improve 
their situation by promoting entrepreneurship, 
creating jobs, training farmers and giving them 
access to better infrastructure (new technologies). 
Thus the company is bridging governance gap by 
providing several necessary facilities (that are not 
adequately provided by the government) to the local 
people and is contributing to social and economic 
development. In the following statement also the 
company highlighted its activities targeted to poor 
section of the society: 

"In collaboration with China Foundation for Poverty 
Alleviation and Tencent Charity, Walmart China 
mobilized suppliers, customers and associates to 
donate to a local charitable meals program, raising 
awareness and helping provide nutritious meals 
to schoolchildren in poverty stricken regions." 
(Walmart, Global Responsibility Report 2016, p. 
131). [Authors’ emphasis]

The company clearly highlighted the governance gap 
by mentioning about poverty stricken regions in the 
country. The problem of poverty and malnutrition 
got emphasized in this statement. By introducing 
charity meals program, the company is trying to 
mitigate this social problem.  The following statement 
also contains information about the same company’s 
effort on ensuring nutrition. The company is 
mentioning about its activity on nutrition education: 

"In 2015, Walmart and the Walmart Foundation 
contributed $14.9 million to nutrition education 
efforts, for a total of $24.9 million since the 
program was announced. In the last year alone, our 
investment helped bring better nutrition tools and 
tips to nearly 970,000 people. Since we initiated 
our commitment in 2014, nearly 1.9 million people 
have been reached." (Walmart, Global Responsibility 
Report 2016, p. 95). 

The following statement also contains evidences 
related to health issues such as women and 
children’s health and treatment of malaria in Angola. 
The company is trying to mitigate the governance 
gap in the health sector of the country:

"For 11 years, ExxonMobil has supported Africare, 
an NGO committed to finding solutions for health 
challenges, through its community-based malaria 
projects in Angola. This year, Exxon Mobil helped 
Africare scale up its community-based malaria 
intervention program in Quipungo, Angola. This 
project focuses on the control and treatment of 
malaria for children and pregnant women with the 
following goals:

• Ensuring 85 percent of pregnant women and 
children under the age of five sleep under long-
lasting, insecticide-treated bed nets;

• 85 percent of pregnant women and children 
under the age of five receive appropriate malaria 
treatment within 24 hours of exhibiting symptoms;

• 85 percent of pregnant women receive two doses 
of malaria prophylaxis; and

• Local nurses are trained in malaria prevention, 
management and treatment." (Exxon Mobil, 
Corporate Citizenship Report, 2015, p. 69). [Authors’ 
emphasis].

"In the following two statements, the companies 
are providing information about their activities in 
relation to the education sector. 

In 2015, ExxonMobil continued to support the Alaska 
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Native Science and Engineering Program (ANSEP) 
through a two week middle school academy 
program designed to help students learn and 
complete Algebra I curricula. During the middle 
school academy, participating students in grades five 
through eight explore engineering and science career 
options and complete a hands-on activity designed 
to help prepare them for post-secondary STEM 
curricula. As a result of the program, more than 
75 percent of ANSEP students complete Algebra 
I by the end of the eighth grade, compared with 
just 26 percent of students nationwide." (Exxon 
Mobil, Corporate Citizenship Report, 2015, p. 66). 
[Authors’ emphasis].

"Education changes life and we are willing to 
promote such changes. CNPC is dedicated to 
supporting education, as "giving children a good 
education is an important task in poverty relief, and 
also a crucial means to stop poverty being passed 
on between generations." We invest in domestic 
education, through providing scholarships and 
subsidies, and funding the construction of 
primary schools, etc. In 2015, we granted RMB 
3.99 million through the CNPC Scholarships to 
635 students from 13 colleges and universities in 
China. From 2011 to 2015, the CNPC Scholarship 
has helped 3,175 undergraduates and graduates 
in 13 colleges and universities. The total granted 
scholarships have amounted to RMB 19.95 million." 
(China National Petroleum Corporation, Corporate 
Social Responsibility Report, 2015, p. 50). [Authors’ 
emphasis]. 

In the first statement the company is highlighting its 
academic program targeted to school students to 
teach mathematics. It also claimed that the success 
rate of its program is higher than the average 
nationwide success rate. In the second example, 
the company is highlighting its contribution to the 
education sector in the form of building school and 
giving scholarships and financial assistance to the 
students. By performing such activities, the company 
is bridging gaps in the governance of education 
sector.        

6. Conclusion 
Faced with increasing media attention and 
stakeholder’s pressure, business firms have been 
accepting and discharging certain responsibilities 
towards society for a long period. As part of CSR 

program, businesses are providing public goods, 
engaging in community services, contributing in 
mitigating environmental problems, and performing 
social welfare services which were once deemed 
to be the responsibilities of the government. 
Because of growing involvement of business in 
political activities, the scholars around the world 
have started to view the relationship of business 
and government through the lens of CSR leading 
to the emergence of a new perspective known as 
PCSR.  The idea of PCSR is closely related to but 
conceptually different from CPA which is also 
used to study the interdependence of business 
and government. The underlying motive of CPA is 
to serve self-interest while PCSR seeks to address 

PCSR  is a new dimension 

in the domain of 

corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) where 

by attempts are being 

made to understand 

the firm’s state-like 

functions such as 

providing public goods 

(e.g., health, education, 

etc.), mitigating social 

problems (e.g., poverty 

alleviation, gender 

inequality, racial/ethnic 

in equality, corruptions, 

environmental 

degradation, etc.), and 

engaging in formulation 

of regulations (e.g. self-

regulation, industry-

regulation, global 

standards and rules).
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governance gap. It is argued that governments of 
different countries (in particular, developing and 
underdeveloped countries) lack adequate resources 
to address different social challenges in an efficient 
manner because of ‘governance gaps’. As business 
organizations have ample physical and financial 
resources, they are expected to take social issues 
into their consideration and help narrowing the 
governance gaps by performing certain state-like 
functions. This paper clearly and lucidly explains 
this new concept 'PCSR' in the domain of CSR. It 
also highlights few evidences from Global Fortune 
500 companies to show that how PCSR activities 
can be used to mitigate governance gap.  The 
evidences clearly demonstrate that these giant 
companies in the world are involved in several 
kinds of PCSR activities such as infrastructural 
development, entrepreneurship development, 
women empowerment and providing health and 
education facilities. In general, these activities are 
considered as the responsibilities of the government. 
However, because of several obstacles on the way 
of good governance, the governments around the 
world cannot even satiate the basic needs of their 
general people.  Through PCSR, companies can 
come forward to mitigate this governance gap and 
contribute in sustainable development of a particular 
locality or country.  We have two implications in this 
study. First, demonstrating global evidences, we try 
to highlight how business firms are contributing to 
mitigate the governance gap through PCSR around 
the world. Second, as governance problems are more 
acute in the developing nations, we believe that PCSR 
practices of global firms would provide an impetus 
to their counterparts in the developing nations to 
engage themselves in mitigating governance gaps and 
achieving sustainable developments.   
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INDEPENDENT 
DIRECTORS:

A SAMPLE 
SURVEY 
OF LISTED 
COMPANIES
Jamal Ahmed Choudhury FCMA

1. INTRODUCTION
The corporate governance is a much discussed 
issue in our business arena. As part of its initiative 
to enforce better governance, Bangladesh Securities 
and Exchange Commission (BSEC) introduced the 
Code of Corporate governance for the companies 
listed with the local bourses. When the Code was 
first introduced in 2006 after the debacle of 1996, 
it was applied on “comply or explain basis”. The 
“Comply or Explain” principle left the compliance 
issue to the discretion of the companies. The 
companies that don’t comply with the code were 
required to explain in their annual public reports 
the reason for non-compliance if any. By doing so 
the matter was left to the investors to make their 
decisions based on the level compliance to the code 
by the concerned companies. This flexibility was 
similar to the provision of the UK combined code 
of corporate governance introduced as long back in 
1992. However, in 2012 BSEC through a notification 
amended certain provisions of the codes and 
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compliance to the corporate governance codes 
were made mandatory for all the listed companies 
in Bangladesh. Over and above, it was required that 
certification must be obtained from a competent 
authority (in this case, practicing CA, CMA or 
lawyer) as to the compliance of the CG provisions. 
BSEC in June 2018 has again revised its code of 
corporate governance which shall be effective from 
December 2018.

It was the 2006 code that for the first-time required 
companies to include Independent Directors 
(IDs) in their board. The Preamble to section 1.2 
of the amended corporate governance guideline 
says “All companies shall encourage effective 
representation of independent directors on their 
Board of Directors so that the Board, as a group, 
includes core competencies considered relevant 
in the context of each company”. The guidelines 
require that 20% of the members of the board of 
any listed company should comprise of Independent 
Directors. The BSEC guidelines set out in detail 
the characteristics to identify an individual as 
independent. In broad terms, ID is defined as a non-
executive non-shareholding (or holding less than 1% 
share) director having no personal relationship with 
any sponsor, director or any major shareholder and 
having no financial or other relationship with the 
company or its related companies.  Additionally, it 
provides a list of qualifications and disqualifications 
for an ID. The details of the roles and responsibilities 
of the directors were also specified therein. 

In a sponsor controlled and family dominated 
corporate environment induction of independent 
director is aimed at protection of the interest of 
the vast majority of general shareholders. The 
independent director is expected to play an unbiased 
role in running the affairs of the company.  As a Non-
Executive Director (NED) with no individual interest, 
he is supposed act for the interest of the company 
particularly in cases where the shareholding or the 
executive directors have got conflicting interest. It is 
expected that Independent director will be able to 
look into every important business decision from an 
impartial point of view and will help take decision 
that best serves the interest of the entity. The model 
of corporate governance therefore, gives additional 
responsibilities to the independent directors. IDs 
have important roles to play in enforcing good CG 
practices and in protection and promotion of the 
general shareholders’ interest. 

2. STUDY OBJECTIVES
There have been surveys on independent director’s 
profiles in different countries. These surveys 
typically contain information on the age, education, 
experience, remuneration etc of the IDs which are 
helpful information to understand who are people 
representing in the board and how they are being 
remunerated for their service. This study on a 
sample basis primarily seeks to develop a profile of 
the independent directors acting in the board of the 
listed companies of Bangladesh. An insight analysis 
of the demographic profile of the IDs is important 
to understand the extent they can help attain the 
intended good governance in the corporate culture 
of Bangladesh. Secondarily, it looks into to what 
extent the companies comply with the CG guidelines 
as far as the provisions for IDs are concerned and 
finally to what extent the roles played by the IDs are 
being remunerated. 

3. METHODOLOGY
We have taken 32 out of 196 (other than banks, 
Non-banking Financial Institutions and Insurance 
companies) companies listed with Dhaka stock 
exchange as sample for the study. These companies 
have a total of 59 independent directors in their 
board. One of the IDs represented two companies 
and as such 58 individuals’ profiles were analyzed. 
Companies were selected on random basis. Notably, 
information on all parameters used for the study 
were not available for all directors and relevant 
disclosure has been given in appropriate cases. 

Most of the information for the study were gathered 
from the annual reports of the companies and was 
compiled by the author. Reports for the period 
2014-15 and 2015-16 were used for this purpose. In 
limited cases, relevant information about individuals 
were collected from available other public sources. 

The CG code issued by BSEC in 2012 has been used 
in this study as a standard to compare and discuss 
our findings. Although the set of codes has been 
revised in June 2018 to be effective from December 
2018, there have been little changes in provisions 
relating to the independent directors and thus the 
findings of the study remains valid in the context of 
the revised code as well. 
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Out of 58 IDs, age profiles of 47 were available from 
the published sources. The findings are as below: 

Notably 49% of the IDs are in the age bracket of 65 
and above; 17% is 60-65 and 34% are below 60%. 
Only 3 were found below the age of 50. The result 
may be compared with the Indian experience where 
the average age of the IDs is 58.5 (PWC, 2015-16).

C. POOR REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN AS 
IDS IN THE BOARD 

The issue of gender diversity in the board is a much 
discussed issue. Regulatory authorities of different 
jurisdiction are trying to inject more female members 
in the corporate boards.(Choudhury, Increasing 
Women's Representation in Corproate Boards, 
2017). EU in 2012 proposed for 40% mandatory 
quota for women in the board non-compliance of 
which will call for penalty. UK has voluntary quota 
of 25% for all FTSE companies. Malaysian cabinet 
has also approved 30% women quota in the board 
(Women on boards: Malaysia shows the way, 2016). 
India has introduced a law that requires at least 
one female director in the board of the companies 
which were effective from Jan 2015. The latest 
statistics shows that in terms of individual 12.8% 
of all directors in Indian Companies are female and 
almost 76% of the NSE 500 companies have at least 
one women director in the board.(Challenges that 
women director on company boards face, 2016). 

Unfortunately, there is no guideline in our corporate 
governance code as to the gender diversity of the 
directors. In absence of any such guidance, companies 

4. STUDY FINDINGS AND 
ANALYSIS
A. COMPANIES TEND TO MAINTAIN AS 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF IDS AS THE LEGAL 
COMPLIANCE REQUIRE

BSEC Code requires that every company shall 
ensure “effective representation of the independent 
director on their board of directors so that, the Board 
as a group includes core competencies considered 
relevant in the context of the company” While code 
requires a minimum of 1/5th of the board member 
must be independent, the essence of the code 
is clearly to encourage more than the minimum 
number. A higher proportion of IDs in the board 
will be indicative of companies’ keenness towards 
better governance particularly in the context of our 
family controlled corporate culture. The board size 
of the surveyed companies varies from a minimum 
of 5 to a  maximum of 12 with median 8. As far as 
the IDs are concerned we noted that all most in all 
cases, the companies maintained the legal minimum 
number with the exception of one company having 
foreign sponsorship accommodating four  IDs in 
their eight  member board. The tendency is clearly 
just to comply with the legal requirement. In our 
sponsor controlled and family ownership company 
structure, accepting an outsider in the corporate 
board is naturally not a welcome phenomenon from 
the sponsors’ perspectives. 

B. DOMINANCE OF PERSONS TOO 
OLD TO ADEQUATELY COMPREHEND 
THE TECHNOLOGICAL AND BUSINESS 
COMPLEXITIES OF MODERN DAYS 

There is no age restriction given for the IDs. 
However, IDs are required to have a minimum 
12 years of business or professional experience.
While well experienced persons are always good to 
enhance the competencies of the board as a group, 
persons too old are most likely not to possess the 
requisite skills to comprehend financial, management 
and technological complexities that has evolved 
over the years and adopted by the business s(h)e 
represents. This may cause them to depend largely 
on management and impede their ability to challenge 
the management propositions on any business issue. 
Their physical and mental state of elderly people 
may also hinder the effective discharge of their 
responsibilities. 
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appear to be least interested to voluntarily effectuate 
gender diversity in their boards. Only five companies 
appoint female IDs. Four female member- one in 
each company, have been appointed (one member 
was serving in two companies’ board) as ID in the 
said five companies. 

While we are talking of increased women 
empowerment and leadership in every spheres 
of economic and social life, the issue of gender 
diversity in the corporate board needs special 
attention of the policy makers. Arguing for the 
gender diversity however, does not mean inclusion 
of female compromising with skills, aptitude or 
ability to contribute. Rather we can refer to the EU 
directives which hold that where male and female 
has equal qualification and experience to contribute, 
preference should be given to the female candidate.  

D. IDs POSSESS STRONG EDUCATION 
BACKGROUND

There is no minimum education specified to be 
eligible as ID. However, the BSEC code holds that 
Independent Directors shall be a “knowledgeable” 
individual “who is able to ensure compliance 
with financial, regulatory and corporate laws and 
can make meaningful contribution to business”; 
should be able to make meaningful contribution 
to business” and above all he should be “financially 
literate”. Additionally, he should be a “Business 
Leader/Corporate Leader /Bureaucrat /University 
Teacher with Economics or Business Studies or 
Law background/Professionals like Chartered 
Accountants, Cost & Management Accountants, 
and Chartered Secretaries”. The IDs must have “at 
least 12 (twelve) years corporate management/
professional experiences”((BSEC), 2012)

Information on academic qualification of 49 IDs 
(out of 58) were analyzed. We have considered 
the highest degree achieved and as such a person 
having multiple qualifications has been counted in 
one category only. While educational qualification 
is not the only criteria to judge an ID’s ability to 
contribute, it is definitely an important parameter.
We found that our IDs have strong educational 
background with 51% having a post graduate 
qualification; 17% holding PhD and 16% Chartered 
Accounting Qualification.

Interestingly although BSEC guidelines mentions 
Cost and Management Accountants along with the 
Chartered Accountants as qualified persons for the 
position of IDs, noneof our sample company have 
Cost and Management Accountants in their board. 
The selection of Chartered Accountants in the board 
might have link with the familiarity of the profession 
with the audit practice of the companies. Whether 
such familiarity is a threat to the independence is a 
matter to be researched.

In terms of their academic specialization we got 
information of 45 IDs. Of them  56% comes from 
business, economic or law background, 24% from 
Engineering and other sciences while 20% from 
Arts/Social science. 

E. DOMINANCE OF BUREAUCRATS AND 
CORPORATE PROFESSIONALS

We tried to understand what profession or 
service do they come from. As noted in earlier 
paragraph BSEC code has given an indicative list 
of professionals who as understood, are preferred 
category of people for the position of IDs (Some 
of the terminologies although not well defined 
and may require subjective judgment). Professional 
background of fifty out of fifty eight IDs were 
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available for our analysis. We found that retired 
bureaucrat and senior level corporate professionals 
are the most preferred group of people to the 
companies for the position of IDs. They together 
constitute around 40% of our sample. Next to them 
are the University teachers (14%), Retired Bankers 
(12%) and Entrepreneurs (12%). Although there 
are some IDs who can be considered as politically 
exposed persons (e.g. former Advisors of Care 
taker Interim Government) none the companies 
appoints any persons having direct political identity.
Interested researchers may look into the reasons 
for company’s higher tendency towards a particular 
profession over the others in selecting IDs. Loosely 
speaking the social image and high level relationship 
could be explained to be the reasons for preferring 
bureaucrats in the boards.

We also tried to understand the business or industry 
experience of the IDs. While an individual in his/her 
long career might have worked in multiple fields, 
we have, for the purpose of our analysis considered 
their experience in the field where they have 
spent dominant part of their career. For example 
a university professor might have worked a few 
years of his early career in industry but we have not 
considered this while evaluating their experience. 

Our study reveals that 41% of our IDs have no 
business or industry experience; they are mostly 
the people coming from civil service or universities. 
Although 38% are from business or industry only 
12% have experiencespecific or related to the 
industry to which they have been appointed as IDs. 
It appears that companies are less interested in 
specific industry experienced IDs rather choose IDs 
from non-related areas which is in contrast to the 
essence of the codes.

F. QUALIFICATION AND EXPERIENCE OF IDS 
IN THE AUDIT COMMITTEE FALL SHORT OF 
REQUISITE SKILLS IN MANY CASES

Besides his role as a member of the board, the ID 
has additional responsibility as a member of the 
Audit Committee. According to the CG guideline 
the chairman of the Audit Committee must be an 
independent director.  Audit committee is one of the 
very important and powerful committees under the 
current CG practice. The code provides a detailed 
list of functions of the audit committee. One of the 
important responsibilities of the audit committee is 
to confirm that company has appropriate internal 
control system in place to prevent any fraudulent 
activity or misappropriation. Audit committee is 
also required to see the accounting and reporting 
process of the company; reviewing the financial 
statements being issued for public; ensuring that 
related party transactions- a tool commonly used in 
financial manipulation, are being carried out on arm’s 
length basis; oversee the hiring of external auditors 
and evaluating their work; and ensuring that external 
audit activities are carried out in an independent 
manner.

Audit committee must report to the board any 
fraudulent or illegal activity or any infringement of 
legal or regulatory provision or any other matter 
that have material impact on the financial condition 
or operation of the business.  If corrective actions 
are not taken on any matter raised by the Audit 
Committee, it is to be reported to the Commission. 
The committee is also required to submit a 
report to the shareholders on annual basis on the 
activities it has carried out and the reports if any 
it has submitted to the board of directors. This 
means besides bring in the diversity of knowledge 
and skills in the corporate board the induction of 
independent director has a great role in ensuring 
the financial transparency which is key elements of 
good governance of the corporate entities. 

14%
12%

8%

20%

12%

8%

20%
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Profession

Expereince Type

7%

38%

14%

41%
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Adequate knowledge on accounting and finance 
matters are very important to effectively perform 
role in the audit committee. The BSEC code 
requires that all members of the audit committee 
should be “financially literate” and at least one 
member shall have “accounting or related financial 
management experience”.  The explanatory notes to 
the words “financially literate” held that “a person 
will be considered to have accounting or related 
financial management expertise if (s)he possesses 
professional qualification or Accounting/Finance 
graduate with at least 12 (twelve) years of corporate 
management/professional experiences” 

Two points needs to be emphasized with respect 
to the qualification of the members of the Audit 
committee. Firstly, “All” members of the Audit 
committee shall have to be “Financially Literate” 
that is, they have to have the ability to “read and 
understand the financial statements like Balance 
Sheet, Income Statement and Cash Flow Statement” 
which essentially requires accounting or finance 
knowledge. While it is not required for the Chairman 
of the audit committee to have accounting of finance 
background, given the role of the audit committee, 
it is very much desired that person holding the 
position should have enough technical knowledge 
and skills necessary to understand the complex 
accounting issues, the internal control mechanism 
and ensure authentication of the financial reporting 
process as well as the numbers reported thereon. 
These types of technical skills undoubtedly demand 
accounting or finance specialization. 

The fact that an audit committee member other 
than the IDs (shareholding directors) might have 
accounting or finance background shall not serve 
the very purpose of inducting the IDs in the audit 
committee i,e his unbiased and non-conflicting role 
to ensure accounting and reporting accuracy and 
transparencies. 

Secondly, at least one of the members should hold a 
professional qualification orshould be a Accounting 
or Finance graduate with 12 year experience. The 
second condition binds companies to keep at 
least one person in the audit committee who has 
specialization in accounting and finance. The other 
members of the committee while not necessarily 
be an accounting and finance specialist, they need 
at least to have the ability to interpret the numbers 
of the financial statements and its implication. It 
can safely be deduced that BSEC code is clearly 

suggestive of including people in the audit committee 
from accounting or finance background. 

Our findings showthat out of 58 IDs 46 have been 
inducted in the Audit Committee and as mandatory, 
each company appointed an ID as the chairman of 
the committee.

Out of thirty two companies twenty four (75%) have 
three members, seven (22%) have four members and 
only one (3%) has five members audit committee. 
In 50% cases Audit Committee comprised of only 
one ID which is the legal minimum.  Out of five 
companies who have female IDs in the board, four 
have included the female member in the Audit 
Committee.

We tried to see whether the academic qualification 
of the IDs of the audit committee matches with the 
BSEC requirements.

Education Specialization of IDs in the Audit 
Committee

Education 
Specialization

Chairman Member Total Percentage

Arts/Social 
Science

5 2 7 20.5%

Business and 
Finance

10 4 14 41%

Economics 2 1 3 9%

Law 2 1 3 9%

Science and 
Engineering 

4 3 7 20.5%

Grand Total 23 11 34 100%

Education specialization of 34 IDs inducted in the 
Audit Committee (23 Chairman and 11 members) 
was available. The survey reveals that 41% of the 
Independent directors in the Audit Committee 
come from Arts/Social Science or Engineering 
background. In 61% cases Chairman of the Audit 
Committee possesses education in the field of 
Business/Finance, Economics or Law.  There are 
companies where none of the IDs representing in 
the audit committee has Business, economics or law 
background as specified in the BSEC guideline.

We also gathered experience profile of 27 Chairman 
of the Audit Committee. We noted that a significant 
50% of the Chairman don’t have any business or 
industry experience. They are mostly the bureaucrats 
or academician as revealed in earlier section of this 
report. 
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G. REMUNERATION NOT COMMENSURATE 
WITH THE ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

BSEC regulation does not contain any provision as 
to the remuneration to be paid to the independent 
directors. It only says that remuneration paid to the 
directors including the independent director is to 
be disclosed in the annual report. This implies that 
BSEC has left the matter to the discretion of the 
companies. In this context it would appropriate to 
see how are the companies actually rewarding their 
IDs.

Our Survey shows that 16% of the companies don't 
pay any remuneration, 40% cases IDs receive paltry  
board meeting attendance fees only, while in 41% 
cases no disclosure is made with respect to the 
payments to IDs. One Company reported a lump 
sum payment of Tk. 75,000 annually. 

Against this backdrop, globally IDs are recognized 
for their important role in the modern corporate 
governance structure and their services are very well 
compensated.(Choudhury, 2017). Take for example 
the case of our neighboring India. According to a 2015 
survey report, average annual remuneration received 
by the IDs in Indian companies in 2014 was INR 8.1 
lac with highest being INR 93.00 lac. Even earnings of 
the IDs from the public sector companies who are 
least payer among the companies surveyed averages 
INR 3.2 lac. It may be mentioned here that the 
Indian Companies Act 2013 disallows remuneration 
to IDs other than sitting fees and reimbursement 
of travelling expenses for attending board and 
other committee meetings. However, profit related 
commission may be paid to them subject to approval 
of the same by the shareholders. It can therefore be 
reasonably assumed that the compensation paid is 
mostly in the form of fees. Similarly, a 2013 study by 
KPMG reveals that the weighted average earnings 
per NED including the Independent Directors in 
Malaysian Top 30 Companies is RM 357,000 per 
year (Equivalent approximate Bangladeshi Taka 
71,00,000). 70% of the compensation is director’s 
fee while the rest is other benefits. Subject to few 
exceptions, in Singapore companies predominantly 
pays directors’ Fees and no other benefits in kind 
as compensation to their Non-executive directors 
which include IDs. According to global management 
consultancy Hay Group report, NEDs in the listed 
companies of Singapore received S$56000 in 
financial year 2012/13 which is almost 10% more 
than the average pay in the previous year. 

These few examples are enough for our readers 
to understand the trend of compensation given to 
the independent directors for their advisory and 
oversight roles in the companies.

The qualification and experience profile demanded 
from an ID is of high standard. The advisory and 
oversight functions they are assigned to perform 
would definitely require considerable amount 
of their professional time and given their profile 
such services must be highly expensive. Moreover, 
being a member of the board and other important 
committees including the Audit Committee 
responsible to oversee the financial affairs of the 
companies, the IDs are taking consequential legal 
risk of any mismanagement or fraudulent activities 
done by the company.  They are also responsible for 
their own failure to perform their legally stipulated 
functions.

It will be an interesting study for any inquisitive 
researcher to know why our high profile IDs are 
taking directorship role in the companies which 
are not at all rewarding for them. In the absence of 
any such study we can proceed with some hostile 
assumptions. 

Our first hypothesis could be that independent 
directors are compensated in other than non-
financial terms which are not reflected in the 
financial statements and as such they are happy with 
what they are receiving for their contribution.

The second hypothesis is that Companies want 
the IDs just to give some extra flare to their 
corporate profile. They are virtually an “ornament” 
to the company without actually doing any oversight 
functions other than just attending the board or 
committee meetings just as an endorser of what the 
company management is placing before them.  This 
virtually requires no significant time and efforts for 
them.

Our third assumption is that most of our IDs are 
not well aware of their statutory responsibilities and 
legal liabilities and as such are not conscious about 
the value of their services and the corresponding 
risks they are exposed to. They are taking it as 
voluntary service as if having no corresponding 
obligation.

Our final hypothesis is that they are taking it as a 
matter of social pride and status to sit in the boards 
of reputed companies and unaware of the risk of 
reputational loss associated with any failure of the 
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company as well as the legal liability for their failure 
to perform the oversight functions

If any of our hostile assumption becomes true, then 
the very essence of inducting IDs in the corporate 
boards become a futile exercise. 

5. CONCLUSION
We have a very stringent code of corporate 
governances. The code has not only been made 
mandatory, their compliance also needs to be 
certified by independent competent professionals. 
Not many countries in the world have such stringent 
code as we have adopted. Although the companies 
are reporting their compliances, the extent to which 
the governance is really in practice remains an 
issue to be researched. The policy makers needs to 
revisit whether replication of the Anglo-American 
model of governance without due consideration 
of the local corporate culture, business ownership 
and management structures, social, economic 
andlegal dimensions etc., can really bring any fruitful  
result.  
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The independent director 

is expected to play 

an unbiased role in 

running the affairs of 

the company.  As a Non-

Executive Director (NED) 

with no individual interest, 

he is supposed act for the 

interest of the company 

particularly in cases 

where the shareholding 

or the executive directors 

have got conflicting 

interest. It is expected 

that Independent director 

will be able to look into 

every important business 

decision from an impartial 

point of view and will help 

take decision that best 

serves the interest of 

the entity. The model of 

corporate governance 

therefore, gives additional 

responsibilities to the 

independent directors. 

IDs have important roles 

to play in enforcing 

good CG practices 

and in protection and 

promotion of the general 

shareholders’ interest. 
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Abstract
The tangible and intangible benefits of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) influence the businesses to 
think differently as the market is also positively responding to the CSR initiatives taken by these businesses. 
This paper attempts to bring focus on the payback or return dimension of CSR to the firms. The main 
purpose of this paper is to search for the available literatures on the non-financial benefits of CSR, especially 
the improvement in the employee turnover, customer satisfaction, and the reputation in the market. The 
review of study suggests that firms engaging in CSR can benefit in ways beyond its financial outcome. Socially 
responsive activities by the firms appear to be a means to reduce employee turnover. CSR is likely to increase 
customer satisfaction. Finally, stakeholders infer various positive characteristics of firms’ CSR activities as a 
visible hint which is conducive to the overall firm reputation.

Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibilities, Payback, Customer Satisfaction, Reputation.

The Payback for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR):
Expert Views and Perspectives

Lee and Kotler (2013) identified six types of 
corporate social initiatives that are included in CSR 
activities: 
i) Corporate philanthropy: company donations 

to charity, including cash, goods, and services, 
sometimes via a corporate foundation.

ii) Community volunteering: company-organized 
volunteer activities, sometimes while an 
employee receives pay for pro-bono work on 
behalf of a non-profit organization.

iii) Socially-responsible business practices: ethically 
produced products which appeal to a customer 
segment.

Introduction:
In recent years, customers, employees, suppliers, 
community groups, governments, and some 
shareholders have encouraged firms to undertake 
additional investments in corporate social 
responsibility (CSR). Some firms have responded to 
these concerns by devoting more resources to CSR. 
Other companies’ managers have resisted, arguing 
that additional investment in CSR is inconsistent 
with their efforts to maximize profits. The resulting 
controversy has induced researchers to examine the 
relationship between CSR and financial performance, 
in an effort to assess the validity of concerns 
regarding a tradeoff between investment in CSR and 
profitability (McWilliams and Siegel, 2000).
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iv) Cause promotions: company-funded advocacy 
campaigns.

v) Cause-related marketing: donations to charity 
based on product sales.

vi) Corporate social marketing: company-funded 
behavior-change campaigns.

Companies are now expected to issue corporate 
accountability reports about their progress and 
impact on society. The goal is to ensure that the 
companies are working for the welfare of the social 
being. 

Companies engage in CSR because they are an 
integral part of the society.  The Coca-Cola Company 
contributes with $88.1 million annually to a variety 
of environmental educational and humanitarian 
organization. Another example is PNC Financial 
Services' "Grow Up Great" childhood education 
program. This program provides critical school 
readiness resources to underserved communities 
where PNC operates (Rangan et. al., 2015). 

O'Laughlin (2008) states that shareholders and 
investors, through socially responsible investing, 
are using their capital to encourage behavior they 
consider responsible. However, definitions of what 
constitutes ethical behavior vary. For example, 
some religious investors in the US have withdrawn 
investment from companies that violate their 
religious views, while secular investors divest from 
companies that they see as imposing religious views 
on workers or customers. 

Investment in CSR promotes product differentiation 
at the product and firm levels. Some firms will 
produce goods or services with attributes or 
characteristics that signal to the consumer that 
the company is concerned about certain social 
issues. Also, many companies will try to establish a 
socially responsible corporate image. Both of these 
strategies will encourage consumers to believe 
that, by consuming the product, they are directly 
or indirectly supporting a cause (McWilliams and 
Siegel, 2000). These strategies are effective with 
those consumers who wish to support firms 
that devote resources to CSR. As a result, many 
products have labels that indicate the use of certain 
ingredients and production methods that promote 
CSR. Consumer-oriented CSR may also involve 
intangible attributes such as a reputation for quality 
or reliability. The presumption is that firms that 
actively support CSR are more reliable and their 
products are of higher quality. 

Burke and Logsdon (1996) offer five conditions for 
value adding CSR: 

(1) Centrality – closeness of fit to the firm’s mission 
and objectives.

 (2) Specificity – ability to capture private benefits 
by the firm. 

(3) Proactivity – degree to which the program 
is planned in anticipation of emerging social 
trends and in the absence of crisis. 

(4) Voluntarism – the scope for discretionary 
decision-making and lack of externally imposed 
compliance requirements. 

(5) Visibility – observable, recognizable credit by 
internal and/or external stakeholders of the 
firm.

Managers’ Attitudes toward CSR  
Katz (1960) has suggested that attitudes provide 
people with a framework within which to interpret 
the world and integrate new experiences. Ajzen 
and Fishbein (1977) further suggested that by 
understanding an individual’s attitudes toward 
something, one could predict that individual’s 
“overall pattern of responses” to the object. They 
argue that a single behavior is determined by the 
intention to perform the behavior in question. A 
person’s intention is in turn a function of his attitude 
toward performing the behavior.  Therefore, not only 
will managerial values frame the issues evaluation 
process but they are also likely to directly shape the 
issues management process as well. Management’s 
intentions as represented by their beliefs, attitudes, 
and desires, are primary motivators that influence 
organizational processes and ultimately are reflected 
in corporate programs and policies. Wood’s model 
(Wood, 1991) underscores individual or managerial 
intentions as the motivators of socially responsible 
behavior, the management of stakeholder 
expectations as an integral part of the process, and 
an emphasis on programs and policies as the primary 
outcomes of those processes. Whereas managerial 
intentions are presumed to drive behavior, it is the 
manager’s attitudes toward CSR that predispose 
action. Attitudes have always been assumed to be 
extremely important elements in social cognition. 
Defined as a broad disposition to respond positively 
or negatively to a stimulus (Fiske and Taylor, 1991).

Objective of the study
The objective of this review paper is to serve as 
a compilation of knowledge about the benefit of 
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the CSR activities in the non-financial form. This 
paper particularly seeks to look into what existing 
research suggests about the following topics:
i. Does CSR have any impact on the employee 

turnover?
ii. Does CSR demonstrate any improved customer 

satisfaction?
iii. The link between the CSR and the reputation in 

the market.

Methodology of the study
This paper is intended to search of the available 
literatures on the non-financial benefits of CSR 
especially the improvement in the employee 
turnover, customer satisfaction, and the reputation 
in the market. This study is conducted on the basis of 
secondary information. The secondary information 
and data were collected from published books, 
journals, research papers. Newspaper articles and 
the internet were also used. 

Review of Related Literature
Aguilera et al. (2007) suggests that meeting 
employees’ justice needs through CSR should have 
the effect of lowering turnover rates. Customer 
satisfaction is a cumulative, global evaluation of 
product or service use based on experience with 
firms over time and is a fundamental indicator of 
past, current, and future performance (Anderson et 
al., 1994). Neville et al. (2005) argue that reputation 
is the overall evaluation received by an organization 
from its stakeholders concerning the credibility 
of the organization’s identity claims. The case was 
made, based on signaling theory, that CSR sends 
signals to stakeholders that generates positive 
impressions or associations which, in turn, affect 
reputation. The findings from this study confirm that 
CSR is positively linked to reputation.

Maignan et al. (1999) find that in a sample of 
American firms, CSR is positively linked with 
employee commitment and customer loyalty. In a 
similar study, Maignan and Ferrell (2001) find that 
CSR is positively linked with employee commitment 
in a sample of French firms. Brown and Dacin (1997), 
Sen and Bhattacharya (2001) and Scholder et al. 
(2006), in studying US firms, find that CSR positively 
influences both consumers’ purchase intent and their 
perceptions of companies’ products. Lastly, studying 
US firms from the Kinder, Lydenberg, Domini & Co. 
database, Greening and Turban (2000) and Turban 
and Greening (1997) find that demonstrating CSR 

is important for attracting prospective employees. 
While each one of these studies offers important 
insight, they fall short of empirically testing predicted 
benefits (Weber, 2008). 

CSR is known for impacting employee turnover. 
Several executives suggest that employees are 
their most valuable asset and that the ability to 
retain them leads to organization success. Socially 
responsible activities promote fairness, which in turn 
generate lower employee turnover. On the other 
hand, if an irresponsible behavior is demonstrated by 
a firm, employees may view this behavior as negative. 
Proponents argue that treating employees well with 
competitive pay and good benefits is seen as a 
socially responsible behavior and therefore reduces 
employee turnover (Galbreath, 2010). Valentine et. 
al. (2011) found that executives have a strong desire 
for building a positive work context that benefits 
CSR and the company as a whole. This interest is 
driven particularly by the realization that a positive 
work environment can result in desirable outcomes 
such as more favorable job attitudes and increased 
work performance. 

Executives continue to suggest that employees are 
their most valuable asset and that a firm’s ability 
to retain employees is a hallmark and signal of 
organizational success (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 
2007). The ability to retain employees not only 
demonstrates that a given firm is a valued place 
to work (which can elicit positive corporate 
associations from the public), but several scholars 
also find that retaining employees has positive 
consequences for firms’ financial performance and 
productivity (Huselid, 1995; Guthrie, 2001).

(Weiss et al., 1999) following the unidimensional 
perspective (Yoon et al., 1993), developed a scale 
that assesses a firm’s general perception of their 
reputation. The scale does not assess reputation for 
anything specific (e.g. product innovation); rather, the 
scale measures a firm’s assessment of how customers 
perceive their overall reputation. Anselmsson 
and Johansson (2007) assessed three areas of 
CSR performance: human responsibility, product 
responsibility and environmental responsibility. 
Martinuzzi et al. (2011) described the terms, writing 
that human responsibility is "the company deals 
with suppliers who adhere to principles of natural 
and good breeding and farming of animals, and also 
maintains fair and positive working conditions and 
work-place environments for their own employees. 
Product responsibility means that all products come 
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with a full and complete list of content, that country 
of origin is stated, that the company will uphold its 
declarations of intent and assume liability for its 
products. Environmental responsibility means that 
a company is perceived to produce environmental-
friendly, ecological, and non-harmful products".  
Jones et al. (2005) found that environmental issues 
are the most commonly reported CSR programs 
among top retailers. 

The theory of Shared Value argues that businesses 
should consider profit more broadly than the 
financial bottom line, and includes societal benefits 
as value creation, recognizing that a business is 
affected by, and can contribute to solving, social 
challenges (Porter and Kramer 2011). The Impartial 
Spectator Test proposes that CSR actions be viewed 
through an objective, third-party lens in order to 
further align profit and social benefits (Szmigin and 
Rutherford 2012).

Thus, companies should realize that CSR activities 
can represent a robust strategy, particularly in an 
environment where stakeholders, such as customers, 
employees, and the government, have increased 
social concerns (Davis and Stephenson, 2006).

Conclusion
CSR has long been a divisive issue in discussions 
on business firms, mainly with respect to diverting 
corporate attention – and capital – from maximizing 
shareholder value. Thus, to legitimize the field, 
empirical research has mainly concentrated on 
testing the relationship between CSR and financial 
performance; results increasingly demonstrate a 
positive link (Griffin and Mahon, 1997; Orlitzky et al., 
2003). This study reviewed the relationship between 
CSR and employee turnover, customer satisfaction, 
and firm reputation. The study suggests that CSR is  
positively linked to all three dimensions.  
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Abstract
Risk reporting has become an integral part of current non-financial disclosure practice. Risk reporting has 
gained significant importance after the world economic recession in the year 2007 to 2008. Enhanced risk 
reporting helps to reduce information asymmetry among shareholders, provide practical forward looking 
information and improves better risk management practice in the industry. The purpose of the study is to 
identify nature and quantity of the risk factors disclosed under different categories by different industries. 
Based on previous studies, a risk disclosure index has been developed to measurer the quantity and type of 
risk factors disclosed for collecting data from total 1,110 company year observations for the years 2009-
10 to 2014-15. It has been found that 1,001 company year observations disclosed total 13,141 risk factors, 
13.12787 risk factors on average. This study reveals that companies like to disclose operating category risk 
factors more in comparison to other categories. Significant difference in risk disclosure among the industries 
and also among the companies under same industry have also been observed.

Keywords: Risk, ICAEW,  ASBJ, Risk Disclosure Index, Operation risk.

1.0 Introduction: 
A growing demand for better reporting of business 
risks has emerged in recent decades. This is based on 
the belief that improved understanding of business 
risks by investors and other users of corporate 
reporting should lead to better stewardship of 
companies and to a more efficient allocation of 
resources (ICAEW, 2011). Business organizations 
usually take risks for maximization of shareholder’s 
wealth. In addition, changing business environment 
and intense market competition have made business 
operation more volatile and unpredictable nowadays. 

In such situation, risk reporting is essential to help 
investors in making more informed judgments about 
the nature and scale of corporate financial risk 
exposures (Aldridge and Colbert, 1997).

Including Statement of Business risks in annual 
reports may be a significant evolutionary step in 
responding both to investor demands for forward 
looking information and to wider concerns about 
short termism of financial statements (ICAEW, 
1997). This will reduce information asymmetry and 
make the market perform better.  Abraham and Cox 
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(2007) claim that this information can help investors 
to determine the risk profile of a company and 
estimate its market value.

Risk reporting has gained significant importance 
after the world economic recession in the year 
2007 to 2008. Enhanced risk reporting provides 
forward looking information, reduces cost of capital, 
encourages better risk management and enhances 
management accountability and financial reporting 
usefulness (ICAEW, 1997). Risk disclosure helps 
in investors’ investment decisions-making process 
by evaluating the information disclosed by a firm 
in order to establish levels of various risks it faces, 
then; their decision will be taken based on expected 
return and risk considerations (Cabedo and Tirado, 
2004). However, previous studies find that there 
is a large variation in financial and non-financial 
disclosure (Lajili and Zéghal, 2005; Mohobbot, 2005; 
Konishi and Ali, 2007; Linsley and Shrives, 2006). 
Earlier researches of risk reporting mainly focused 
on the nature and quantity of risk factors disclosed 
by the companies in different countries. However, 
there are some areas which still need to be revealed 
such as categorical difference in disclosure among 
the industries, factors prioritized under each 
category by different industries and so on. 

This study aims to i) identify the different categories 
of risks disclosed based on a risk disclosure 
Quantity (RDQ) index; ii) identify the risk factors 
prioritized under each category by the companies 
and iii) identify the difference, if any in risk disclosure 
practice by different industries. This research will 
contribute to find out a comprehensive picture of 
risk disclosure practice by the Japanese companies. 

This study is structured in six sections. After the 
introduction, section 2 describes regulations relating 
to risk disclosure in Japan. Section 3 is devoted for 
literature review and section 4 presents research 
methodology. The empirical results and findings 
are explained in section 5 and section 6 presents 
conclusion with some policy implications.  

2.0 Regulations relating to risk 
disclosure in Japan:
In February 2004, the Accounting Standards Board 
of Japan (ASBJ) issued guidelines to strengthen the 
disclosure system that included enhanced disclosure 
of risk information and urged companies to report 
business risk information. However, Japanese 

companies started risk reporting voluntarily before 
2004 (Konishi and Ali, 2007). These guidelines do 
not provide any clear direction about what kind 
of risk information should be disclosed, how to 
measure risk or how to measure the effects of 
risk to business. ASBJ considers risk discloser as an 
internal affair of the concerned companies and has 
left it to them as to when and how to report risk 
information. Konishi and Ali (2007) mention that the 
level of risk reporting has increased in 2004, at least 
in quantity, in annual reports after the issuance of 
regulatory guidelines on risk reporting.

3.0 Literature review: 
Defining the term ‘Risk’ is a very complicated 
issue. Meaning of risk varies person to person, 
company to company, industry to industry and 
society to society. Risk has been defined in IFAC 
report (1999) as uncertain future events that could 
influence the achievement of the organisation’s 
strategic, operational and financial objective.
German Accounting Standard (GAS) 5 defines risk 
as the possibility of a future negative impact on the 
economic position of a group. ICAEW (1997) define 
Business risk as uncertainty to the benefits that a 
business will derive from pursuing its objectives and 
strategies.

Linsley and Shrives (2006) have defined any 
disclosure as risk disclosure if the reader is informed 
of any opportunity or prospect, or of any hazard, 
danger, harm, threat or exposure, that has already 
impacted upon the company or may impact upon 
the company in the future or of the management of 
any such opportunity, prospect, hazard, harm, threat 
or exposure.  

This would help financial reports’ users to identify 
potential managerial problems (or opportunities) 
and assess management’s effectiveness in dealing with 
these issues (Lajili and Zéghal, 2005). On the other 
hand, companies also benefit from risk disclosure by 
reducing the possibility of financial failure (Beretta 
and Bozzolan, 2004); it also can make a decline in the 
cost of external finance (Linsley and Shrives, 2006).

According to ICAEW (1997), enhanced information 
about what companies do to assess and manage key 
business risks of all types will:

a) Provide practical forward-looking information
b) Reduce the cost of capital
c) Encourage better risk management
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d) Help ensure the equal treatment 
of all investors and 

e) Improve accountability for 
stewardship, investor protection 
and the usefulness of financial 
reporting.

There are other motivations of 
voluntary risk reporting. It helps 
to better understand the risk 
management practices of a company 
(Abraham et al., 2007), identify the 
sustainability and fluctuation of 
earnings and cash flows (CICA, 2006), 
reduce cost of debt (Healy and Palepu, 
2001), effective resource allocation 
(CICA, 2006), and eventually maximize 
the shareholders’ value in capital 
market setting (ICAEW, 1999).

Different industries face different 
types of risks due to dealing with 
different types of products, nature 
of business & business environment 
and emphasize on disclosing different 
categories of risks. Linsley and Shrives 
(2006) in UK found that companies 
tend to disclosed more strategic risks 
in comparison to operation risks 
and financial risks whereas Lajili and 
Zéghal (2005) in Canada found that 
companies like to disclose financial 
risks over other risk categories. 
Konishi and Ali (2007) found Japanese 
companies disclose more non-
financial risk than financial risks.

However, previous literatures 
acknowledged deficiencies in risk 
reporting practices in different 
countries. The lack of transparency 
of risk information is one of the 
main deficiencies of accounting and 
accountability reports that have 
been documented in risk reporting 
disclosure literature (Cabedo&Tirado, 
2004). Companies do not provide 
sufficient information about risk and 
risk management (ICAEW, 2002).
Dobler (2007) has mentioned three 
potential explanations for a more 
restricted report on risks. These 
are (i) executives may not report 

because they do not have specific enough information about their 
risks; (ii) they cannot reveal them credibly; (iii) they can withhold 
information owing to the threats of commercial harm (Domínguez 
and Gámez, 2014).

Different strands of theory have been proposed to explain why 
companies disclose risk information (Linsleyand Shrives, 2000). 
These theories are: a) Economic theory and b) Social and political 
theory. Economic theory approaches rely on positive accounting 
theory, which is based on the self-interest and profit maximization 
of economic agents. The theoretical frameworks used commonly  
to explain motivations for risk disclosure are agency theory, political 
costs theory, signalling theory, and proprietary costs theory. The 
social and political theory approach argues that it is necessary to 
consider the political and social relationships between company 
and society. Under this approach, the theoretical frameworks used 
for risk disclosure are stakeholder theory and legitimacy theory. 

4.0 Research Methodology:
Companies included in JPX Nikkei 400 index containing 400 
companies from 31 different industries have been considered for 
data collection. The focus of this study is on non-financial sectors. 
That’s why, four (4) industries (Banks, Insurance, Other Financing 
Business and Securities and Commodities) consisting forty seven 
(47) companies have been excluded. 

Among the rest three hundred fifty three (353) companies, one 
hundred eighty six (186) companies under twenty three (23) 
industries published risk information in English either in Annual 
reports, Annual Securities reports, Form 20F or websites for the 
years 2009-2010 to 2014-2015. However, one company (Sega 
Sammy Holdings) was excluded for not disclosing risk information 
appropriately and data from Japan Tobacco for FY 2009-2010&FY 
2010-2011 was not considered due to inappropriate way of risk 
disclosure for this study.

Table- 1: Number of companies from which data was 
collected over the years

2009-
10

2010-
11

2011-
12

2012-
13

2013-
14

2014-
15

No of Companies in Index (a)
Excluded: Banks, Insurance, other financing
Companies not published risk information in English
No. of omitted companies for inappropriate data 

400
(47)
(167)
(1)

400
(47)
(167)
(1)

400
(47)
(167)
(1)

400
(47)
(167)
(1)

400
(47)
(167)
(1)

400
(47)
(167)
(1)

Final sample of the study 
No. of companies from which data was collected (b)

185
163

185
166

185
168

185
167

185
173

185
164

Sample companies in % (b/a) 40.75 41.5 42 41.75 43.25 41

This table shows the number of companies over six years from which data were collected.

To measure the quantity and category of risk information disclosed 
by each company in each year, a Risk Disclosure Quantity (RDQ) 
index has been constructed containing 80 risk factors under 6 
different categories. Such a disclosure index approach was used in 
previous risk related studies (Lajili&Zéghal, 2005; Linsley& Shrives, 
2006; Konishi& Ali, 2007, Abraham and Cox, 2007). The categories 
considered in the index are: i) Financial Risks, ii) Strategic and 
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Business Risks, iii) Operation related Risks, iv) Laws 
& regulations and Compliance risks, v) Information 
processing & Technology risks and vi) Integrity & 
governance risks. Un-weighted disclosure model was 
used, where all elements are treated equally. Each 
element of the index was codded 1 when the company 
disclosed that risk factor and otherwise 0. 

Content analysis has been used to identify the types 
of risk factors disclosed and to measure the volume 
from the specific section used for risk disclosure.The 
researcher performed the content analysis based on 
decision rules which were developed by Linsley and 
Shrives (2006) and used by Konishi and Ali (2007) and 
Abraham and Cox (2007) with some modifications. 

5.0 Findings:
Trend analysis shows that companies are increasing the 
disclosure of risk factors. On average, each company 
disclosed 13.12787 risk factors in each year. 

5.1 Descriptive Analysis of Risk Disclosure: 
Table 2 indicates that on an average the number of 
risk factors disclosed by the 185 companies increased 
over the six year periods. Total 1,001 company-year 
observations out of 1,110 company year observations 
disclosed 13,141 risk factors during the said time 
periods. Each company disclosed 13.1278 risk factors 
on average per year with Median value 13. Maximum 
number of risk factors disclosed by a company in 
any year is 31 and minimum number of risk factors 
disclosed is 3.

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of Risk 
Disclosure Quantity (RDQ) Index over the 6 

years 
Year Mean Median Sd Variance N Range Min Max

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

12.40491

12.92169

13.17857

13.21557

13.43931

13.58537

12

13

13

13

13

13.5

5.736646

5.566122

5.592255

5.789604

5.792243

5.742856

32.90911

30.98171

31.27331

33.51952

33.55007

32.9804

163

166

168

167

173

164

28

28

28

28

28

28

3

3

3

3

3

3

31

31

31

31

31

31

Total 13.12787 13 5.702774 32.52163 1001 28 3 31

This table describes the basic statistics regarding the RDQ over the six years 
period.

5.2 Overall risk disclosure trend:
Figure 1 shows that each company on average 
segregates total risk disclosure in Operational risks 
as 28.92%, Financial risks as 26.16%, Strategic and 
Business risks as 20.43%, Laws & regulations and 
compliance risks as 15.85%, Information processing & 
technology risks as 7.62% and Integrity & governance 
risks as 1.01%.

Figure 1: Average Percentage of risk 
factors disclosed under six risk categories 

This figure shows the weight on average a company gives on 
disclosing different categories of risks. The vertical axis shows risk 
information in percentage and horizontal axis shows name of the risk 
categories.

Table 3 indicates an increasing trend in terms of 
disclosing risk factors under each category by the 
companies over the six years period.In total, all 
the companies disclosed 3,801 risk factors under 
‘Operation’ category and 3,438 risk factors under 
‘Financial’ category over six years period followed 
by ‘Strategic & Business’ related risks (2685 risk 
factors).  

Table 3: Risk factors disclosed under each 
category over the years.

Risk Category 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 Total

1. Financial Risks 544 561 568 575 602 588 3,438

2. Strategic and 
Business risk

428 451 458 457 457 434 2,685

3. Operation 
related risk

558 619 646 637 684 657 3,801

4. Laws & 
regulations and 
Compliance

319 343 352 349 366 354 2,083

5. Information and 
Technology risk

153 163 170 168 177 170 1,001

6. Integrity and 
governance risk

20 20 22 21 25 25 1,33

Total 2,022 2,157 2,216 2,207 2,311 2,228 13,141

This table shows the number of risk factors disclosed by the compa-
nies over six years in terms of different categories of risks.

Figure 2 show that companies liked to highlight 
on disclosing ‘Operation’ category related risks in 
each year from FY 2009-2010 to FY 2014-2015 
followed by “Financial” category related risks. The 
third most emphasized category was “Strategic & 
Business” related risks. This trend remains same 
up to FY 2014-2015. 
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Figure 2: Variation of risk factors disclosure in percentage under each category in each year 

This figure shows the difference in percentage the number of risk factors disclosed under each category in each year. 

5.3 Analysis of risk factors disclosed under each category:
5.3.1 Financial Risks:
1,001 company year observations disclosed total 3,438 risk factors under the category ‘Financial Risk’ (Table 
3). This category consists of 16 risk factors. Most of the companies emphasized on exchange rate/currency 
fluctuation related risk. 678 company year observations out of total 1,001 company year observations 
disclosed ‘Exchange rate/Currency fluctuation related risk’.  The second priority was given on ‘Change of raw 
material & commodity price risk’. ‘Interest rate risk’ and ‘Fluctuations of market price of securities invested’ 
were in 3rd and 4th position respectively in terms of times disclosed.

Figure 3: Ranking of risk factors in terms of times disclosed under Financial Risk

This figure shows the ranking of risk factors under the category ‘Financial Risk’. The vertical axis shows the risk factors under financial category and 
horizontal axis shows the times each risk factor was disclosed by all company year observations.

5.3.2 Strategic and Business Risks:
1,001 company year observations disclosed total 2,685 risk factors under the ‘Strategic and Business risks’ 
category. This category contains 18 risk factors. Among these 18 risk factors, companies liked to disclose 
mostly the global business operation related risk followed by political & economic condition related risk. 565 
company year observations disclosed global business operation related risk factor over the said six periods. 

Figure 4: Ranking of risk factors in terms of times disclosed under Strategic and Business Risks

This figure shows the ranking of risk factors under the category “Strategic and Business Risk”. The vertical axis shows the risk factors under strategic and 
business category and horizontal axis shows the times each risk factor was disclosed by all company year observations.
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5.3.3 Operation Related risks: 
This category consists of 30 risk factors. The most common factor which almost all of the companies disclosed 
was the ‘Impact of natural disasters, wars, terrorism, influenza and other events’ related risk. 828 company 
year observations disclosed this risk factor which was the highest number not only under ‘Operation Risk’ 
category but also among other risk categories. After the Great East Japan earthquake in 2011, almost all of 
the companies started to disclose the impact of natural disaster related risks to their business. The second 
highest risk factor was the Product/service quality/defect related risks. 

Figure 5: Ranking of risk factors in terms of number of times disclosed under Operation 
related Risks

This figure shows the ranking of risk factors under the category “Operation Risk”. The vertical axis shows the risk factors under operation category and 
horizontal axis shows the times each risk factor was disclosed by all company year observations.

5.3.4 Laws & regulations and Compliance risk: 
This category consists of 7 risk factors. Among these risk factors, 689 company year observations liked to 
disclose the impact of various laws and regulations on the company where 446 company year observations 
disclosed risk related to patent and intellectual property related risks. 

Figure 6: Ranking of risk factors disclosed under Laws &Regulations and Compliance category 

This figure shows the ranking of risk factors under the category “Laws & regulations and Compliance Risk”. The vertical axis shows the risk factors and 
horizontal axis shows the times each risk factor was disclosed by all company year observations.
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5.3.5 Information processing and Technology risk:
Information processing and Technology category related risks consists three risk factors. Companies were 
found very much concerned about the protection of information related to the customers, suppliers and 
other parties. 524 company year observations disclosed this risk factor. Electric Appliance industry was found 
more concerned to disclose impacts of technology change related risk to their business operations. 

Figure 7: Ranking of risk factors disclosed under Information processing & technology 
category

This figure shows the ranking of risk factors under the category “Information processing and Technology Risk”. The vertical axis shows the risk factors 
and horizontal axis shows the times each risk factor was disclosed by all company year observations.

5.3.6 Integrity and Governance risk: 
This category consists of six risk factors. Figure 8 indicates that companies gave the highest priority to the 
effective management of internal control system. 75 company year observations disclosed internal control 
related risk. Second priority was given on Labor disputes and labor environment related risk. 

Figure 8: Ranking of risk factors in terms of times disclosed under Integrity and Governance 
category 

This figure shows the ranking of risk factors under the category “Integrity and Governance Risk”. The vertical axis shows the risk factors under operation 

category and horizontal axis shows the times each risk factor was disclosed by all company year observations.

5.4 Risk Disclosure practice by different industries:
Table 4 indicates the number of risk factors disclosed on average by different industries over the six 
years periods. The six industries which disclosed above or same level of average risk factors are Electric 
appliances, Information processing and Communication, Oil and Coal, Electric power and gas, Glass and 
ceramic, Air Transport, Metal and Textiles. However, Air Transport, Metal and Textiles industry contain only 
1 firm. Pharmaceutical, Transportation equipment, Wholesale trade, Retail trade, Services and Non-ferrous 
metal industries disclosed below but almost similar quantity of average risk factors. Minimum 3 risk factors 
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were disclosed by two different industries which are Machinery 
and Information processing & Communication industry. Maximum 
31 risk factors were disclosed by two different industries-Electric 
Appliances and Information processing & Communication. So, 
Information processing & Communication industry shows the 
highest deviation (Range Value is 28) in disclosing risk factors 
followed by Electric Alliances (Range value is 25) and Services 
(Range value is 25).

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics of RDQ by different 
industries 

Sector
No of 

Companies
Mean Min Max Std. Dev. Freq.

Air transportation

Chemicals
Construction
Electric appliances
Electric power and gas
Foods
Glass and ceramics
Information & Communication
Land transportation
Machinery
Metal
Nonferrous metals
Oil and coal
Pharmaceuticals
Precision instruments
Real state
Retail trade
Rubber
Services
Textiles
Transportation equipment
Warehousing
Wholesale trade

1
19
9
23
3
14
2
12
6
19
1
4
4
14
2
10
7
3
5
1
13
1
12

23.33333
11.72477
10.4359
17.92366
17.27778
11.68421

21.6
15.1269
11.06061
10.26374

16.8
13.04167
16.68182
12.275

10.28571
10.23529
12.57143
10.44444

13.08
13.16667

13
7

12.85507

20
6
4
6
12
4
15
3
6
3
16
8
10
6
8
5
7
6
5
13
4
7
6

26
19
22
31
25
18
27
31
15
23
17
19
24
21
14
19
25
14
30
14
20
7
20

2.42212
3.310677
6.256764
6.680187
5.549834
3.809499
5.758086
7.3539

2.703463
5.485

0.447214
3.850231
5.149076
4.517126
2.9277

4.497058
4.934413
3.601017
7.216417
0.408248
3.619592

0
4.10622

6
109
39
131
18
76
10
63
33
91
5
24
22
80
7
51
42
18
25
6
70
6
69

Total 185 13.127872 5.7027741 1,001

This table presents number of firms under each industry, mean, maximum, minimum, standard 
deviation of RDQ and frequency distribution.

Table 4 shows that average mean value is different for different 
industries. It indicates that different industries face different types 
of risks and as a result, disclose different number of risk factors. 
To check whether these differences are statistically significant or 
not, one way ANOVA test has been performed. The result of one 
way ANOVA test (Table 5) indicates that these differences are 
statistically significant (Prob> F 0.0000) between the groups. 

Table 5: Result of One way ANOVA test 

Analysis of Variance

Source

Between groups

Within groups

SS

7721.724

24799.91

Df

22

978

MS

350.9874

25.35778

F

13.84

Prob> F

0.0000

Total 32521.63 1000 32.52163   

This table shows that mean value of risk factors disclosed by different industries are signifi-
cantly different.

This box plot analysis in Figure 9 portrays high deviation in risk 
disclosure practice by different industries. 

Figure 9: Graphical 
comparison of risk factors 

disclosure by different 
industries

This figure shows the difference of risk factors dis-
closed in quantity by the different industries. Vertical 
axis shows the number of risks disclosed; horizontal 
axis represents different industries: 1 indicates Air 
transportation; 2 indicates Chemicals; 3 indicates 
Construction; 4 indicates Electric appliances;  5 indi-
cates  Electric power and gas; 6 indicates  Foods; 7 
indicates Glass and ceramics; 8 indicates Informa-
tion and communication; 9 indicates Land transpor-
tation; 10 indicates Machinery; 11 indicates Metal; 
12 indicates Nonferrous metals; 13 indicates Oil 
and coal; 14 indicatesPharmaceuticals; 15 indicates 
Precision instruments; 16 indicates Real state; 17 
indicates Retail trade; 18 indicates Rubber; 19 in-
dicates Services; 20 indicates Textiles; 21 indicates 
Transportation equipment; 22 indicates Warehous-
ing; 23 indicates Wholesale trade.

From the above presented figures, 
tables and analysis, it can be 
concluded that risk disclosure 
practice varies industries to 
industries. Most focused industries 
are found to disclose more risk 
information in comparison to less 
focused industries. This finding 
support the main theme of Political 
Cost Theory i.e.,highly visible 
companies will disclose more 
information to manipulate their 
images. 

In addition, it has been found in Table 
4 that risk factor disclosure practice 
also differs among the companies 
under each industry. For example, 
minimum value and maximum values 
of RDQ of Information processing 
and communication industry are 3 
and 31 respectively. It means that 
one or more companies disclosed 
31 risk factors whereas one or 
more companies disclosed only 3 
risk factors. This finding aligns with 
the main theme of Signalling theory.
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5.5 Categorical difference in risk disclosure 
practice among the industries:
It might be generalized from the above findings 
that all companies or all industries like to prioritize 
operation risk over the other rest five risk categories. 
However, not all industry highlighted operation risk 
as most important risk over the other categories. 

From Table 6, it can be observed that different 
industries emphasized on different categories of risk 
factor over the said periods.  Among the 23 industries, 
15 industries emphasized on ‘Operation’ category 
risk factors whereas 7 industries emphasized on 
“Financial” category risk disclosure over the other 
categories. Only 1 industry emphasized on “Strategic 
& Business” category related risk disclosure.

Table 6: Priority given by different industry 
in disclosing different category of risks

Category Name of the Industries

Operation 
Category
(15 Industries)

Electric Appliances; Electric power & 
Gas; Food; Information processing and 
Communication; Land transportation; 
Machinery; Nonferrous metal; Oil and Coal; 
Pharmaceutical; Precision Instrument; Real 
state; Services; Retail trade; Transportation 
equipment and Warehouse

Financial 
Category
(7 Industries)

Chemical; Construction; Glass & Ceramics; 
Metal; Rubber; Warehousing; Textiles and 
Wholesale trade

Strategic 
& Business 
Category (1 
Industry)

Air transportation

Information 
processing & 
Technology 
Category (1 
Industry)

Warehouse

Laws & 
regulations and 
Compliance risk

-

Integrity and 
governance risk 

-

This table discloses the name of the industries under each category 
prioritized in disclosing risk factors 

6.0 Conclusion
It has been found from this study that companies 
like to emphasize on operation category risk over 
the other five categories. Company on average 
segregates total risk disclosure in Operational risks 
as 28.92%, Financial risks as 26.16% and Strategic 
and Business risks as 20.43%. However, different 
industries face different categories of risks and 
disclose accordingly. Among the 23 industries, 15 
industries emphasized on “Operation” category 
risk factors over other five categories whereas 7 

industries emphasized on “Financial” category risk 
disclosure over the other categories. Only 1 industry 
(Air Industry) emphasized on “Strategic & Business” 
category related risk disclosure in comparison to 
other categories.

1,001 company year observations disclosed total 
13,141 risk factors under the six categories over 
the six years period. The most common risk factor 
which almost all of the companies disclosed is 
the “Impact of natural disasters, wars, terrorism, 
influenza and other events” related risk. The next 
most commonly disclosed risk factors are various 
laws and regulations related risk, Exchange rate/
Currency fluctuation related riskand global business 
operation related risk factor respectively. 

These finding indicate that Japanese companies like 
to give top priority on disclosing natural disaster 
related risks as they think it the most important 
risk in doing business in Japan. Companies face very 
strict regulatory environment in complying with all 
applicable laws and regulations. So, companies have 
prioritized this risk factors as second most important 
risk in conducting business. In addition, most of 
companies are engaged in importing raw materials 
and exporting finished goods. So they emphasized 
on disclosing foreign currency fluctuation related 
risks as another top risk factor.   

This study also shows significant difference in 
practice in disclosing amount of risk factors by 
different industries. Electric appliances, Information 
processing and Communication, Oil and Coal, Electric 
power and gas, Glass and ceramic, Air Transport, 
Metal and Textiles industry tends to disclose more 
risk information. Construction industry, Machinery 
industry, Real State industry disclose lower amount 
of risk factors on average in comparison to total 
industry average (13.12787). One way ANOVA 
test (Table 5) shows that risk disclosure practice in 
terms of quantity differs significantly between the 
industry groups.  

Range value analysis indicates that there is significant 
difference in risk disclosure practice among the 
firms in the same industry. Information processing 
& Communication industry shows the highest 
deviation (Range Value is 28) in disclosing risk 
factors followed by Electric Alliances (Range value 
is 25), Services (Range value is 25) and Machinery 
industry (Range value is 20).

This study contributes to the disclosure literature 
and risk disclosure literature by examining the risk 
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disclosure practice in terms of quantity and category.
This study has developed a risk disclosure quantity 
(RDQ) index which consists of 80 risk factors under 
six different categories. Management may consider 
the risks factors included in this index to disclose if 
they are applicable to their firms. Like other studies, 
this study also faces some limitations. Only English 
Annual reports/Annual securities reports/ Form 20F 
were considered for data collection. Another major 
limitation of this study is the subjectivity in case of 
categorization. However, proper cautions have been 
taken and coding rule have been strictly followed to 
overcome this problem.

In future research, questionnaire based survey on the 
financial analysts, institutional investors and general 
investors might give a better perceptionabout the 
expectation of such stakeholders regarding risk 
disclosure practice and their decision usefulness 
of such information.In Bangladesh, new code of 
corporate governance has been introduced in 2018. 
According to this guideline, the Director’s report to 
shareholders should contain information regarding 
risks and concerns. So, risk disclosure practice by 
the Bangladeshi companies might be an area for 
research as this is still unexploited in Bangladesh.     

Note: This risk disclosure Quantity (RDQ) index 
and decision rules for risk disclosures are not 
reported in the paper for space reason. Please 
contact with the author for the index and decision 
rules.   
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Abstract
This paper explores the barriers of 
women managers to their career 
progression for acquiring higher 
management positions and the 
challenges they face for such career 
development in Bangladesh. This 
study uses an exploratory qualitative 
research approach based on in-depth 
interviews with thirty mid level female 
managers of telecommunication and 
financial sectors of Bangladesh. Data 
was obtained through structured 
interviews of female managers 
working in the stated private 
service sectors of Bangladesh. The 
findings suggest that the barriers 
and challenges posed by individual 
factors i.e. cultural expectations of 
women managers within the family 
set up and Bangladeshi society 
and organizational factors within 
their context of operations are the 
key factors perceived by women 
managers of Bangladesh in attaining 
top management positions in service 
sectors of Bangladesh.

Keywords: Women Managers, 
Career Development, Financial 
institution, Industries of Bangladesh, 
Cultural Expectations, Organizational 
Factors.
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1. Introduction
Over the last three decades, there has been a 
significant rise in the numbers of high skilled female 
managers across different industries of Bangladesh, 
which has led to a gradual re-configuration of the 
top management positions from male towards 
female (Ismail and Ibrahim, 2007). There has also 
been a growing scholarly interest in the gendered 
nature career that has furthered the understanding 
of the career trends (Tlaiss and Kauser 2011; 
Broadbridge 2007; Simpson et al, 2010).  However, 
available statistics reveals a high level of disparity 
in levels of gender diversity at top management 
positions in Bangladesh. A new study by the CPD 
and Manusher Jonno Foundation notes that if 
household work done by women were paid for, it 
would be equivalent to 87% of the current GDP 
(Tribune Editorial, 2014). It demonstrates, as is the 
case all around the world that women spend far 
more time on household chores than men, without 
being economically recognized. The most immediate 
lesson to learn from this survey is the need for 
more men to do their fair share of household 
work. Sharing household work more evenly will 
mean fewer women are unfairly burdened at home. 
This is important in order to help more women 
seek and retain formal paid employment. It is also 
crucial to helping the economy grow further, by 
making fuller use of the untapped potential of having 
more women in the workplace. For Bangladesh to 
develop as people hope and the country needs, 
nothing good will be served by factors which hold 
women back from participating and progressing in 
the workplace. More broadly, the survey’s example 
of transparency in drawing attention to inequality 
should be emulated more widely. For instance, large 
employers could develop and promote policies to 
attract and retain women in the workplace such as 
support for childcare.  They could also publish figures 
for the percentages of women they employ and the 
percentage who are senior managers or directors. 
Such disclosure would set a positive example and 
drive competition to help women progress in the 
workplace. 

Bangladesh is a highly populated developing country 
where women constitute almost half of the total 
population (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 1997). 
Unfortunately majority of the women in Bangladesh 
are illiterate, poor and deprived in many areas such 

as control over assets, employment, security, health 
and nutrition as there is a significant gender gap in 
education, health, employment, income, opportunity 
and decision-making (Bangladesh Human 
Development Report, 1998). According to the CIA 
World Factbook (2010), the GDP growth rate in 
Bangladesh is 6 percent. The Gender Development 
Index (GDI) rank of Bangladesh is 110 out of 144 
countries of the world, and Gender Empowerment 
Measure (GEM) rank is 79 out of 80 countries of 
the world based on the 2005 Human Development 
Report. The United Nations Development Program 
(UNDP) Human Development Report contains 
two gender-aware measurements. The first is 
the Gender-related Development Index (GDI), 
which disaggregates the three variables of the 
Human Development Index (HDI) (life expectancy, 
educational attainment, and adjusted real income) 
by gender. The second is the Gender Empowerment 
Measure (GEM), which looks at women’s share 
of managerial and professional jobs, women’s 
representation in Parliament, and women’s share of 
national income. The reasons of low GDI and GEM 
ranking for Bangladesh is that the country is staggering 
far behind in terms of female education, particularly 
in higher education and work force participation 
(ESCAP, 1999). The adult literacy rate (15 years 
and above) of females and males in Bangladesh is 
30.8 percent and 49.9 percent respectively (Human 
Development Report, 2003). This unequal literacy 
rate is reflected in the low workforce participation, 
mainly in the professional and skilled work force 
(Hossain, 1999). Based on the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB) Report (2003), in Bangladesh, the labor 
force participation rate of women is 14.1 percent 
compared to men’s labor force participation rate 
of 48.3 percent. Nevertheless, due to the demand 
generated by certain sectors (like manufacturing 
industry, mostly in the ready-made garment industry) 
of the economy, female participation in the labor 
market in Bangladesh has been increasing since the 
mid-1980s. Studies reveal that policies promoting 
export-oriented light industries in Bangladesh have 
created a demand for cheap labor, which, despite 
some negative implications, has opened up new job 
opportunities for females in the garment sector 
and brought major changes to their lives (Afsar, 
1999). In addition, there are over 1,000 local and 
national organizations generating self-employment 
opportunities for over 8 million poor, mostly 
females, through activities related to micro-credit 
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and training in literacy, technical skills and legal rights 
(ADB, 2003).

In some developing countries like Bangladesh and 
India, governments have been taking initiatives to 
promote female participation in employment, by 
providing special provision such as quota system 
for women (Hossain, 2007). This worked as a 
positive incentive for female graduates to embrace 
a career in the government job. In spite of such 
increase women still face few career progression 
opportunities compared to men. Several studies 
show that the disparity between male and female 
representation in public and private sector is wide 
in most of the third world countries. Women 
have little or unequal access to employment. An 
insignificant number of women occupy key decision 
making positions (United Nations, 1989). Women 
have been unable to exert power over economic 
structure in their societies as they are virtually 
absent from or are poorly represented in economic 
decision making (FWCW, 1995). ‘Social or economic 
policies wholly or partially directed towards women 
remain inadequate in resolving problems as they 
often reflect male perceptions and orientations, 
thereby contributing to inequalities between the 
two genders’ (Afza and Newaz, 2008:86).

This study explores the barriers to career 
progression of female managers in acquiring top 
management positions and the nature of career 
barriers experienced within Bangladesh context. 
The paper investigates issues surrounding woman 
managers in Bangladeshi organizations and the 
perceptions of  these  managers  regarding  gender  
stereotyping  in  terms  of  their  personal aspirations 
regarding careers, mentoring, education, marriage, 
and having children. 

2. Methodology
It is a qualitative study which draws from interpretive-
constructivist and constructivist-phenomenologist 
traditions which stress a person’s lived experiences 
(Saunders et. al., 2009). The rationale for this 
methodological position is that it provides an 
appropriate framework for the development of an 
in-depth understanding of hitherto under researched 
phenomenon (Cresswell, 2007) and leads to the 
discovery of in-depth comprehensive narratives of 
the lived experiences of individuals. This approach 
has also been adopted by similar studies on career 
management (see Tlaiss and Kauser 2011; Simpson 

et al., 2010).

The total sample of respondents used in this 
qualitative analysis was 30 female managers spread 
across two private sector industries namely financial 
institution and telecommunication in Dhaka City 
with an age composition ranging from 25 years to 
55 years. The demographic characteristics of the 
sample are specified below in Table 1.

Table 1: Demographic Statistics of the 
Sampled Female Managers

Variables Percentages

Age of Respondents

25-30 5

31-35 19.3

36-40 26.5

41-45 20.1

46-50 16.6

51-55 12.5

Length of Years as Manager

6 months to 1 year 12.9

1-5 years 43.6

6-10 years 25.7

Above 10 years 17.8

Occupation/Profession

Telecommunication 50

Financial institution 50

Both purposive and stratified sampling techniques 
were adopted in this study. Purposive, because the 
study targeted strictly at women managers, and 
stratified because the respondents represented 
major relevant sub-sectors of the Bangladeshi 
economy (telecommunication and financial 
institution in the private sector). Dhaka was chosen 
as the sample frame because of its cosmopolitan 
nature and its status as a commercial nerve 
centre, where a lot of managerial activities take 
place, coupled with a significant concentration of 
businesses in Bangladesh. The interview questions 
were divided into six major sections, which covered 
the following i.e. demographic characteristics of 
the respondents, work/job history, organizational 
background, career obstacles, family and career 
balance and expectations from career. Participants 
were solicited through a combination of email and 
existing personal contacts. All the respondents 
that agreed to participate in the field work were 
screened on the eligibility criteria that the person 
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is currently a manager. In order to minimize the 
possibility of biasness, efforts were made by seeking 
participants from a variety of organizations within 
financial and telecommunication sectors which had 
a varied demographic profile. All the interviews were 
conducted in English. Each interview lasted between 
45 to 60 minutes, commenced with an introduction 
to the aims and objectives of the research and the 
establishment of issues of confidentiality and was 
conducted at the respective organization site or 
other preferred location. Interviews were tape-
recorded with the consent of interviewee using a 
pre-determined but flexible interview protocol. 
After each interview, a contact form was used to 
summarize the main themes, concepts, issues or 
questions that came up. The data analysis was done 
simultaneously. The data analysis described in more 
detail in the next section was ongoing, starting 
from the outset of data collection and continuing 
all throughout the study. This proved particularly 
helpful in providing information used in revising the  
initial  set  of  interview  questions  and  formulating  
new  questions  as  the  interviews progressed. It 
also provided me with the flexibility to conduct 
follow up interviews and to probe deeper into some 
interesting emergent themes.  After  interviewing  
thirty  participants  and analyzing the emerging 
data,  it was  perceived  that same  themes  were 
recurring and  further data collection was unlikely to 
reveal new themes or insights. However, in order to 
further increase the reliability and to ensure that no 
important theme was uncovered, I have undertaken 
twenty additional interviews which confirmed 
the earlier results. The findings corroborated the 
themes found in the first thirty interviews and with 
no new theme emerging. Thus, I perceived that I have 
reached a point of theoretical saturation.

For the qualitative analysis, I analyzed the data using 
a grounded theory approach (Cresswell 2007). This 
aims to uncover theories, concepts, hypotheses and 
propositions that are “grounded” in the collected 
field data (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). The first stage 
involved the verbatim transcription of interview data. 
Secondly, a coding dictionary was developed using 
the interview schedule as a framework to organize 
and segment the data. Thereafter, the interview 
transcripts were coded independently and involved 
indexing the transcripts. Codes with similar features 
were identified and where appropriate amalgamated 
by me to form categories. New categories were 

created when two or more similar codes did not fit 
with an existing category. Through the combination 
/collapsing of codes with similar properties nine 
dominant categories emerged representing the 
different career barrier factors expressed by 
the participants. For instance, the codes created 
separately e.g. “need a helper, I need someone who 
can teach me and advise me…”, “someone to show 
me the way”, a coach were amalgamated to form a 
core category on mentorship. Along similar  lines,  
codes  emerging  from  the  data  for  instance,  “being  
trained”,  “sponsor  for workshop and seminars 
and other related themes were amalgamated to 
form core category Training and Development 
opportunities for women managers. This coding 
process is similar to the approach used by Ituma 
et al.  2009,  in  which  any  code  mentioned  by  
more  than  two participants is collapsed to form a 
category. I did not impose coding categories a priori; 
rather I remained open to insight by allowing the 
categories to emerge from the data in order not 
to miss any important theme. While I considered 
the labeling of the categories to be accurate and 
reflective of the meaning participants expressed 
about their career success, I recognize that this is 
an inherently subjective exercise (Ituma et. al., 2009). 
The transcripts were analyzed independently  by 
me and  then  corroboration  given  to  emerging  
themes  by comparing and discussing individual 
interpretations. According to my findings, the 
barriers to the career advancement of Bangladeshi 
women to top management positions identified 
in the study include: Lack of mentoring; fewer 
opportunities  for  training  and  development  for  
women;  low  aspiration  level  of  women managers, 
challenges that come with social networking 
among women, family responsibilities, gender role 
socialization, historical precedence and corporate 
culture. This list is not exhaustive of all the barriers, 
but my study has confirmed them as some of the 
prominent constituents of glass ceiling inhibiting the 
upward mobility of women managers.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Lack of Mentoring
A key impediment to women advancement is the lack 
of organizational and career mentoring and coaching. 
Respondents interviewed highlighted various 
problems associated with the issue of mentoring 
such as the fact that there were fewer women 
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mentors, ‘overbearing’ male bosses, sometimes 
‘flirtatious’ male mentors who tend to see women as 
sex objects. Women had problems of getting female 
mentor than their male colleagues. A few women 
who were given male mentors complained about 
the morality of the issue. They felt it was against 
their religious beliefs to have close relationship with 
a man who was not their husbands. It is important 
to note that Bangladesh is highly stratified along 
religious lines. The realities in Bangladesh align with 
Scandura (1999) who suggests that there is scarcity 
of female mentors at higher organizational ranks, 
and because cross-gender mentoring relationship 
was less likely to engage in close friendship and that  
social  roles  that  involve  after-work  networking  
activities  could  be  threatened  with  an appearance  
of  romantic  involvement.  As one of the female 
human resource manager respondent put the 
mentoring dilemma:

“I am in the Financial institution sector for almost 12 
years. There was a stage in my career where I was 
discriminated against as a family woman. When I was 
given a mentor, he was too bossy and spoke to me 
sometimes as if I were his girlfriend. He wanted me 
to stay late evening at work and wanted me to also 
meet up with him in restaurants, canteens…I could 
not keep up with these demands and our relationship 
became tense…. I prefer to have female mentor…
it is easier to compare notes and learn from each 
other’s efforts. In Bangladesh, combining motherhood 
with managerial duties is extremely difficult” - Human 
Resource Manager of a Private Financial institution.

The study affirms the findings of Aladejana et al, 
(2006), where they found multiple (i.e. one mentor, 
several mentees) and same-gender (i.e. female/
female) mentoring were found to be more common 
and more  successful than single and cross-gender 
mentoring Women in this study overwhelmingly 
prefer senior women as their mentors or role 
models at work than men. However some women 
seem to prefer men mentors as they argued from 
experience; some women do not like to have a fellow 
woman as a mentor. The reason for this according 
to some is that woman tends to be bossier than 
men, and often allow their ego and position in the 
organization to get into their brain. A middle cadre 
manager explained to me that:

We are our own worst enemy as women… For some 
reasons we women are more jealous of ourselves from 
the very mundane thing like dressing to beauty, not to 

talk of qualifications and positions attained. We see to 
feel threatened for no reason, and tend to make up 
our minds against ourselves easily. Men are luckier as 
they move on easily when they have problems with 
themselves. Thus, how do you know what to do as a 
woman to please another who is supposed to mentor 
you? - Manager in a mobile phone company of 
Bangladesh.

A study conducted by Brown (1986) revealed 
that cross-gender mentoring relationship could 
be as beneficial and successful as female-to-female 
mentoring. A number of women had refused to 
submit  themselves  to  the  cross-gender  mentoring  
relationship  arrangement  because,  they preferred 
women as mentors. They thought that women, 
having gone through some experience could 
better identify with their problems and challenges, 
whereas, they were doubtful whether men mentors 
would misunderstand these problems to be their 
weaknesses instead of helping them out with those 
problems (Ghosh,2003). Nevertheless, Okurame 
(2006) described cross- gender mentoring as a more 
beneficial mentoring relationship. The increasing 
diversity of the workforce adds a new dimension to 
the mentor-mentee matching process. People were 
attracted to mentors who talked, looked, acted and 
communicated like them; gender, race, ethnicity and 
religion could play a role in matching (Wilson and 
Elman, 1990).

3.2 Training and Development 
Opportunities 
Several scholars (Abdullahi, 2006; Ola-Aluko, 2003) 
identified the lack of adequate education, training 
and experience in the past, as contributive to the 
difficulties women experience in getting management 
jobs. For instance, respondents pointed out:

The problem I have in my organization is that there 
are few developmental or training opportunities 
available to women. Every time they decide who will 
go for a training, the men  managers  tend  to  settle  
these  issues  among  themselves  and   often  training 
programs are filled with men – particularly training 
which take place outside the country. Ever since I have 
been here there have been very few opportunities for 
women - Customer Services Manager at a Cell 
Phone Company.

Access to organizationally sponsored training and 
development schemes, and educational opportunities 
is often unequal between the two genders. The 
human capital model is frequently adopted to justify 
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differential treatment towards male and female 
employees with respect to training and educational 
opportunities (Anker, 1997). The model stressed that 
employers tried to maximize profits by minimizing 
costs to the extent possible. Women were often 
considered to be higher cost workers due to family 
issues such as: women were often said to have higher 
rates of absenteeism (probably in part because of 
family responsibilities which caused women to 
miss work in order to care for family members). 
Women were late to work frequently (probably in 
part because of family members). Women had higher 
labor turnover rates, which could be an important 
indirect cost for employers’ who had to find and 
train new workers (Anker, 1997; Beck and Steel, 
1998). The above position was reinforced by one of 
our interviewee who mentioned that:

If I have to be fair to my organization I think I am 
contributory to my inability to get as many training 
as would have been given. In this organization, it is 
clear to all that punctuality and rate of absenteeism 
are some of the factors taken into cognizance when 
there are training opportunities, and am sure I will 
not pass the test. Of course, I use to be punctual and 
was never absent, but ever since I got married and 
became a mother, I have had to struggle with all of 
that. To be honest, I am not sure if I will be prepared 
to leave my little child for a week to go abroad for 
training, leave her with whom? ……….. Not when I 
know what I went through to have her. May be in few 
years time, I might be willing to do that, which again 
depend on whether or not my husband will permit 
it - Business Development Manager, Joint Venture 
Financial institution.

3.3 Low Aspirations 
In this study women’s aspiration appeared to 
be constrained both by a need to restrict career 
hopes  to  “gender-appropriate”  activities  and  by  
the  strength  of  occupational  segregation  in  a 
particular sector. Expectations are viewed highly in 
sex-typed terms to express greater interest in a job 
only when they are aware that a high proportion 
of women have been successful. Many respondents 
pointed out that:

I am not too keen in being senior manager; let’s leave 
that role for men. I am happy with my role in the 
company. If I become the overall boss in the company, 
I will not be able to cope with the family, kids, husband, 
and relatives; and you know that is a recipe for 
disaster. I think culturally and religiously we are taught 

that men are the head, they are better at these things. 
In Bangladesh we are not really prepared for female 
leaders of industry. We still have a long way to go. In 
order to reach this little position of authority I went 
through a lot of challenges. As a woman, keeping a job 
and the home is challenging, except for a supportive 
husband and relatives.

Mordi et al, (2010) opined that women tended to 
direct their career goals towards occupations that 
were in line with social perceptions of female roles. 
Contradicting the assumption that women had 
relatively low levels of aspirations, Kanter (1997) 
argued that women may make their aspirations 
consistent with realistic expectations about 
promotion and advancement for women.

You need to realize that men are more jealous than 
women, and as a married woman, the moment my 
aspirations increases and become evident, chances are 
that my husband might start getting funny.  You  know, 
move up requires the extra-ordinary like late meetings,  
weekend  workings,  unofficial  networking  and  going  
to  places  that  you normally  would not, but playing 
the office politics. So, how can ones aspiration see 
the light of the day with a jealous man and young 
children? - Senior Assistant Vice President, Local 
Financial institution.

In a similar layer, Powell, Posner and Schmidt (1984) 
reported that although women had to overcome 
several barriers to hold managerial positions than 
men, they have the tendency to display more concern 
for their career in comparison with their family. 
Ragins and Sundstrom (1989) equally contested that 
if women expressed relatively low aspirations it may 
not have been unrelated to the actual barriers to 
their advancement.

3.4 Family Responsibilities 
As per the literature, females  within  the  Bangladeshi  
society  are  beginning  to  reach  the  peak  of  their  
careers although  this has  sometimes  come  at  
the  detriment  of  their families and health. A good 
number of women have problems with juggling roles 
as mothers, housewives, home-makers & managers 
at work. The challenge of maintaining work/life 
balance has affected them in meeting their various 
commitments. They get frustrated and feel trapped. 
For example one of the respondents suggested that:

“The corporate environment here in Bangladesh is 
difficult and very macho. As a woman you have to strive 
harder and do twice as well as the guys in order to 
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be noticed or succeed. Women are always considered 
not fully committed, especially if married with children. 
Even when they perform better than the guys, the men 
always get the best positions. This is a situation I have 
learned to accept and live with, so I always make sure 
that I work hard and that I am acknowledged…… 
with three children and a husband, it has not been 
easy at all……Luckily I work for an organization 
that understands and encourages a good work /life 
balance. Whatever I do, I always make sure that I 
prepare my children for school in the mornings and 
I try and get home on time to check their homework  
and  put  them  to  bed  myself…..  I see myself as 
very ambitious and determined”- Assistant General 
Manager, Joint Venture Cell Phone Company.

The girl child in Bangladesh is culturally expected 
to be on the home front, while the boy child is 
trained to work. A reversal of these roles has not 
always been perceived as positive by the Bangladeshi 
society. This expectation is typical of high patriarchal 
societies such as Bangladesh where the social 
relations and activities of Bangladeshi women 
and men are governed by patriarchal systems of 
socialization and cultural practices which favor the 
interests of men above those of women. Within 
the work milieu, access of women to leadership 
positions is often constrained by the societal 
perception of gender roles of men and women 
(Mordi 2010). However, it is important to note 
that as a result of difficult economic circumstances 
in which employment is scarce, there is a slow or 
slight shift in public perception to women attaining 
top positions. Carlson, Kacmar and Stepina (1995) 
stressed in their study on work-family conflict, 
identified that the conflict between work and family 
responsibilities had become a source of concern 
for both organizations and individuals. An Assistant 
Director of a private financial institution told us that:

I wish  the  Bangladeshi  society  could  emulate  what  is  
happening  in  some  developed countries today, where 
flexible working arrangement is more pronounced. It 
is not easy combining family responsibilities with work. 
I went through hell to have risen to this level, and 
was able to because I got married ‘late’…….late for 
a woman in the Bangladeshi context. So, I was able 
to record some successes before settling down in 
marriage but the price was heavy as family pressure 
was huge. Today, as a director, I work from home when 
I am on maternity leave, yet, I am productive. This is 
something that wouldn’t have been allowed if I were a 

junior person. I hope we get there someday.

The multiple roles performed by individuals in the 
society today can become overwhelming and result 
in work-family conflict. The role theory provides 
a strong explanation for the study of work family 
conflict because it assumes mutually incompatible 
pressures between roles (Tlaiss and Kauser 
2010). Furthermore, the feminist/gender theories 
and related explanations made by Anker (1997) 
attributed subordinate positions being held by 
women to the fact that women carried out all the 
difficult duties at the home front, and had little time 
at their disposal to work outside the home.

3.5 Social Networking among 
Women Employees
The position of developmental relationship is 
increasingly changing (Noe, Green-berger and 
Wang, 2002), and this is equally evident in social and 
organizational psychology literatures. Thus, Hersby, 
Ryan and Jetten (2009) were of the opinion that 
womens’ networks could be a vehicle for individual 
strategy in advancing their career, and could as 
well be a strategy to give the women a voice in 
an organization and improve their lots. Therefore, 
in order to appreciate the social networking of 
women, it is paramount to understand the socio-
structural context of the society where they live, 
and more specifically as it affect their organization. In 
Bangladesh, women networking are still a challenge, 
which could be as a result of a number of factors 
like ethnicity, religion, culture, family background and 
social status. Respondents pointed out that:

Networking among women will be one of the best 
things that can happen to female career development 
as there will be so much to share as long as we keep 
a focus. I do recognize that it will come as a challenge 
as class and status might be created in the course of 
it thereby making it impossible for some to be a part 
of. And as you know, fear spread from ignorance, so, 
once you create a fence for some, the network will be 
labeled negatively. Having been abroad many times, I 
know we as women we stand gained so much if we 
network in a coordinated manner.

3.6 Gender Role Socialization
Another factor contributing to the barriers of female 
career advancement for participants in this study 
was gender role socialization and resulting perceived 
gender differences. A woman who has made it to the 
top of corporate management reflected on how her 
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current career accomplishments contrasted with 
strong gender stereotyping present in her home 
growing up: 

I was somebody who was raised very traditionally, and 
looking back on my life realize that my father very 
much stereotyped women. My mother, you know, was 
very typical, you know, barefoot, pregnant, and in the 
kitchen. She had 4 children (laughs) …early on, you 
know, I had mentioned that I wanted to go to law 
school. And, oh, only ugly women go to, who can’t get 
husbands, go; I mean really stereotype stuff that now 
you kind of like, you know, Oh, my God! - Director, 
Local Land Phone Company.

Women in the in-depth interviews connected their 
gender role socialization to their later experiences 
in the workplace. Women and men do not leave their 
gender role socialization at the door when coming 
to work. One interview participant said she believes 
that the assumption that women are “helpers” 
restricts how men view women’s capabilities to lead 
and to manage the bottom line for organizations. 
Similarly, several women mentioned that women are 
socialized to accept more limited views of success; 
at best, they are taught that they can achieve certain 
career goals, but perhaps only in certain fields or 
only in limited job titles. Some  admitted  that  
women  rather  freely  accept  these  limitations  as  
“the  way things are” for women, seldom challenging 
the parameters shaped during those formative years.

3.7 Historical Precedence
Respondents gave many examples to support the 
next factor, historical precedence. The run-ins with 
the men’s clubs for Ms. S and Ms. M were in-your-
face examples of historical precedence at work. The 
clubs were traditionally male. If women came in, it 
was always and only through the “ladies door.” Ms. 
S described the history leading up to the current 
situation of men being in power: 

It’s an historical, cultural, patriarchal system and 
basically the men were going out and doing the work 
and the women were home doing the work, and that’s 
just how things historically have been for so many 
years that I think the expectation is just there and 
so I think that we’ve made a lot of progress to get to 
where we are, but it’s not done. 

This historical precedence has resulted in what the 
majority of women in the interviews referred to as 
the “old boys”network. Ms. M said she has run into 
the old boys’ network more than once; she also said 

For Bangladesh to develop 
as people hope and the 

country needs, nothing good 
will be served by factors 

which hold women back from 
participating and progressing 

in the workplace. More 
broadly, the survey’s example 
of transparency in drawing 

attention to inequality should 
be emulated more widely. 

For instance, large employers 
could develop and promote 
policies to attract and retain 

women in the workplace 
such as support for childcare.  

They could also publish 
figures for the percentages 
of women they employ and 

the percentage who are 
senior managers or directors. 
Such disclosure would set a 
positive example and drive 
competition to help women 
progress in the workplace. 
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she has lost jobs to men who were “connected” 
through this good old boys network: 

I think that for men, in some instances, there is that 
boys’ network out there, the old boys’ network, and 
I think that in a lot of political instances, for public 
affairs positions  that I know that I have gone up 
for, for them being, you know, having a connection to, 
or being a part of that old boys’ network, was really 
helpful to them. 

The good old boys' network is something many 
of the women participating in this study have 
observed. Certainly, the variety of corporate culture 
manifestations those support the status quo for men 
to remain in power are findings of this study that 
support earlier work, including the original Velvet 
Ghetto Study (Cline et al., 1986) and the Beyond 
the Velvet Ghetto study (Toth & Cline, 1989).

3.8 Corporate Culture
One manifestation of this corporate culture is the 
phenomenon of men feeling threatened by women 
and needing to protect their positions of power. 
This has been a recurring theme in public relations 
gender research, as in the case of the 1991 Public 
Relations Society of America (PRSA) Task Force 
Study (Wright et al., 1991). Gender discrimination 
and salary disparities were reported by women 
participating in this study, as was resentment by men 
toward women regarding affirmative action issues. 
Women in this study also believe that corporate 
cultures and maintenance of men’s power results in 
several unwritten rules like women are fine to be 
hired, but only for certain types of jobs in certain 
areas such as communications, customer service 
where women will work harder than men, and 
because women are willing to work harder, they will 
be given more work.

Ms. N described corporate cultures in the following 
way: 

“I think corporations are just entirely ruled by the 
glass ceiling…If your career is your burning desire…
get out of a corporation. If you want to run something, 
have your own business. I also think that the small 
business is probably a faster track than corporations”- 
Manager, Call Center, Local Financial institution.

Ms. Y figured out this strategy at the very beginning 
of her career, when she learned that corporate 
culture would not be a welcoming place for her to 
advance:

It was clear to me that women of very substantial ability 
were limited. It helped me, it helped me determine the 
environments that I would choose to work in, versus 
not work in … some of those environments- Deputy 
Manager, Cell Phone Company.

4. Conclusion 
This research on women managers discovered 
a significant relationship between the gender 
stereotype of a woman manager and her career 
aspiration. The findings also reveal that women 
managers possess all the attributes for top 
management, but what affects them are family 
issues, individual factors (gender-imposed) and 
organizational factors. From the quantitative and 
qualitative analyses, some suggestions provided 
by successful female managers on what can make 
women better managers are grouped and listed 
as: Gender-sensitivity in the organization, women 
education /education of the girl child, male 
involvement in home front care, leadership, training 
and  development  for  women,  mentoring  of  
women  and  social  networking  among women.   
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Abstract
Tax treaty abuse creates the opportunities for base erosion and profit shifting for the multinational 
corporations. As a results countries are deprived of huge amount of much needed revenue every year. The 
problem is more acute in developing countries like Bangladesh. Taking into consideration the gravity of the 
problem the OECD first took BEPS action plans and later on drafted a Multilateral Convention to Implement 
Tax Treaty Related Measures to Prevent BEPS (MLI) to tackle the problem of tax dodging by the multinationals. 
The MLI if adopted, has the effect of modifying the existing tax treaties of the signatory countries. Meanwhile 
100 countries signed the MLI. The purpose of this article is to discuss the issue whether Bangladesh should 
sign the MLI or not. It is argued that for several reasons it is not worthwhile for Bangladesh to sign the MLI.

MLI and BEPS:
Choice for Bangladesh

the OECD adopted Base Erosion and Proit Shifting 
(BEPS). BEPS stands for base erosion and profit 
shifting. The term refers to tax planning strategies 
that exploit gaps and mismatches in tax rules with 
a view to artificially shifting profits to low or no-tax 
jurisdictions where there is little or no economic 
activity (Ruiter, 2017). To bring symmetry among the 
existing 2400 double taxation agreements executed 
by various tax administrations around the world 
recommendation 15 of the BEPS measures was 

Part I: Introduction
It remains a daunting challenge for the developing 
countries to establish and maintain a sustainable 
source of revenue to provide for the huge public 
expenditure (UN, 2017). This is mainly because of 
the tax dodging by the multinational corporations 
that erode the tax base and shift the profits from 
these countries to the utter detriment of revenue. 
It was noticed by the world community that the 
MNCs in developing countries pay taxes much 
below the prescribed rate. To address the problem 
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signed as Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax 
Treaty Related Measures to Prevent BEPS(MLI) in 
June 2017 under the auspices of the OECD. More 
than 100 countries signed the MLI documents with 
more to follow. The MLI joining countries have to 
adhere to minimum standard and other mandatory 
and optional provisions of the MLI.The relevant 
part of their DTTs will be changed accordingly. The 
changed agreements will be known as Covered 
Tax Agreements (CTAs). As a developing countries 
Bangladesh is yet to join the MLI. The OECD is 
pursuing Bangladesh to join the MLI. The purpose of 
this article is to discuss the issues to be considered 
whether Bangladesh should join the MLI to join 
the international group. Part I of the article gives 
the introduction. Part II gives an overview of the 
important MLI provisions. Part III discussed the 
issues relevant for Bangladesh before it joins the 
MLI. Part IV makes the concluding remarks.

Part II: Important MLI Provisions
Potential international tax regime redefining 
convention, ‘The Multilateral Convention to 
Implement Tax Treaty Related Measures to Prevent 
Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (the MLI) is the 
outgrowth of the OECD/G20 Project to curb Base 
Erosion and Profit Shifting (the “BEPS Project”) 
through aggressive international tax planning 
strategies that exploit gaps and mismatches in tax 
rules to artificially shift profits to low or no-tax 
jurisdictions where there is little or no economic 
activity, resulting in little or no overall corporate 
tax being paid. The Multilateral Convention is a 
multilateral tax treaty that will help jurisdictions 
to quickly modify their bilateral tax agreements to 
give effect to internationally agreed tax integrity 
rules.The title and preamble of the Multilateral 
Convention recognise that the purpose of the 
Multilateral Convention is to implement tax treaty-
related measures developed by the BEPS Project 
to address certain hybrid mismatch arrangements, 
prevent treaty abuse, address artificial avoidance 
of permanent establishment status, and improve 
dispute resolution. Action 15 (Develop a Multilateral 
Instrument) of the 2013 OECD/G20 BEPS Action Plan 
mandated an analysis of the possible development 
of a multilateral instrument to implement tax 
treaty related BEPS measures in existing tax 
agreements. The Multilateral Convention modifies 
in the most effective way the provisions of existing 
tax agreements to implement these rules, aligning 
countries’ bilateral tax agreements with current 
international standards.The MLI includes a set of 
minimum standards that all participating jurisdictions 
have agreed to implement, namely rules dealing 

with hybrid mismatches, treaty abuse, permanent 
establishments (PEs) and dispute resolution. In the 
absence of the Multilateral Convention, countries 
would require to introduce these rules through 
bilateral tax agreement, which need an extensive 
period of time and involve significant costs (The 
ATO, 2017).

The rules are crafted to deal with tax avoidance 
behaviour that can arise in relation to income derived 
by or through fiscally transparent entities, dual 
resident entities, applying methods for eliminating 
double taxation, treaty shopping and other forms 
of treaty abuse, dividend transfer transactions, 
capital gains derived from the disposal of interests 
in land-rich entities, and the definition of permanent 
establishment.

The MLI also contains rules to:
• clarify that tax agreements do not prevent 

jurisdictions from taxing their own residents; 
 • prevent the double taxation of income relating 

to cross-border transactions between related 
parties; and 

• implement improvements to tax treaty-based 
dispute resolution mechanisms, including the 
option of mandatory binding arbitration.

Each substantive article of the Multilateral 
Convention comprises the relevant integrity rule(s), 
a compatibility clause, reservation options and 
notification requirements. While some provisions 
of the Multilateral Convention are of minimum 
standard, most are optional. That is, jurisdictions 
can apply various article-by-article choices and/
or reservations to limit their adoption of the 
Multilateral Convention, including the right for 
a provision not to apply at all. Subject to these 
choices and reservations, jurisdictions are required 
to apply their chosen positions across all of the 
Covered Tax Agreements they have nominated. 
That is, their choices and reservations will apply 
to Multilateral Convention provisions rather than 
to individual bilateral agreements. Most provisions 
provide modifications to a Covered Tax Agreement 
will be effective only where jurisdictions have made 
matching and compatible choices and reservations. 
However, some provisions allow asymmetric 
application. One important aspect of the MLI is that 
unlike other multilateral instruments of OECD,the 
MLI is hard law (Haslehner, 2017) and it represents 
a novel approach to implementing global consensus 
(Corwin et al, 2017). However, the main articles of 
the MLI are succinctly discussed below:

Article 7: Prevention of Treaty Abuse
Treaty abuse refers to the aggressive tax planning by 
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the multinational corporations to avoid tax by taking 
advantages of the gaps in the double tax avoidance 
treaty provisions or municipal tax legislations. 
Article 7 of the MLI on treaty abuse dictates that 
all signatory countries should introduce a Principal 
Purpose Test (PPT), a minimum standard rule, as 
well as allowing them to also (optionally) apply a 
simplified Limitation of Benefits (LOB) provision 
to curb treaty abuse. Using a PPT, a country may 
deny treaty benefits (such as reduced taxes) where 
obtaining the benefit was one of the principal 
purposes of an arrangement unless granting the 
treaty benefits would be in accordance with the 
object and purpose of the relevant provisions of 
the treaty. The countries that sign the MLI may start 
scrutinizing every dividend or royalty flow to see if 
this rule is met. While no one is saying that every 
treaty benefit will be denied, it is likely that certain 
structures and transactions will meet that fate, 
particularly in the early days when this subjective 
new rule remains untested. 

Article 12 – Artificial Avoidance of Permanent 
Establishment Status through Commissionaire 
Arrangements and Similar Strategies
Article 12 of the MLI on the avoidance of permanent 
establishment (PE) status sets out how changes to 
the wording of article 5 of the OECD Model Tax 
Convention to address the artificial avoidance of PE 
status through commissionaire arrangements and 
similar strategies will be embedded into treaties 
by the MLI. A commissionaire arrangement may be 
loosely defined as an arrangement through which a 
person sells products in a jurisdiction in its own name 
but on behalf of a foreign enterprise that is the owner 
of these products. Through such an arrangement, 
a foreign enterprise is able to sell its products in 
a State without technically having a permanent 
establishment to which such sales may be attributed 
for tax purposes and without, therefore, being taxable 
in that State on the profits derived from such sales. 
Since the person that concludes the sales does not 
own the products that it sells, that person cannot be 
taxed on the profits derived from such sales and may 
only be taxed on the remuneration that it receives 
for its services (usually a commission). The proposed 
changes delivered via the MLI would deem that a PE 
exists if a commissionaire’s activities are intended to 
result in the conclusion of contracts that are then 
to be performed by the foreign principal — unless 
the commissionaire performs these activities in the 
course of their own independent business. In effect, 
this means that businesses currently relying on this 
model will need to adapt and change their delivery 
model in response — or risk disputes, penalties and 
business disruption.

Article 13:Artificial Avoidance of Permanent 
Establishment Status through the Specific 
Activity Exemptions
Article 13 deals with the artificial avoidance of 
PE status through business activities that were 
previously seen as exempt in terms of resulting 
in a PE for business. Regarding PE taxation, some 
business activities previously considered to be 
merely “preparatory” or “auxiliary” in nature may 
nowadays correspond to main business activities. So 
that profits made out of core activities performed 
in a country can be taxed in that country, the BEPS 
changes modify the OECD model convention on 
tax so that each of the exceptions included therein 
is restricted to activities that are otherwise of a 
“preparatory or auxiliary” character. The implication 
is that businesses currently relying such activities to 
deliver their business model in a jurisdiction will 
need to adapt and change their delivery model in 
response.

Article 19 – Mandatory Binding Arbitration
Part V of the MLI addresses the Mutual Agreement 
Procedure (“MAP”), while Part VI, section 19 deals 
with the mandatory binding arbitration process. 
As per section 19 a covered tax agreement can 
contain a provision to bring a decision to the 
competent authority where that person considers 
that the actions of one or both of the Contracting 
Jurisdictions result or will result for that person in 
taxation not in accordance with the provisions of 
the Covered Tax Agreement (as it may be modified 
by the Convention), a person has presented a 
case to the competent authority of a Contracting 
Jurisdiction on the basis that the actions of one or 
both of the Contracting Jurisdictions have resulted 
for that person in taxation not in accordance with 
the provisions of the Covered Tax Agreement (as it 
may be modified by the Convention).

Part III: MLI and Issues for 
Bangladesh
Because of the developing countries heavy 
reliance on corporate income tax revenues than 
more developed countries, the MLI would be 
particularly critical because these countries put 
emphasis on domestic resource mobilization to 
achieve the sustainable development goals (SDGs). 
However, developing countries face policy and 
other challenges that affect their ability to address 
BEPSissues. The problems faced by the developing 
countries in terms of MLI relate for example to   the 
lack of legislation, information and tax administrative 
capacity needed to implement highly complex tax 
rules. These gaps may lead to more aggressive tax 
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avoidance by multinational enterprises (MNEs) in 
developing countries. The challenges Bangladesh 
might face in implementing MLI in Bangladesh are 
briefly discussed below.

1. Bangladesh needs assistance before it joins the 
MLI.

 Careful analysis of the MLI provisions reveal that 
the MLI appears to be a very valuable document 
for Bangladesh to craft anti-avoidance provisions 
to the tax treaties it entered into so far. However, 
the particular situations of Bangladesh and its 
treaty partners will determine whether the MLI is 
more suitable to modify the bilateral agreements. 
Bangladesh must carefully decide which treaties 
are to be CTAs and also the options it wants 
to choose against any particular tax treaty and 
also the position of and its relation to its treaty 
partners. In this respect Bangladesh may require 
assistance to be able to make informed decision 
to join the MLI. The assistance areas should first 
be identified and the issues should be addressed 
systematically before Bangladesh joins the MLI.

2. Lack of information and capacity building
 General challenges and needs of developing 

countries concerning implementation of the 
BEPS recommendations, and other measures to 
counter base erosion and profit shifting issues, 
have been identified by international organizations 
and regional tax administration. For example, 
the report of the UN Subcommittee on BEPS 
highlighted that lack of information and capacity 
building were common issues for developing 
countries. It is observed that taxation officials 
of the developing countries lack the capacity to 
deal with the complex issues of international 
taxation law and it takes at least four years to 
build expertise of tax officials in international tax 
matters (Rubagumya, 2017). So this issue remains 
vital for Bangladesh and needs to be addressed 
adequately.

3. Requisite  Training on International Tax Rules
 To increase organisational productivity training 

plays a vital role (Becker, 1991). Training improves 
performance and it plays an important role in 
employee commitment. Particularly, the necessity 
of properly and highly trained tax officials to meet 
the new challenges of the Tax Administration 
cannot be ignored. This is more relevant in the 
field of international taxation. The concepts like 
transfer pricing, permanent establishment, advance 
pricing agreement, treaty shopping etc., are by 

nature very complex and elaborate. The new MLI 
is no exception. So intensive training regarding 
the content of the various MLI provisions are 
imperative to make Bangladesh ready for joining 
the MLI. Also Bangladesh should be aware of 
the measures to counteract other base erosion 
and profit shifting issues not dealt with by BEPS, 
in order enable tax authorities to assess the 
relevance of MLI provisions and other measures 
in their specific situation. In some cases, it may 
appear that more training may need to be given on 
acquiring knowledge on more basic matters. For 
example, appropriate training is necessary on the 
dispute settlement mechanism under theMLI and 
also on other complicated concepts.

4. Renegotiation of the Existing Tax Treaties:
 Bangladesh has so far concluded a little over 30 

double taxation avoidance treaties. If Bangladesh 
wants to modify its treaties by joining the MLI it 
could have required for Bangladesh to renegotiate 
all its existing bilateral tax treaties with its treaty 
partners. This would be a massive task for the 
NBR. This job will take time given the expertise 
and time constraint of the tax administration. 
Negotiating tax treaties requires expertise 
in international tax laws. It is argued that the 
developing countries while negotiating tax treaties 
in the early stage, they might not have acquired a 
sophistication in the municipal tax law and this lack 
of sophistication affected their international tax 
treaties (Bruggen, 2002). It is found that developing 
countries’ treaty negotiators are not in a position 
to assess the constraints of the negotiated treaty 
provisions they would put on their tax policy 
formulations (Irish 1974; Kangave 2009; Hearson 
2015). The developing countries being capital 
importing countries are in most of the cases 
compelled to compromise their taxing right over 
the income sourced in the developing countries 
(Hearson, 2016). Renegotiating the existing tax 
treaties might put the developing countries in the 
same situations. Bangladesh, being a developing 
countries is not an exception.

5. Proper Knowledge of International Taxation
 Dealing with international tax matters 

necessitates proper knowledge of rules and 
regulations of international taxation laws. Recently, 
NBR established a separate international tax 
unit that deals with the conclusion of double 
taxation agreements and also transfer pricing. 
As a developing country Bangladesh follows UN 
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Convention on Double Taxation Agreements. BEPS 
and MLI are prepared by the OECD. Bangladesh 
needs proper expertise and knowledge to deal 
with the matters as suggested by the MLI. The 
transfer pricing cell in the NBR has not yet started 
functioning. So Bangladesh needs some more time 
to procure appropriate human resources through 
training and studies before it signs the MLI.

6. Organizational and administrative Structure
 Implementing MLI provisions to change the existing 

double taxation avoidance treaties is not an easy 
project for a country like Bangladesh. Bangladesh 
needs robust organizational and administrative 
support to work on the implementation of 
the MLI provisions. The present organizational 
structure does not seem to be strong enough to 
support the MLI project. The newly established 
international desk of the NBR is poorly manned. 
There is only one member, one first secretary and 
one second secretary to deal with the whole lot of 
international taxation issues including concluding 
the double taxation treaties, transfer pricing 
issues and many more. Under the circumstances if 
Bangladesh ratifies the MLI Convention it will not 
be in a position to deal with the issues effectively 
because of the lack of proper organizational and 
administrative structure.

Part IV: Conclusion
MLI has started a new episode in the history 
of international taxation. It is anticipated that if 
signed by all the countries of the world the MLI 
will have the potentials to combat tax dodging by 
multinational corporations through profit shifting 
and base erosion. The MLI will modify 3000 
existing bilateral tax treaties. It is observed that for 
Bangladesh it is not yet time to ratify the MLI for 
reasons discussed in the present article. MLI itself 
has started a new international tax regime. The MLI 
provisions are yet to be tested against the backdrop 
of present globalization of business activities of the 
multinational corporations. So the positive result 
that MLI is thought to bring is not to be taken 
for granted. Considering the complexities and 
uncertainties of the MLI provisions, it would be really 
challenging for Bangladesh to ratify the MLI right at 
this moment. Bangladesh should wait for some more 
time within which it will build its capacity to go for 
the application of the MLI provisions to modify the 
existing bilateral double taxation treaties.   
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What is?
Empathy is one of the five pillars of emotional 
intelligence (EQ). It is natural curiosity about other 
people’s reality and the ability to see the world 
through others’ eyes; to hear and understand 
accurately unspoken or partially expressed thoughts, 
feelings, and concerns of others.

Empathy is not sympathy. It does not mean you have 
to agree with how someone is feeling, or even relate 
to their feelings. Instead, empathy is all about the 
awareness of other people’s feelings — even when 
you can’t sympathize with them! You just need to be 
aware of these feelings.

When you show that you are aware of your 
subordinates’ feelings and appreciate those feelings, 
even when you don’t agree with them, it builds 
trust. They have faith that you will at least take their 
feelings into consideration. You can then use this 
understanding of their feelings to give them what 
they need to succeed, further strengthening your 
relationship, increasing collaboration and improving 
productivity.

With empathy, I share your emotions; with 
compassion which builds upon empathy I not only 
share your emotions but take initiative to relieve 
them.

Job Engagementand Empathy 
Research shows:
Empathy is positively related to job performance.
More empathetic environment leads to more job-
engagement and results.

Who is Empathetic Person? 
Are you/do you:

• Think about how others may feel, rather than 
focusing on how you feel? 

• Attentive to emotional cues of team and listen 
them well?
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• Accurately read people’s modes or non-verbal 
cues?

• Respect and relate well to people of diverse 
background?

• Show sensitivity and understand of others’ 
perspectives? 

• Help out based on understanding other peoples’ 
needs and feelings? 

Are you an Empathetic Boss?
Do you? 

• Listen to your subordinates/ team members well 
and actively?

• Appreciate not only what your subordinates are 
saying but also why they are saying?

• Appreciate different backgrounds and diversity of 
your team members?

• Try to imagine yourself in their place in order to 
understand what they are feeling or experiencing?

• Try to understand the feelings and viewpoints of 
subordinates and to take those into account when 
making decisions?

• Know information about your team members 
beyond what are disclosed in office records?

• Take initiatives (sometimes go beyond) to address 
needs and requirements of team members when 
needed?

• Try to measure ever of your acceptability or 
influence among your team members?

Why you need to be Empathetic?
• Empathy is one of the most important components 

for building trust with others. Empathy helps build 
a work environment based on collaboration and 
trust

• Empathy facilitates pro-social (helping) behaviors 
that come from within, rather than being forced. 

• Neurological research confirms that humans are 
equipped with "mirror neurons” which help us 
share emotional experiences and become more 
empathetic toward others. 

• When bosses will show empathy, subordinates 
will also reciprocate by being more empathetic 
towards bosses.

• A healthy, helpful, and open work atmosphere 
will result when everybody will be empathetic to 
others.

Subordinates Like Boss who:
• Is sensitive to the signs of overwork in others.

  Shows interest in the needs, hopes, and dreams of 
other people. 

• Works as a mentor not as a competitor 
• Conveys compassion toward them when other 

people disclose a personal loss.
• Is willing to help an employee with personal 

problems. 

Empathy Can Be Learned 
Some people naturally exude empathy and have 
an advantage over their peers who have difficulty 
expressing empathy.Fortunately, empathy is not a 
fixed trait. It can be learned in a number of simple 
ways:

• Talk about empathy
• Practice to be active listener (Empathetic leaders 

follow the “2 Ears - 1 Mouth” rule… they spend 
more time listening than talking)

• Encourage genuine perspective taking
• Cultivate compassion and provide opportunities 

for collaboration in groups, allows employees to 
exercise their interpersonal skills and abilities

• Cultivate your sense of curiosity
• Get out of your usual environment 
• Get feedback (ask yourself what is your impact on 

results of your team, are you only counting head 
or heart also etc.)

Empathy is not only applicable towards juniors, it 
is similarly applicable for seniors or your boss also. 
Subordinates have to understand and be empathetic 
to their bosses as well to reinforce empathetic 
environment. 

On a deep level, we need to feel that we and our 
work are valued by others, particularly those in 
our group.   
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Q:What driven you to be interested to become business/finance professional?
Hasnain: During my student life like many of usI had huge pressure from my father to become a doctor 

or engineer! I studied science till SSC level and during that time somehow I realized finance talents are limited in 
the market and more and more demands will be coming up in a growing economy. I was highly inspired by then ex-
Finance Minister Late Mr. Saifur Rahman and while watching him in TV and newspapers I aspired to be a Chartered 
Accountant. I was quite firm on my goal and after rounds of debate and discussions I finally convinced my father to 
choose Business and Finance as a career with a start of getting myself admitted in University of Dhaka in Accounting.  

Q: How has CMA as a qualification helped you through your career up to now- as 
CFO of global a renowned MNC?
Hasnain: I achieved my CMA qualification in 2002 and at that point in time despite all the extra effort and hours 
I was yet to be recognized to be ready for a senior manager position. To an extent I was getting a bit frustrated 
especially facing multifaceted competition not only from CAs but also from MBA and international degree holders. 
Finally the day came in 2002 when I became a qualified CMA! I still remember the day when final CMA result 
published and I felt like ‘flying in the sky’ and started feeling like I AM THE BOSS!  

Q: How do you manage your networking? Is the CMA community supportive for you 
to continue and enrich your networking?
Hasnain: Networking is certainly very important for us as financial professional which helps to learn and develop 
our knowledge base beyond our core areas and contribute to create more value for the organization and for the 
society in general. In this era of social networking, I actively spend time to enrich my professional networking via 
social media like Facebook, LinkedIn. Also our CMA community has a quite strong bonding and created a great 
platform for all our members to be connected and all members extend full support to each other for any sort of 
support required.    

Hasnain Thoufiq Ahmed
Deputy CFO AT Telenor Myanmar  Limited

A Finance professional with more than 19 years of experience in Finance 

and Accounting having experience in Strategic planning, budgeting and 

controlling, project management, system and process standardization. 

In HSC Board exams he stood 4th place in the merit in commerce which 

inspired him to choose Finance as field of study and completed Bachelors 

and Masters with major in Accounting from University of Dhaka. A Fellow 

Cost and Management Accountant (FCMA) and ACCA (UK) affiliates.

Happiness in personal life is the main mantra for Hasnain and enjoying 

life with his lovely wife Dina and two boys Zahin and Shadid

CMAs
Working in the
Corporate World
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Q: Do you think CMA as a profession can play a vital role in developing Finance 
Leaders for local & Global companies? What areas of challenges and improvement 
can you suggest?
Hasnain: I strongly believe that CMA profession has been and is playing a vital role to develop new finance talents 
and leaders to serve the country which is now much visible where a much larger number of leadership positions are 
hold by CMAs in different organizations in the country vs. the same in 15 years back. We made very good progress 
and came a long way! However, in this era of globalization and global competitions, we need to put continuous 
efforts to make ourCMA talent pipeline stronger and making young CMAs and incumbent students stronger with 
regards to technical, communication, project management skills. As a Finance community we need to establish 
ourselves as the “Most value adding business partner” in the organization who not only protects value but also 
Creates value for the organization.       

Q: How has technology impacted upon our profession and what is your advice for our 
young professionals?
Hasnain: Yes, technology is gradually changing our way of working from early days of manual book keeping to 
current sophisticated ERP system. In coming years, we can foresee more technological innovations which will impact 
our current way of working like routine based transactional work done by machine etc. But as finance professionals 
we need to use technology for the best interest and find way to create value for the organization while driving 
efficiencies and effectiveness. We need to keep our learning spirit going irrespective of being a senior or young 
professional and make ourselves updated on the technological innovations and developments happening around us.   

Q:  Based on your experience so far, what are the most valuable skills that a Finance 
professional should develop and maintain?
Hasnain: Over the period the role of accountant evolved from initial book keeping and stewardship role to more 
advisory and problem solving role. With the technological innovation and growing external complexities, there is 
more demand and expectations to Finance community on how to CREATE VALUE for the organization. I personally 
try to learn and practice the four dimensions of skills which I believe can benefit us as Finance professionals:     

1. Protect value: This is basically the core finance stewardship role where we need to ensure internal controls are in 
place to protect company’s assets, protect revenue from frauds and leakages, accuracy of financial reporting etc. 
We should see all aspects on how value might get destroyed and need to take proactive actions to protect. 

2. Deliberate value:  In an increasing VUCA environment simplification is becoming a very important paradigm. We 
need to make our policies and processes simple so that business users can focus more on core operation in 
selling and our customers should feel the our products and services simple and easy.   

3. Generate value: Finance can contribute in creating value by providing insight and analysis for business growth, 
organic growth or new opportunities in adjacent business and new acquisitions etc. Through granular analysis and 
detailed deep dive analysis we can contribute in creating value and maximizing shareholders return.  

4. Communicate value: Communication is an underestimated skills in finance community and sometimes we assume 
it is given but with growing challenges and complexities this is becoming increasingly important. We need to 
proactive, agile and sharp in communicating our financial stories, business challenges and performances to our 
shareholders, employees, investors and other stakeholders in a simple, easy and transparent way.

Q: What is your favorite quote?
Hasnain:  “It is amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care who gets the credit”

—Harry S. Truman (the 33rd President of US)

[Interviewed by

Md. Saifur Rahman FCMA
Associate Editor, The Cost & Management]
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IASB clarifies its definition of 
“Material”
October 31, 2018 
The International Accounting Standards Board has 
issued amendments to its definition of material on 
October 31, 2018 to make it easier for companies 
to make materiality judgements. The updated 
definition amends IAS 1 Presentation of Financial 
Statements and IAS 8 Accounting Policies, Changes 
in Accounting Estimates and Errors. The changes are 
effective from 1 January 2020, but companies can 
decide to apply them earlier.

In IFRS Standards ‘Material’ is an important 
accounting concept, which aids professionals to 
decide whether information should be included in 
their financial statements. 

The amendments are a response to findings that 
some companies experienced difficulties using the 
old definition when judging whether information 
was material for inclusion in the financial statements.

The amendments clarify the definition of material 
and how it should be applied by including in the 
definition guidance that until now has featured 
elsewhere in IFRS Standards. In addition, the 
explanations accompanying the definition have been 
improved. Finally, the amendments ensure that the 
definition of material is consistent across all IFRS 
Standards.

Old definition: Omissions or misstatements 
of items are material if they could, individually or 
collectively, influence the economic decisions that 
users make on the basis of the financial statements 
(IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements).

New definition: Information is material if omitting, 
misstating or obscuring it could reasonably be 
expected to influence the decisions that the primary 
users of general-purpose financial statements make 
on the basis of those financial statements, which 
provide financial information about a specific 
reporting entity.

Share based payment project 
summary now available 
October 31, 2018 
A project summary has been published to 
summarize in one place the evidence gathered 
by the International Accounting Standards Board 
(Board) in its project on share-based payments. The 
project summary, Share-based Payment—Sources 
of Accounting Complexity, summarizes information 
already in publicly available Board papers. It does 
not include new material.

“The journal is running a series of updates on IFRS, IAS, IFRIC and SIC. The updates 
mostly collected from different sources of IASB publication, seminars, workshop & 
unaccompanied standard available in IFRS website. This issue is based on some latest 
pronouncement by IASB which has been collected, collated & summarized by Mr. Saifur 
Rahman FCMA. He has been working as Head of Network Operations Resource 
Management for Ericsson South East Asia, Oceania & India. Before promoting to this 
role, he has worked as Head of Network Service Business Operations for LM Ericsson 
Bangladesh Limited. He is a fellow member of the institute of Cost & Management 
Accountants of Bangladesh. He also an Associate Editor for the institute bi-monthly 
journal THE COST & MANAGEMENT.”

IFRS update
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Why did the Board do this 
research? 
Many respondents to the Board’s 
Agenda Consultation in 2011, especially 
preparers of financial statements, 
commented that:

• Accounting for share-based payment 
is complex. 

• IFRS 2 was difficult to interpret. This 
difficulty had led to many requests to 
the IFRS Interpretations Committee. 

In response, the Board carried out a 
research project to consider the issues 
raised. 

Summary of findings: 
The research project identified two 
main sources of complexity and, thus, 
of requests for interpretations: 

• The variety and complexity of 
terms and conditions of share-based 
payments; and 

• Some features of the grant-date fair 
value measurement model used by 
IFRS 2 for share-based payments 
settled in shares or share options. 

The review of interpretation requests 
indicated that the Board and the 
IFRS Interpretations Committee have 
already addressed the main issues that 
have arisen in practice since IFRS 2 
was issued.

Feedback and conclusion:
In May 2016, the Board completed its 
review of the findings of the project 
and of feedback from stakeholders. 
The purpose of this review was to 
assess whether the Board should 
consider amending IFRS 2. In the light 
of the evidence gathered, the Board 
concluded that: 

• There were no significant financial 
reporting problems pointing to a 
need to amend IFRS 2; and 

• There was no need to perform 
further research on this topic or 
to seek further feedback from 
stakeholders.

Updated list of IFRS & IAS
October 31, 2018
 
IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting 

Standards 
IFRS 2 Share-based Payment 
IFRS 3 Business Combinations 
IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued 

Operations 
IFRS 6 Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral Resources 
IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures 
IFRS 8 Operating Segments
IFRS 9 Financial Instruments
IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements
IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements
IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities
IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement
IFRS 14 Regulatory Defferal Accounts
IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers
IFRS 16 Leases
IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts
 
IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements 
IAS 2 Inventories 
IAS 7 Cash Flow Statements 
IAS 8  Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates 

and Errors 
IAS 10 Events after the Reporting Period
IAS 12 Income Taxes 
IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment 
IAS 19 Employee Benefits 
IAS 20 Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of 

Government Assistance 
IAS 21 The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates 
IAS 23 Borrowing Costs 
IAS 24 Related Party Disclosures 
IAS 26 Accounting and Reporting by Retirement Benefit Plans 
IAS 27 Separate Financial Statements 
IAS 28 Investments in Associates & Joint Ventures
IAS 29 Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies 
IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation 
IAS 33 Earnings per Share 
IAS 34 Interim Financial Reporting 
IAS 36 Impairment of Assets 
IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent 

Assets 
IAS 38 Intangible Assets 
IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement 
IAS 40 Investment Property 
IAS 41 Agriculture 
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UPDATE ON
Dhaka Stock Market

The Journal is running a series of updates on Dhaka Stock Market. In this 
issue of THE COST & MANAGEMENT,  A.K.M. Shahidul Kirmany FCMA, 
CMA (CIMA, UK) has given a reflection of relevant changes and updates 
on the Dhaka Stock Market. The analysis of the Dhaka Stock Market has 
been done considering the period from September 3, 2018 to October 31, 
2018. Mr. Kirmany is presently working with the VIPB Asset Management 
Company Limited as Chief Operating Officer.

Macro-economy Update
• According to the official data the general point 

to point inflation rate dropped 0.54 per cent to 
5.48 percentage point in August from the previous 
month due to the slight decrease in food inflation. 
The general point to point inflation rate slightly 
eased to 5.48 percentage point in August.” Planning 
Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal said, “The inflation 
was on the declining trend last month as there was 
no mismatch in the demand and supply side.” The 
government was also very concern in this regard.

• The study report of the Bangladesh Institute 
of Bank Management (BIBM) titled "Achieving 
SDGs in Bangladesh: The role of banking sector" 
found almost 85 per cent of the banks' advances 
are concentrated only in Dhaka (66.18%) and 
Chattogram (18.80%) in 2017. Six other regions 
are getting only 20 per cent of the overall loans 
which experts term lending inequality, not suitable 
for achieving SDGs by 2030.

• Country’s trade deficit widened further in July, the 
first month of the current fiscal year (2018-2019), 
maintaining the last fiscal year’s trend, as import 
payments remained high. As per the Bangladesh 
Bank data released, trade deficit in July of FY19 
increased by 12.14 per cent to $1,173 million 
compared with that of $1,046 million in July of 
FY18. Higher import payment was the key reason 
for the widening trade gap for the last two fiscal 
years.

• Export earnings fell 11.74 percent year-on-year 
to $3.21 billion in August because of slowdown in 
shipment of major items such as garments, leather 
and leather goods and jute and jute goods. The 
receipts in July were $3.58 billion. Exports, rose 
2.51 percent year-on-year to $6.79 billion in the 
July-August period and the earnings were 3.24 
percent higher than the $6.58 billion target set 
for the two-month period, according to data from 
the Export Promotion Bureau. In July- August, the 
shipment of garments, which contribute more 
than 80 percent to the national exports, grew only 
3.82 percent to $5.73 billion.

• Four state-owned commercial banks (SoCB) and a 
financial institution will invest Tk 10 billion (1000 
crore) more in the troubled Farmers Bank Limited 
(FBL) through subscribing subordinated bonds. 
The latest development came in a review meeting 
of the FBL held at the central bank headquarters 
in Dhaka with Bangladesh Bank (BB) Governor 
Fazle Kabir in the chair. Under the latest decision, 
taken by the board of directors of the FBL earlier, 
Sonali Bank Limited will subscribe to bonds worth 
Tk 3.0 billion while the Investment Corporation 
of Bangladesh (ICB) will invest Tk 1.0 billion in 
the bonds. Three other SoCBs -Janata, Agrani and 
Rupali - will subscribe to bonds worth Tk 2.0 
billion each.
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• The central bank said unclaimed bank deposits 
would be transferred to the government account 
if no demand is received for refund of the 
inoperative deposit for 12 years. Deposits and 
assets at banks not claimed by anyone for 10 years 
are considered unclaimed, according to guidelines 
released by Bangladesh Bank. Banks will have to 
submit the unclaimed fund and asset to the central 
bank first and two years later the BB will transfer 
those to the government account.

• The revenue authority has withdrawn value-added 
tax (VAT) on computer parts and accessories at 
the trading stage to help consumers enjoy low 
prices. The move comes three months after the 
imposition of a 15 percent VAT on parts and 
accessories of computers at the trading stage. In 
the past two fiscal years since 2016-17, the NBR 
had been offering exemptions on computer parts 
and accessories. Bangladesh Computer Samity, the 
apex trade body for ICT business in Bangladesh, 
has been demanding removal of such VAT.

• Country‘s merchandise trade gap with the rest of 
the world stood at $1.17 billion in July, the first 
month of the current fiscal year (FY19). Central 
bank statistics, released on Thursday, also showed 
that the trade gap was 12.50 per cent higher than 
that of $1.04 billion recorded in the same month 
of the past year. Gap in services trade, however, 
declined significantly to $257 million this June 
which was $414 million in June 2017. Bangladesh 
Bank data further showed that the current account 
registered a negative balance of $278 million in 
the first month of the current fiscal year against 
a higher deficit worth $478 million in the same 
month of FY17. 

• The International Finance Corporation (IFC), a 
member of the World Bank Group, is ready to lend 
Bangladesh $1 billion a year to meet its long-term 
financing needs. But the country could not avail 
the facility due to delay in approval and complex 
processes, a top official of the IFC said. He said the 
IFC's long-term funding for the last fiscal year that 
ended on June 30 was $426 million, the lowest in 
several years.

• Government‘s borrowing from the sales of 
national savings certificates remained buoyant in 
the first month of the fiscal year 2018-2019 in line 
with the trend of the last fiscal year as the rate of 
return from the instruments remained high. As per 

the data of the Directorate of National Savings, 
government‘s borrowing from the NSCs stood at 
Tk 5,035 crore in July of the FY19.

• The per capita income rose to $1,751 in the last 
fiscal year 2017-18 (FY18) from $1,610 in the 
FY17. The rise in per head Gross National Income 
(GNI) in FY18 is 8.80 per cent higher than that 
of FY17. However, per head GNI marked a dip of 
$1.0 from the provisional estimation of $1,752 
made by Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) in 
May of FY18.

• The central bank has relaxed regulations for local 
industries in export processing and economic 
zones to get short term foreign currency loans 
from their sister concerns. Under the relaxed 
provision, "C" category industries located at 
export processing zones (EPZs) and economic 
zones (EZs) are allowed to secure such loans 
from their subsidiaries or associates operating 
in the same EPZs and EZs. Such short term 
foreign currency loans can be utilized for business 
transactions, including import payments. 

• Nippon & McDonald Steel Industries Limited 
and Nippon Koei of Japan are set to make a joint 
venture investment worth $59.19 million on the 
Mirsarai Economic Zone (EZ) in Bangladesh. A land 
lease agreement has also been signed between the 
Bangladesh Economic Zones Authority (BEZA) 
and Nippon & McDonald Steel Building Company 
Limited.

• Edible oil prices have fallen in the local market 
because of a price slump driven by higher global 
production and the US-China trade war. Prices 
of loose soybean oil dropped 3.47 percent to 
Tk 82-85 a litre from Tk 85-88 a month ago at 
retail. Prices of loose palm oil have also declined. 
It was witnessed that the global prices of edible 
oil continued declining for the last one year and 
that of soybean oil reached below $700 a ton from 
$880 one year back.

Stock Market Updates
September 3, 2018 to October 31, 2018

• The benchmark index of Dhaka Stock Exchange 
(DSEX) was down by 5.48% during the period. The 
daily turnover was highest on September 13, 2018.
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Changes in Indices (from September 3, 2018 
to October 31, 2018)

Index Open Close Point Change % Change

DSEX     5,590.42    5,284.13      (306.29) -5.48%

DSES     1,274.38    1,222.49        (51.90) -4.07%

DS30     1,959.67    1,878.04        (81.63) -4.17%

DSE Performance (from September 3, 2018 
to October 31, 2018)
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DSEX and Turnover movement 

• Banks, Telecommunication, Pharmaceuticals & 
Chemicals, Fuel & Power holds 18.18%, 15.75%, 
14.62%, 13.17% of the market capitalization 
respectively.

• Sectoral Market Capitalization as on August 
30, 2018

Sector
Market 

Capitalisation in mn
% of total 

Market Cap

Banks 619,931.31 18.18%

Financial Institutions 215,458.83 6.32%

Insurance 86,027.56 2.52%

Mutual Funds 40,041.06 1.17%

Food & Allied Product 259,617.73 7.61%

Pharmaceuticals & Chemicals 498,591.93 14.62%

Textile 132,961.55 3.90%

Engineering 203,928.99 5.98%

Ceramic 28,448.33 0.83%

Tannery 28,146.82 0.83%

Paper & Printing 23,066.75 0.68%

Jute 1,648.90 0.05%

Cement 113,600.32 3.33%

Fuel & Power 448,978.01 13.17%

Services & Realestate 20,582.11 0.60%

IT - Sector 17,755.67 0.52%

Telecommunication 536,834.50 15.75%

Travel and Leisure 22,949.07 0.67%

Miscellaneous 108,064.60 3.17%

Corporate Bond 2,790.00 0.08%

Grand Total 3,409,424.04 100.00%

Sectoral market capitalization
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• Sectoral Turnover for the month August, 
2018
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• Top 10 Companies by Market Cap as on 
August 30, 2018

Sl 
No.

Name 
 Mkt.Cap.  

Tk. Mn
 % of total 
Mkt. Cap. 

1 Grameenphone Ltd. 552,025.99 15.31

2 Square Pharmaceuticals Ltd. 204,552.29 6.00

3 British American Tobacco Bangladesh 199,290.00 5.85

4 United Power Generation 141,131.05 4.14

5
Investment Corporation Of 
Bangladesh

92,956.99 2.73

6 Renata Ltd. 85,262.77 2.50

7 BRAC Bank Ltd. 82,582.52 2.42

8 Lafarge Surma Cement Ltd 61,785.07 1.81

9 Berger Paints Bangladesh Ltd. 58,816.43 1.73

10 Islami Bank Bd Ltd. 42,342.75 1.24
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• Top ten gainers and losers in terms of 
market price

• (from September 3, 2018 to October 31, 2018)

Top ten gainer Top ten loser

TICKER
GAIN (%) ()

()(%)
TICKER LOSS (%)

NORTHERN 91.06% GBBPOWER -47.90%

ISNLTD 75.36% BDAUTOCA -40.78%

DULAMIACOT 60.21% ETL -39.76%

MEGCONMILK 55.56% RDFOOD -34.53%

FINEFOODS 50.19% NHFIL -34.14%

INTECH 37.23% ZAHINTEX -31.29%

KPCL 36.15% KDSALTD -31.01%

BEACHHATCH 34.83% KBPPWBIL -30.54%

LIBRAINFU 28.67% 1JANATAMF -29.51%

MONNOCERA 28.54% TRUSTB1MF -29.51%

• The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission 
allowed extension of tenure of all the existing 
closed-end mutual funds by up to 10 years despite 
legal complexities hanging over such extension. The 
decision came at a regular commission meeting, 
presided over by its chairman M Khairul Hossain, 
amid hectic lobbying by trustees of some of the funds.

• Stock brokers of the Dhaka Stock Exchange will have 
to invest the money they will get from the share sell-
off to the Chinese consortium through a separate 
beneficiary account (BO) to get discount on capital 
gains tax. The National Board of Revenue will issue a 
notification soon making it mandatory for the money 
to be invested in securities for three years. If they 
do so, they will enjoy the benefit of 5 percent capital 
gains tax instead of 15 percent.

• The securities regulator has allowed United Energy 
Limited (UEL) to transfer its substantial amount of 
shares, held at two listed companies, in favour of 
another company floated under same ownership. 
To facilitate the transfer of the shares, the BSEC 
waived the UEL from the compliance with the rules 
regarding acquisition of substantial number of shares.

• Western Marine Shipyard got into a contract earlier 
this month to build a second vessel for a United Arab 
Emirates-based company. The watercraft is primarily 
used in handling oil rig anchors. Such vessels can also 
be used for emergency response and rescue and in 
transporting supplies. Cost of the vessel could not be 
immediately known. The engine and other machinery 
would be imported from Europe and Japan.

• Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory 
Commission (BTRC) published a report that showed 
11,676 Grameenphone customers left the market 
leader retaining their existing 11-digit number. On 
the other hand, it drew 4,041 new customers from 
its competitors.

• The stock market regulator said it is going to change 
the definition of institutional investors so that they 
played their due role in the market instead of staying 
aloof. Prof Md Khairul Hossain, chairman of the 
Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission 
(BSEC), said if stock dealers, merchant banks and 
asset managers don't play their roles, their names will 
be removed from the list of institutional investors to 
bar them from enjoying quota benefits in initial public 
offering (IPO).

• Eastern Bank Limited (EBL) and Summit Group have 
fixed an Interest Rate SWAP derivative deal worth 
$71.25 million for two power plant projects. The 
power plants are Barisal Power Limited and Summit 
Narayangong Power Unit II Limited.

• The board of directors of Olympic Industries has 
decided to import capital machinery worth Tk 
136.87 million for enhancing the production capacity. 
The company will import a wafer manufacturing line, 
complete with ancillary machinery, from Franz Haas 
Waffelmaschinen Gmbh, Austria, at an estimated cost 
of Tk 125.45 million.

• After taking over a number of banks and financial 
institutions in the past few years, Chattogram based 
S Alam Group has now set its sights on the insurance 
sector. As part of the plan to increase its influence 
on the insurance sector, the group has recently 
bought nearly 45 percent stakes in Padma Islami Life 
Insurance Company at an estimated cost of Tk 45 
crore.

Disclaimer:
Investing involves risk. The value of an investment 
and the income from it will fluctuate and investors 
may not get back the principal invested. 

Past performance is not indicative of future 
performance. It is for informational purposes only. 
This document does not constitute investment 
advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or hold any 
security and shall not be deemed an offer to sell or a 
solicitation of an offer to buy any security.

Certain data used are derived from various 
sources believed to be reliable, but the accuracy or 
completeness of the data is not guaranteed and no 
liability is assumed for any direct or consequential 
losses arising from their use. This material has not 
been reviewed by any regulatory authorities.

Sources of the information:
• Website of Dhaka Stock Exchange
• The Daily Financial Express
• The Daily Star
• The Daily New Age 
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Why do you pursue CMA education from 
ICMAB?
I remember, when I first got acquainted with the 
accounting subject, in class nine, from that day 
onwards, I became passionate about this subject. 
During secondary, I performed better in this subject 
than other subject through extra labor. But after my 
SSC exam, I came to know that one of my cousin was 
engaged in CA firm under ICAB. He counselled me 
regarding accounting professional. Then I admitted in 
higher secondary, always endeavoring to give extra 
time for accounting to acquire extra knowledge. At 
the same time, one of my teachers recommended 
me, to pursue accountancy profession. It enhanced 
my passion and courage. After College, I got 
admitted in Cumilla University at AIS Department. 
I was looking for a platform through which I can 
enrich my knowledge on accountancy along with 
continuing academic study. Since there were no 
option to enroll in CA firm along with continuing 
academic education, I have to find another option. 
I  came to know about ICMAB and ACCA which 
can provide opportunity what I was looking for. 
But there were no permanent branch of ACCA in 

This section focuses on reflections from young students of ICMAB and how they have been pursuing 
their CMA career path and facing challenges in CMA study at the beginning of their career.

World

Cumilla. I found  ICMAB is a unique institution which 
has every facilities to meet and solve problems of a 
passionate student. I  decided to enroll Intermediate 
route in ICMAB. Really I am indebted to almighty and 
thankful to those who continuously helping, inspiring 
and encouraging me such as my parents, teachers 
and friends especially my classmates (AIS 9th batch, 
Comilla University) to engage with prestigious 
professional institution where  I can learn practical 
accountancy education.

How do make comparison between CMA 
education and other academic qualification? 
Basically academic education is mostly theoretical 
education but CMA education is designed based 
on theoretical as well as practical knowledge 
to implement in practical business arena. CMA 
education is the area where we can research, analyze 
and think of several issue with different ways but it 
is slightly difficult in academic education because of 
some limitations.

Academic education is designed their system 
with traditional form that is effective for national 
perspective but in this globalization era, we need the 

CMA Students’

Md. Imran Hossain is a Business Level and Operation Level student of ICMAB. He has 
completed 700 marks from Cumilla Branch. His home district is Narayangonj. Currently 

He is studying BBA 4th year in Accounting and information systems (AIS) at Cumilla 
University. He has completed HSC from Dania College, Dhaka. He has worked “Quality 4 
Education All project” with Volunteer for Bangladesh team under Jaago foundation. He 

believes in connectivity because connectivity brings  the productivity.
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system which is designed in line with global trend 
which is available in CMA education.

CMA assists us to acquire knowledge of a broad 
range which is not possible in traditional system. It’s 
not only develop our knowledge with analysis but 
also teaches us how to work hard and  make us 
accommodative and energetic.

What are the main challenges you faced in 
studying for CMA education? 
As said, I am continuing my study both CMA and 
academic simultaneously. So, it is difficult to make 
time out for studying CMA after attending academic 
classes and exams, preparing assignment and term-
paper so on. But as a CMA student, it is very vital to 
study continuously with proper time management, 
plans and strategy. Otherwise it is difficult to pass 
which I have already faced. Cumilla branch is far 
from my University campus, that’s why I can't do 
library work regularly and properly. Collecting study 
materials is also a big problem because CMA study 
materials are not available in Cumilla so I have to 
collect these from Dhaka which is time consuming 
and costly. 

Do you think that CMA qualification will help 
you to get added advantage in the job market? 
In competitive arena, Every Organization wants to 
recruit prolific and skilled personnel. Thousands of 
students in our country, completing their graduation 
from different universities but they can't find their 
job as per expectation because they don’t have 
professional knowledge. Because of that different 
Organization hire skilled foreigner to achieve their 
organizational goal. By attaining CMA degree, we can 
get  jobs  easily  in comparison  to  other academic 
graduates. 

To become a cost auditor, tax practitioner, corporate 
Secretary and overall corporate leader, CMA degree 
has played a great role.

What are the strategy you are following to 
complete the CMA education on schedule? 
Proper time management is very important to 
pursue CMA with academic education. I try to utilize 
vacation time fully for CMA education. I have to 
sacrifice time for my family and friends. I regret  that. 
But one of my favorite quote of APJ Abdul Kalam 
"You need to face difficulties because you have to 
enjoy success", always inspired me. 

By the way, CMA syllabus is bigger than academic 
syllabus. I try to complete the whole syllabus of a 
particular subject within allocated time period. 
Analysis of Previous session’s question plays a 
significant role. It helps to get the idea regarding 

question trend. I try to solve previous year’s  question 
as much as possible. When I face any problem, I 
discuss it with teachers, seniors and friends.

What do you expect to get from ICMAB as a 
student? 
Our Cumilla branch has many potential students. 
The result is at satisfactory level all the time, for 
instance, when I completed my knowledge level, our 
passing rate was 100%,. Our faculty members  guide 
us as much as possible.

But facilities of our branch is below that of Dhaka 
Branch. When time permits, I visit the Dhaka branch, 
which has great atmosphere. Several time, I attended 
seminar in Dhaka branch, which we missed in our 
branch.  Students of Dhaka branch frequently attend 
these types of seminar and can develop relations 
with resource persons.

• Since CMA education is more practical, for which 
more workshop, fieldwork, seminar, and Technology 
based training are needed in our branch. 

• In our branch, we get 15 classes for each course 
but we need at least 30 classes through which our 
faculties can complete course properly. 

• Cumilla branch library has limited number of 
books which is not sufficient to meet our demand.  
We need adequate study materials.

• Branch should introduce a career club and 
computer lab.

• Branch should introduce E-library by which we can 
find out important materials from online easily. 

Could you remember any memorable event 
during you study at ICMAB?
I completed my first level of ICMAB (Knowledge 
Level) through first attempt. I was astonished.  I 
achieved "Brilliant performance Award" by securing 
3rd place in knowledge level in session July-Dec 
2017 result. That is memorable to me and made me 
confident.

Do you think the CMA qualification will be 
able to fulfill your aspiration?
Definitely, to attaining CMA degree I can fulfill my 
dream. By becoming CMA, I can position myself 
differently than other. I can acquire knowledge, 
can connect with new people which is a great 
opportunity for me to improve myself and make me 
a skilled corporate leader. To reach the destination, 
we need to work hard.

[Interviewed by Sazedul Hoq ACMA]
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NEWS

Implementation of SDGs –
Recommendation by the experts at
ICMAB’s International Conference on SDGs
Experts  at a day long ICMAB 
International Conference on ‘Achieving 
Sustainable Development Goals: 
Challenges and Way Forward’ laid 
emphasis on the use of Information 
Technology (IT) for the better 
implementation of various programmes 
related to the SDGs. They also said 
the use of IT in SDGs related data 
collection, recording, preservation, 
analysis and reporting is essential to 
bring transparency, accountability 
and efficiency. The Institute of Cost 
and Management Accountants of 
Bangladesh (ICMAB) organized the 
international event at Pan Pacific 
Sonargaon Hotel on September 23, 
2018.
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Mr. Abul Maal A. Muhith, MP, Honorable Minister, 
Ministry of Finance, GOB was present the conference 
as Chief Guest while Ms. Mia Seppo, UN Resident 
Coordinator and UNDP Resident Representative 
in Bangladesh as Guest of Honour in the inaugural 
session. Mr. Pietro Bertazzi, Head of Sustainable 
Development, Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), 
Netherland was present a Keynote speech.

 More than 400 participants from different 
stakeholder groups participate in the conference. 
ICMAB president Mr. Mohammed Salim FCMA 
presided over the Conference.

Mr. Ashadul Islam, Secretary, Financial Institutions 
Division, Mr. Abdur Rouf Talukder, Secretary in 
Charge, Finance Division, Ministry of Finance, 
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh 
was present the Conference as Special Guests in the 
Valedictory session.

ICMAB president Mr. Mohammed Salim FCMA 
expressed that due to the targets as devised in 
SDGs corporate reporting system will be changed 
significantly which will bring dramatic change in 
the corporate life of accountants. Sustainability 
reporting and integrated reporting has already 
captured the place of mainstream reporting. 
Environmental concerns receive additional attention 
and the governance system is getting revisited. 
SDGs also bring revisions in women empowerment, 
social justice, quality education, equity along with 
other dimensions to change the planet livable for 
all. These issues need to be discussed to bring 
awareness. ICMAB is keen to work together with 
all stakeholders for achieving SDGs in the coming 
days. This Journey will continue until achieving the 
goals. The recommendations of the conference 
will communicate with Government and major 
stakeholders for taking necessary action on SDGs.
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Eminent & Expert Session Chairmen, Moderator, 
Resource Persons & Panelists are as follows: 

The Sessions: 
Session 1: Role of Professional Accountants in 
Achieving SDGs; Session 2: Changing Corporate 
Reporting Landscape; Session 3: Development 
Partners’ Role in Achieving SDGs; Session 4: 
Women’s Participation in Achieving SDGs; Session 
5: Economic Preparedness in Achieving SDGs and 
Session 6: Role of IT and Quality Education in 
Achieving SDGs.

Session Chairmen: 
Mr. Ashadul Islam, Secretary, Financial Institutions 
Division, Ministry of Finance, Government of 
Bangladesh; Ms. Rokia Afzal Rahman, President, 
Bangladesh Federation of Women Entrepreneur and 
Dr. Mohammed Farashuddin, Chairperson, Board of 
Trustees of East West University.
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Moderators:
Mr. Pietro Bertazzi, Head of Sustainable 
Development, Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), 
Netherland;  Mr. Muzaffar Ahmed FCMA, Past 
President and President and Chairman Credit, 
Rating Information and Services Limited; Mr. Mamun 
Rashid, Managing Partner, Pricewaterhouse Coopers 
(PwC) Bangladesh; Dr. Aditi Haldar, Director, Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) South Asia; Mr. Arif Khan 
FCMA, Past President, ICMAB and, CEO & Managing 
Director, IDLC Finance Ltd. and Mr. Mahtab Uddin 
Ahmed FCMA, Managing Director & CEO, Robi 
Axiata Limited.

Resource Persons:
CMA A. N. Raman, Past President, South Asian 
Federation of Accountants (SAFA); CMA Amit 
Apte, President, The Institute of Cost Accountants 
of India (ICAI); Mr. Merrinnage Ruchira Asanka 
Perera, Council Member, The Institute of Certified 
Management Accountants of Sri Lanka; Dr. Aditi 
Haldar, Director, Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
South Asia; Mr. Arif Khan FCMA Past President, 
ICMAB and CEO & Managing Director, IDLC 
Finance Ltd.; Ms. Vrushali Nandkumar Gaud, India, 
Advisor, International Integrated Reporting Council 
(IIRC); Mr. Sudipto Mukerjee Country Director, 
UNDP, Bangladesh; Mr. Towfiqul Islam Khan, Senior 
Research Fellow, Center for Policy Dialogue 
(CPD); Ms. Avia Nahreen, Senior Research Fellow, 
the Institute of Policy, Advocacy, and Governance 
(IPAG); Prof. Dr. Rumana Huque, Department of 
Economics, University of Dhaka; Ms. Akhtar Sanjida 
Kasem FCMA, FCA, Partner, A. Qasem & Co., 
Chartered Accountants; Dr. Debapriya Bhattacharya, 
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Distinguished Fellow, Center for Policy Dialogue 
(CPD); Prof. Dr. Hamidul Huq, United International 
University (UIU); Mr. Ejazur Rahman, Managing 
Director, Mind Mapper Bangladesh; Prof. A.K.M. 
Zahirul Hoque FCMA, Department of Accounting 
and Data Analytics La Trobe University, Australia and 
Mr. Nurul Kabir, Secretary General, Association of 
Mobile Telecom Operation of Bangladesh (AMTOB) 
and Former Sr. Vice President, DCCI & BASIS

Panelists:
Prof. Dr. Swapan Kumar Bala FCMA, Commissioner, 
Bangladesh Securities & Exchange Commission; 
Mr. Md. Mamunur Rashid FCMA, Deputy Managing 
Director, Index Group of Companies; Mr. Md. 
Touhidul Alam Khan FCMA, Deputy Managing 
Director & Chief Business Officer, Prime Bank 
Limited; Mr. Md. Reazul Karim FCMA, Managing 
Director and CEO, The Premier Bank Limited; 
Dr. Jamal Uddin Admed FCA, Chairman, Emerging 
Credit Rating Ltd.; Mr. M David Doolan, Deputy 
FAO Representative; Mr. Shawkat Hossain FCMA, 
Managing Director & CEO, BD Venture Limited; 
Ms. Parveen Mahmud FCA, Managing Director, 
Grameen Telecom Trust, Ms. Rupali Chowdhury, 
Managing Director, Berger Paints Bangladesh Ltd.; 

Ms. Zinnia Tanzina Huq FCMA, Finance Director & 
Company Secretary, Glaxo SmithKline Bangladesh 
Ltd.; Ms. Farzana Chowdhury, Managing Director & 
CEO, Green Delta Insurance Company Ltd.; Mr. Md.  
Aminul Islam Khan, Additional Secretary, Local 
Government Division (LGD), Government of 
Bangladesh; Dr. Salim Uddin FCMA, FCA, Professor of 
Accounting, University of Chittagong and Chairman, 
House Building Finance Corporation; Prof. Dr. 
Mahmood Osman Imam FCMA, Professor & Former 
Chairman, Department of Finance, University of 
Dhaka and Professor Dr. Chowdhury Mofizur 
Rahman, Vice Chancellor, United International 
University

Experts from various sectors taking part in six 
technical sessions identified various challenges 
to SDGs implementation and presented 
recommendations to them. Abdul Matin Patwary 
FCMA presented major Recommendations at the 
Valedictory session of the conference. The key 
recommendations are as follows: 

• Review the current higher education (HE) policies 
and strategies to assess whether they are aligned 
to UN’s SDGs (Goal 4 Quality Education).

• Developing a strategic quality assessment 
framework for academics which could help achieve 
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key SDGs for quality education. 

• Establish a separate independent statutory body 
for research and scholarship for HE sector Hiring 
industry executives and professional accountants 
on a casual basis to teach professional courses. 

• More investments in agriculture, including 
government spending and aid, are needed to 
increase capacity for agricultural productivity. 
Reducing inequality within and among countries 
need concerted effort of UN, countries, 
government, development partners. 

• Ensure sustainable consumption and production 
patterns and take urgent action to combat climate 
change and its impacts Business Report has to 
complement the GRI Standards to facilitate 
measuring and reporting on the implementation 
progress of SDGs. 

• Leverage the GRI Standards – the world’s most 
widely used sustainability reporting standards – 
and the Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact 
to help businesses incorporate SDG reporting 
into their existing processes. 

• Encourage use of five step approach recent 
publication by IIRC and ICAS towards aligning 
business thinking and reporting with the SDGs. 

• Focus on the three SDGs reporting tools (Business 
Reporting on the SDGs: An Analysis of the Goals 
and Targets, Integrating the SDGs into Corporate 

Reporting: A Practical Guide, In Focus: Addressing 
Investor Needs in Business Reporting on the 
SDGs) created by the action platform of GRI.

• Accountants can save the world through the road 
map of Sustainability to Business Resilience. They 
have to focus on Integrated Thinking (dependencies 
and Impact). Accountants have to link sustainability 
to the mainstream business agenda to ensure 
success in our initiative. 

• Ensure women’s full and effective participation and 
equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of 
decision-making in political, economic and public 
life.

Mr. Md. Abdur Rahman Khan FCMA, Secretary of 
the Institute delivered the welcome speech while 
Mr. Md. Asad Chowdhury FCMA, Coordinator of 
Conference offered vote of thanks in the Valedictory 
session.
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the importance of cost accounting standards 
that helps provide guidance to the users of cost 
statements, regulators, government, researchers 
and academicians for the purpose of uniformity 
and consistency in classification, measurement 
and assignment of costs. He also mentioned that 
in view of its importance to Cost Accounting and 
Cost Audit, ICMAB has already issued 23 nos Cost 
Accounting Standards.

The senior secretary in his speech cited few 
examples of anti-dumping where Bangladesh has 
to fight through product cost. For this the country 
needs wide use of costing and cost audit. He also 
mentioned that unless cost audit is widely used the 
industries cannot become competitive and if the 
industries are not competitive the country cannot 
be competitive globally.

Mr. Md. Abdur Rahman Khan Secretary of the 
Institute offered the vote of thanks. A good number 
of members and Students of the Institute attended 
and participated in the seminar.

Seminar and Training on 

Implementation of Cost Audit - Strategies and 
Challenges held at ICMAB
A Seminar on Implementation of Cost Audit - 
Strategies and Challenges and Inauguration of 
Two-day Training on Cost Audit was held on 
21st September, 2018 at ICMAB Ruhul Quddus 
Auditorium, Dhaka Organized by The Institute of 
Cost and Management Accountants of Bangladesh 
(ICMAB).

Mr. M Mr. Shubhashish Bose, Senior Secretary, 
Ministry of Commerce, Government of the People’s 
Republic of Bangladesh inaugurated the program as 
chief guest. Mr. CMA A. N. Raman, Past President, 
South Asian Federation of Accountants (SAFA) 
presented the Seminar Paper. Mr. Mohammed Salim 
FCMA, President of the Institute presided over the 
Program.

Mr. M. Abul Kalam Mazumdar FCMA, Chairman of 
the Cost Audit and Professional Service Committee 
and former President of the Institute in his welcome 
address mentioned that Cost Audit is very much 
essential for competitiveness of govt. and private 
sector manufacturing industries. He also mentioned 
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Press Conference on  
International Conference on SDGs

ICMAB president Mr. Mohammed Salim FCMA 
has briefed about the International Conference 
on SDGs held on September 23, 2018 in a press 
briefing on September 19, 2018. 

In the briefing, the President explained that after 
the success in achieving MDGs, Bangladesh is now 
enthusiastic to achieve SDGs. SDGs are a set of 17 
goals with 169 targets set by the United Nations 
Development Program. The formal name for 
the SDGs is: "Transforming our World: the 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable Development." In short, it 
is the development blueprint for the whole world 
captioned as ‘2030 Agenda’. 

He added that due to the targets as devised in 
SDGs corporate reporting system will be changed 
significantly which will bring dramatic change in 
the corporate life of accountants. Sustainability 
reporting and integrated reporting has already 

captured the place of mainstream reporting. 
Environmental concerns receive additional attention 
and the governance system is getting revisited. SDGs 
also bring revisions in women empowerment, social 
justice, quality education, equity along with other 
dimensions to change the planet livable for all.  
These issues need to be discussed to bring 
awareness. This conference will capture the wider 
framework within the theme of SDGs.  

He informed that honorable Minister, Ministry of 
Finance, GOB will grace the conference as Chief 
Guest in the inaugural session. The conference will 
be attended by more than 400 participants from 
different stakeholder groups. 

 Executive Director Mr. Md. Mahbub Ul Alam FCMA 
and Director Mr. Nazmus Salehin were present in 
the Press Conference.
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ICMAB’s
“Train the Trainers” 
program held

The Institute has already adopted a world class 
curriculum since July-December 2015 session. Aiming 
excellence in education and examination system and 
as a part of its capacity development program the 
Institute arranged a two day long “Train the Trainers” 
program for Teachers, Question Setters, Moderators 
and Examiners of ICMAB. The program was held on 
September 07-08, 2018 at ICMA Bhaban, Dhaka. 
This 2 day long training program was conducted by 
Mr. Palpolage Don Channa Nirosha Gunawardana, 
Chief Operating Officer, Hirdaramani Knit Cluster, 
Sri Lanka.

The main objective of this program is to make 
aware about new Exam Paper Structure, new 
teaching techniques, teaching methodology, standard 
question setting guidelines, etc. Mr. Gunawardana 
reviewed present exam structure of ICMAB and 
then suggested a new exam structure for ICMAB 
including specimen papers for each subject. He also 
has vast experience in this field hence explained 

everything in a very efficient way. Along with 
participants of Dhaka region, teachers, question 
setters moderators and script examiners from 
Chittagong, Khulna and Cumilla were participated in 
the training program. 

Mr. Mohammed Salim FCMA, President of the 
Institute inaugurated the program on September 
7, 2018. Mr. M. Abul Kalam Mazumdar FCMA, Vice 
President and Chairman of Exam Committee, Mr. 
Arif Khan FCMA, Vice President and Chairman of 
Education Committee and Mr. Md. Abdur Rahman 
Khan FCMA, Secretary of the institute also spoken 
on the occasion. The program was conducted 
by Dr. Nikhil Chandra Shil FCMA, Consultant, 
Academic Affairs, ICMAB. Altogether 54 Teachers, 
Question Setters, Moderators and Script Examiners 
participated in the training program. At the end 
of the program all the participants were awarded 
Certificate of Participation.
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Round Table Discussion on 
Increasing Competitive Edge through Supply
Chain Sustainability Management and Reporting

A Round Table Discussion on "Increasing 
Competitive Edge through Supply Chain 
Sustainability Management and Reporting" was held 
on September 25, 2018 at Pan Pacific Sonargaon 
Hotel, Dhaka jointly hosted by ICMA Bangladesh 
and Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), Netherlands. 
ICMAB president Mr. Mohammed Salim FCMA 
chaired the discussion session.

CQK Mustaq Ahmed, Chairman, Financial Reporting 
Council joined the program as Chief Guest. 
Dr. Swapan Kumar Bala FCMA, Commissioner, 
Bangladesh Securities Exchange Commission also 
joined the discussion. From GRI Mr. Pietro Bertazzi, 
Head of Sustainability Development, Dr. Aditi 
Haldar, Director, GRI South Asia, Ms. Rubina Sen, 
Coordinator, GRI South Asia joined the discussion. 
Different stakeholders from the country also joined 
the discussion session and gave their comments to 
GRI to formulate a uniform policy and provide its 
support for the capacity building to implement such 
innovative reports. GRI agreed to provide such type 
of support with ICMAB in the coming days.

Supply chain sustainability management and 
reporting in small and medium enterprises (SMEs) 
in the country should be popularised for achieving 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

 A GRI publication titled ‘Empowering Small Business: 
Recommendations for policy makers to enable 

corporate sustainability reporting for SMEs’ was 
also unveiled at the programme.

Giving a presentation on the publication, Mr. Bertazzi 
said capacity building of accounting professionals 
and SME-sector people, policy development for 
reporting and accountability of companies and 
regulators are required for proper sustainability 
reporting for SMEs. Underlining the challenges 
towards sustainability reporting for SMEs, he said 
definition of SMEs varies country to country that 
remains a barrier to frame a uniform policy for the 
sector.

Even when the definition is clear, there is a lack of 
support for SMEs as such organisations are unlikely 
to have in-house sustainability knowledge and 
expertise, which means they may have to rely on 
external consultants – an often-costly enterprise, he 
added.

He also said there are very few policies that cater 
to SMEs and almost none are SME-specific when 
related to sustainability reporting.

Highlighting preliminary recommendations of GRI 
for SME sustainability reporting, he said adoption 
of national policies targeted at large and listed 
companies with provisions that include supply chain 
due diligence, can impact SMEs indirectly.
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Grand Reception to the Newly Qualified CMAs

The Council of the Institute accorded an open 
hall reception to the students who passed CMA 
final examination in June 2018 examination. The 
program was held on September 30, 2018 at the 
ICMAB Ruhul Quddus Auditorium. 37 students 
who successfully qualified to achieve the prestigious 
CMA degree after passing all the subjects of the 
CMA course were warmly greeted by the Office 
Bearers, Councilors, Members and Students of the 
Institute. Newly qualified students were briefly 
introduced before the audience. As a mark of honor, 
they were given seat in the dias while Councilors 
including the president seated in the audience. 
The program started with recitation from the holy 
Qur’an and was followed by address of welcome 
by Chairman, Examination Committee Mr. M. Abul 
Kalam Mazumdar FCMA.

The newly qualified CMAs then shared their feelings 
of joining the CMA family and lively stories of 
struggle, hopes and inspirations during their arduous 
journey as a CMA student. They expressed firm 
commitment to uphold the image of the profession. 

Mohammad Alamgir (F-0499) passed away due to brain stroke on 
October 17, 2018. He was 47. His Namaz-e-Janaja was held after Esha 
Prayer at the Institute premises at 9:30 p.m. and he was laid to rest 
at Kapasia graveyard, Gazipur.

On behalf of the Institute we express condolence to his bereaved 
family and pray to the Almighty for the salvation of his departed 
soul.

May Allah rest him in eternal peace.

We Mourn

President Mr. Mohammed Salim FCMA in his speech 
advised the newly qualified CMAs to maintain the 
highest standard in rendering their professional 
services. He also emphasized on strict compliance 
to the professional code of ethics and conducts 
that CMAs are highly regarded for. He told that as a 
professional they should remain committed to their 
responsibilities to the society. 

All the newly qualified CMAs put their signature 
with comments in the CMA graduation signature 
book. 

Among others, Past Presidents Prof. Mamtaz Uddin 
Ahmed FCMA, Mr. Arif Khan FCMA and Council 
Member Mr. Md. Mamunur Rashid FCMA, Treasurer 
Prof. Dr. Swapan Kumar Bala FCMA and Council 
Member Mr. Abu Bakar Siddique FCMA attended the 
program. Both programs were conducted by ICMAB 
Secretary Mr. Md. Abdur Rahman Khan FCMA. Mr. 
Md. Mahbub Ul Alam FCMA, Executive Director of 
the Institute offered vote of thanks. A large number 
Fellow & Associate Members and Students of the 
Institute attended the Reception program.
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Research project on

New Public Management (NPM) Developments in 
Bangladesh: Implications for Accounting Practices

Focus Group Discussion (FGD) held at ICMAB

Training on

"SAP ERP (FICO)" for CMA Students

FCMA, President of ICMAB, Mr. M. Abul Kalam Mazumdar FCMA, Vice President 
of ICMAB, Mr. Md. Abdur Rahman Khan FCMA, Secretary ICMAB and Mr. Jamal 
Ahmed Choudhury FCMA, Past President and Council Member of ICMAB were 
present in the FGD. Mr. Nikhil Chandra Shil FCMA (ICMAB nominee), associate 
investigator of the research project, began the session with a brief introduction 
of the research project. Professor Dr. Zahirul Hoque FCMA from La Trobe 
University who acts as chief investigator of the research project has briefed the 
research before the audience. The participants have discussed different relevant 
issues for the research which helped the researchers to finalize their research 
instruments, objectives and methodology. The discussion continued for 2 hours 
and ended with dinner.

In order to equip CMA students with IT knowledge and skills, the Institute organized a Training Program on 
“SAP ERP (FICO)” on October 27, 2018 from 9.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. at ICT Training Lab of ICMA Bhaban, 
Nilkhet, Dhaka.

The Training Program was conducted by: Mr. Ashraful Alam, Sr. Consultant, Bizz Solutions Ltd. & Functional 
Consultant & FI Module Lead, SSG and Mr. Mehedi Hasan Apu ACMA, Consultant, Bizz Solutions Ltd. & 
Functional Consultant & CO Module Lead, SSG Md. Shafiqul Alam FCMA, Chairman of the Students Affairs 
Committee inaugurated the training program. 40 registered students of the Institute participated in the training 
program. At the end of the said training program participants were awarded Certificate of Participation.

ICMAB and La Trobe 
University, Australia 
have jointly launched a 
research project titled 
‘New Public Management 
(NPM) Developments in 
Bangladesh: Implications 
for Accounting Practices’. 
In this connection, 
ICMAB organized a 
Focus Group Discussion 
(FGD) on October 23, 
2018 at ICMA Bhaban, 
Dhaka. The FGD was 
organized to disseminate 
the research objectives 
and methodology to 
key stakeholders. A 
group of professionals 
from different Ministries 
and public sector 
organizations were 
present in the discussion. 
Mr. Mohammed Salim 
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Institute has built an excellent Training Center at its Annex Bhaban. The training center can facilitate more 
than 120 trainees at a time for any professional training. The sound proof facilities give the center a controlling 
environment for smooth trainings. Having all the required IT facility, the center can be used in multipurpose 
way like press conference, general meetings, small programs, get together, any kind of forum etc.   The fully 
air conditioned place with modern fresh room facility is an excellent one which gives the Institute a new 
dimension for holding or arranging any professional training in a corporate mode. 2 overhead projectors 
enable easy contact from any side of 
the room which added extra value 
for the trainees. Mr. Shubhashish 
Bose, Senior Secretary, Ministry of 
Commerce, Government of the 
People’s Republic of Bangladesh 
inaugurated the ICMAB Training 
Center on 21st September 2018 

The long expected “Cost and Management Accountants  ACT 2018” 
has been passed by Bangladesh National Parliament on October 29, 
2018. This is a great achievement for the Institute. On this occasion, 
ICMAB organized a “Do'a Mahfil” on October 31, 2018 after Magrib 
prayer at ICMAB Ruhul Quddus Auditorium to express gratitude to the 
Almighty. Mr. Shubhashish Bose, Senior Secretary, Ministry of Commerce, 
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh was present as 
chief guest. Member of ICMAB participated in the Do'a, prayed for the 
Institution to go ahead for further achievements.

President attends Parliamentary Standing Committee Meeting

A modern Training Center 

President of the Institute Mr. Mohammed Salim 
FCMA joined the meeting of CMA Bill 2018 of 
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Ministry 
of Commerce at Bangladesh National Parliament 
Secretariat. Mr. Nurul Mazid Mahmud Humayun 
MP, Chairman of the Committee Presided over 
the meeting. Senior Secretary of Ministry of 

Commerce, Government of the People’s Republic 
Bangladesh, President and Secretary of the Institute 
briefed on the proposed bill before the Committee. 
The Committee passionately accepted ICMAB’s 
submission and agreed to recomment the bill for 
parliamentary approval.

ENACTMENT OF COST AND MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTANTS ACT 2018
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200 hours long “Young Leadership Development Training Program” 

inaugurated by the Senior Secretary, Ministry of Commerce

Exclusive Renovation work at 6th Floor (Council Floor) 

ICMAB will be one of the organizations in IT/ITES 
BPO Piloting and research activities and capacity 
building of the business and accounting youth for 
export diversification in IT/ITES BPO sector. Mr. 
Shubhashish Bose, Senior Secretary, Ministry of 
Commerce, Government of the People’s Republic of 
Bangladesh inaugurated the Digital Training Lab on 
21st September 2018.

200 hours long training program 
(2nd batch) on “Young Leadership 
Development” was inaugurated 
on October 31, 2018 at ICMAB 
Auditorium, Dhaka. 

Mr. Shubhashish Bose, Senior 
Secretary, Ministry of Commerce, 
Government of the People’s 
Republic of Bangladesh was  
inaugurated the ceremony as Chief 
Guest. This 200 hours long Young 
Leadership Development Training 
Program has been developed under 
the leadership of ICMAB Young 

The 6th floor (Council Floor) of the Institute has been renovated with 
modern and corporate look. The lobby and spacious corridor of this 
floor got a magnificent view. Increasing of 3 meeting rooms at this floor 
accommodate 3/4 meetings facilities simultaneously. The new Council 
room with ultra-modern interior is now as international standard. The 
4 office bearers’ rooms also got new shape and now these are in the 
south west side which is more convenient for official use of the office 
bearers. Mr. Shubhashish Bose, Senior Secretary, Ministry of Commerce, 
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh inaugurated the 
Council Floor  on 31st October 2018  

It is observed by the International Research Firm, 
Donor studies and current year export growth of 
Bangladesh IT/ITeS sector that. “initiating  the export 
diversification in the field of IT/ITES BPO service 
sector through employment creation in the field of 
Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) of Accounting, 
Finance and Payroll transaction processing in online 
Freelance Marketplace and Larger Institutional/
company level BPO Service sector will help the 
economic growth. Market Intelligent Research 
on IT/ITES BPO sector components will provide 
information to take strategic decision of the 
International BPO market penetration successfully. 
Keeping it in concern, ICMAB established a Digital 
Training center. In near future it is expected that the 

Inauguration of  

ICMAB Digital Training Lab

Leadership Development Committee chaired by Mr. Naba Krishna 
Muni FCMA. Mr. Mohammed Salim FCMA, President of the Institute 
presided over the program. Mr. Md. Abdur Rahman Khan FCMA, 
Secretary of the Institute offered vote of thanks. A good number of 
professional CMAs took part in the program.
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On 31 October 2018, an ICMAB delegation headed 
by its President Mr. Mohammed Salim FCMA met 
Mr. Tofail Ahmed MP, Honorable Minister, Ministry of 
Commerce, GoB and expressed gratitude to him for 
his significant contribution for passing the Cost and 

ICMAB President joined a 
meeting with Mr. Md. Ashadul 
Islam, Secretary, Financial 
Institutions Division, Ministry of 
Finance, GoB, Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) and ICMAB on 
September 24, 2018. Secretary 
of Financial Institutions Division 
gave warmth hospitality to the 
participants at his office. From 
GRI Mr. Pietro Bertazzi, Head of Sustainability and Dr. Aditi Halder, Director, South Asia joined the meeting. 
Executive Director of ICMAB Mr. Md. Mahbub Ul Alam FCMA also joined the meeting.

Another meeting on September 13, 2018
ICMAB's another very effective meeting with Mr. Md. Ashadul Islam, Secretary, Financial Institutions Division, 
Ministry of Finance, GoB held on September 13, 2018 at his office. He assured to join ICMAB's International 
Conference on Achieving Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs): Challenges and Way Forward as Session 
Chairman on 23rd September 2018 at Pan Pacific Sonargaon Hotel.

ICMAB Delegates met Commerce Minister

ICMAB President Mr. Mohammed Salim FCMA 
joined a live discussion at ATN Bangla on Role of 
BSEC to Develop Capital Market on September 
28, 2018. Mr. Abdul Hannan Zoarder, Executive 
President of BICM and Mr. Mazedur Rahman, MD 
of Dhaka Stock Exchange also joined the program.

President joined a live 
discussion at ATN bangla

Meeting with 
Secretary, Financial 
Institutions Division

Management Accountants Bill, 2018 on 29/10/2018 
by Bangladesh National Parliament. Secretary Mr. 
Md. Abdur Rahman Khan FCMA and Executive 
Director Mr. Md. Mahbub Ul Alam FCMA were also 
in the delegation.
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SAFA Board & Committee Meetings held on October 
18 - 20, 2018 Sri Lanka where ICMAB President Mr. 
Mohammed Salim FCMA and Past President Mr. M. 
Abul Kalam Mazumdar FCMA attended and played 
very crucial role in all the events. The Institute of 
Certified Accountants of Sri Lanka organized these 
meetings. Mr. M. Abul Kalam Mazumdar FCMA, Past 

ICMAB President Mr. Mohammed Salim FCMA 
had a very effective meeting with Ms. Mia Seppo, 
UN Resident Coordinator and UNDP Resident 
Representative in Bangladesh on September 16, 
2018 at his office. Ms. Mia accepted ICMAB’s 
invitation to join the“International Conference 
on Achieving Sustainable Development Goals: 
Challenges and Way Forward” as Guest of 
Honour which was scheduled on 23rd September 
2018 at Pan Pacific Sonargaon Hotel, Dhaka.

President Mr. Mohammed Salim 
FCMA had a courtesy call with 
Mr. Mohammad Shams UL Islam, 
Managing Director of Agrani 
Bank at his office on September 
13, 2018. Executive Director Mr. 
Md. Mahbub Ul Alam FCMA and 
Mr. Md. Monowar Hossain FCMA 
were with him.

President and Vice President attend 
SAFA Board & Committees Meetings in Sri Lanka

President meets Ms. Mia Seppo, UN Resident 
Coordinator in Bangladesh

Courtesy call on 
with Managing 
Director, Agrani 
Bank

President of ICMAB attended the SAFA Committee 
for Improvement in Transparency,  Accountability 
and Governance (ITAG) as the Committee Member. 
The meetings were held at Hotel Citrus, Sri Lanka. 
SAFA Board decided that next SAFA Program will 
be held in Bangladesh from 8-10, December 2018 
and will be hosted by ICMAB. 
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Professional Induction Programme for newly qualified CMAs was held on 
October 26, 2018 at Hotel Six Seasons, Gulshan-2. Thirty seven (37) newly 
qualified CMAs, Office bearers and good number of members attended the 
program. The program was organized by Young Membership Development 
Committee of ICMAB.

ICMAB delegation led by its President Mr. Mohammad Salim FCMA had a 
very cordial meeting with DBL Group. Mr. Abdul Wahed, Chairman, Mr M. A 
Jabbar, Managing Director, Mr. Mohammed Abdul Quader Anu, Deputy Managing 
Director and Mr. Md. Ishaque FCMA, Adviser of DBL Group were present in the 
meeting. Past President Mr. M Abul Kalam Mazumdar FCMA was also present in 
the meeting.

70 hours training program 
on “Business and Financial 
Modeling”started at the newly 
established IT Laboratory of 
ICMAB since September 11, 2018.

Professional Induction Programme held

Meeting with DBL Group

70 hours training program on 
Business and 
Financial Modeling
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“Certificate Course on IAS & 
IFRS” Module-2
The Dhaka Branch Council (DBC) of the ICMAB 
organized a “Certificate Course on IAS & IFRS”, 
Module-2 on September 08, 2018 at ICMA Bhaban, 
Nilkhet, Dhaka. The Program was presided over by 
DBC Vice-Chairman Mr. Md. Abdus Satter Sarkar 
FCA, FCMA. Mr. Md. Mamaunur Rashid FCMA, 
Council Member of ICMAB & Deputy Managing 
Director of Index Group and Mr. Md. Monowar 
Hossain FCA, FCMA, Head of Internal Control & 
Compliance (ICC) and Cyber Audit, Agrani Bank 
Limited was present as Session Chairman and 
commentator respectively. Mr. Md. Sarwar Hossen 
FCA, FCMA, Group Financial Officer, Bio Pharma 
Limited was present as the key Resource Person. 
Among others Institute's Past President of ICMAB, 

For the first time in the history of DBC of ICMAB 
organized a “First Ever Regional Professional 
Development Program of DBC at Mirpur, Dhaka. 
The Program was presided over by DBC Chairman 
Mr. A.K.M. Kamruzzaman, FCMA. Mr A. S. M. Shaykhul 
Islam FCMA, CEO (In-Charge) & CFO, Rupayan 
Group and Past President, ICMAB was present as 
the Chief Guest. Mr. Md. Zillur Rahman FCA, CFO, 
NRB Global Bank Limited was present as the key 

Past Chairmen, current office bearers and other 
council members of DBC and a large number of 
fellow and associate members and Students of 
ICMAB were present and actively participated in the 
program. Mr. Md. Bakhtiar Alam FCMA, Secretary of 
DBC offered welcome address and nicely conducted 
the program.

Resource Person. Among others Institute's Past 
President of ICMAB, Past Chairmen, current office 
bearers and other council members of DBC and a 
large number of fellow and associate members were 
present and actively participated in the program. Mr. 
Md. Abdus Satter Sarkar FCA, FCMA, Vice-Chairman 
of DBC offered welcome address and nicely 
conducted the program.

BRANCH
COUNCILS activities

DBC News

First Ever Regional Professional Development Program 
of DBC at Mirpur, Dhaka
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Inauguration Ceremony of DBC 
Annual Indoor Games Fest-2018
As a routine event, the DBC of ICMAB organized 
DBC Annual Indoor Games Fest-2018. for its 
members and spouses at the Member's corner, 
ICMA Bhaban, Dhaka. Mr. Mohammed Salim FCMA, 
President of ICMAB, Mr. Md. Abdur Rahman Khan 
FCMA, Secretary of ICMAB & Mr. Md. Mahsudur 
Rahman FCA, FCMA, "Mr. Bangladesh" title, Asian 
Body Building "Bronze Medal" of the Institute 
respectively jointly inaugurated the inaugural 
ceremony of the competition on September 15, 
2018. They were accompanied by DBC Chairman 
Mr. A.K.M. Kamruzzaman FCMA. A large number 

“Certificate Course on IAS & 
IFRS” Module-3
The Dhaka Branch Council (DBC) of the ICMAB 
organized a “Certificate Course on IAS & IFRS”, 
Module-2 on September 25, 2018 at ICMA Bhaban, 
Nilkhet, Dhaka. The Program was presided over by 
DBC Chairman Mr. A.K.M. Kamruzzaman, FCMA. 
Mr. Md. Ali Haider Chowdhury FCMA, Managing 
Director & CEO, Aloha Bangladesh & Director, 
Unicom Group was present as Session Chairman. 
Mr. Md. Sarwar Hossen FCA, FCMA, Group Financial 
Officer, Bio Pharma Limited was present as the key 
Resource Person. Among others Institute's Past 
President of ICMAB, Past Chairmen, current office 

Leadership Development 
Program: “Emotional Intelligence: 
How Does It Matter For Finance 
Professionals?”
The Dhaka Branch Council (DBC) of ICMAB 
organized Leadership Development Program: 
“Emotional Intelligence: How Does It Matter For 
Finance Professionals?” for ICMAB Members on 
September 18, 2018 at ICMAB Ruhul Quddus 
Auditorium, Nilkhet, Dhaka. The Program was 
presided over by DBC Chairman Mr. A.K.M. 
Kamruzzaman FCMA. Mr. Khwaja Shahriar, Managing 
Director Lankabangla Finance Limited was present as 
the Chief Guest. Mr. Ruhul Ameen FCMA, Managing 
Director, Bangladesh Thai Aluminium Ltd. was 
present as the Guest of honor. Mr. S.M. Ariufzzaman, 
Associate Professor and Head of School of Business 
at Canadian University of Bangladesh and  Dr. Syed 

of members along with other councilors of DBC 
respectively were also present in the occasion. A few 
games particularly the Carom, Table Tennis and Card 
Game were inaugurated during that occasion.

bearers and other council members of DBC and 
a large number of fellow and associate members 
and Students of ICMAB were present and actively 
participated in the program. Mr. A.K.M. Zakaria 
Hossain FCMA, Council Member of DBC offered 
welcome address and nicely conducted the program. 

Abdulla Al Mamun, FCMA, Associate Professor of 
Finance & Head, SAC, Southeast Business School, 
Southeast University & Finance expert, G2G SEZ 
Project, JICA were present as the resource persons 
respectively . A large number of fellow & associate 
members and Students of ICMAB were present and 
actively participated in the program. Mr. Md. Abdus 
Satter Sarkar FCA, FCMA, Vice-Chairman of DBC 
offered vote of thanks. Mr. Shohag Al Mamun ACMA 
nicely conducted the program. 

DBC NewsBRANCH COUNCILS activities
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The DBC of the Institute organized a Prayer (Do’a) 
for ICMAB’s Founder President Late Ruhul Quddus, 
FCMA (F-001) on September 28, 2018 at DBC 
Floor, ICMAB, Dhaka. DBC Chairman Mr. A.K.M. 
Kamruzzaman FCMA presided over the program 
and gave a brief overview of the checkered life-
sketch of the founder President and pioneer of CMA 
profession Mr. Ruhul Quddus. Institute’s President 

DBC of the ICMAB organized a “Certificate 
Course on Over View of income Tax and Changes 
in the Finance Act, 2018-19 relating to Income Tax”, 
Module-1 on October 02, 2018 at ICMA Bhaban, 
Dhaka. The Program was presided over by DBC 
Chairman Mr. A.K.M. Kamruzzaman FCMA. Mr. Md. 
Nazrul Islam, Member, Taxes Appellate Tribunal, NBR, 
Dhaka was present as the Chief Guest. Mr. Sudhangsu 
Kumer Saha, ACMA, Deputy Commissioner of 
Taxes (DCT), National Board of Revenue, GOB. 

Mr. Mohammed Salim, FCMA was present in the 
program as the principal speaker. It may be mentioned 
that Mr. Ruhul Quddus left on 28th September, 2002. 
Council Members and Past Presidents of ICMAB, 
current office bearers and other council members 
of DBC and a large number of fellow and associate 
members and officials of the Institute attended and 
prayed for the salvation of the departed souls.

was present as the key Resource Person. Among 
others Institute's Past President, Past Chairmen, 
current office bearers and other council members 
of DBC and a large number of fellow and associate 
members and students of ICMAB were present 
and actively participated in the program. Mr. A.K.M. 
Zakaria Hossain FCMA, Council Member of DBC 
offered welcome address and nicely conducted the 
program. Mr. Md. Abdus Satter Sarkar FCA, FCMA, 
Vice-Chairman of DBC offered vote of thanks.

DBC NewsBRANCH COUNCILS activities

Prayer (Do’a) for ICMAB’s Founder President Late Ruhul 
Quddus FCMA (F- 0001)

Certificate Course on Over View of income Tax and Changes in 
the Finance Act, 2018-19 relating to Income Tax Module-1
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The Dhaka Branch Council (DBC) of the ICMAB 
organized a “Certificate Course on Capital Raising 
(Equity & Debt) through Private Placement & Initial 
Public Offering (IPO) – Process, Procedure and 
Corporate Governance”, Module-1 for ICMAB 
Members & Students on October 09, 2018 at 
ICMAB Ruhul Quddus Auditorium, ICMA Bhaban, 
Nilkhet, Dhaka. The Program was presided over by 
DBC Chairman Mr. A.K.M. Kamruzzaman FCMA. 
Mr. Mohammed Nasir Uddin Chowdhury, President, 
Bangladesh Merchant Bankers’ Association (BMBA), 
The Group Managing Director, LankaBangla Capital 
Market Operations and the Managing Director, 
LankaBangla Securities Limited was present as the 
Chief Guest. Mr. Md. Mahbub Hossain Mazumdar 
FCMA, Chairman, AFC Capital Ltd. was present as the 

Special Guest. Mr. Muhammad Nazrul Islam FCMA, 
CMA (CIMA-UK), Council Member, DBC of ICMAB 
& Managing Director & CEO, Sandhani Life Finance 
Ltd. was present as the key Resource Person. Among 
others Institute's Past President, Past Chairmen, 
current office bearers and other council members 
of DBC and a large number  of fellow and associate 
members and students of ICMAB were present and 
actively participated in the program. Mr. Md. Abdus 
Satter Sarkar FCA, FCMA, Vice-Chairman of DBC 
offered welcome address and nicely conducted the 
program. Mr. A.K.M. Zakaria Hossain FCMA, Council 
Member of DBC offered vote of thanks. Mr. Shohag 
Al Mamun ACMA nicely conducted the program. 

“Certificate Course on Capital Raising (Equity & Debt) through 
Private Placement & Initial Public Offering (IPO) – Process, 

Procedure and Corporate Governance”

The Dhaka Branch Council 
(DBC) of ICMAB organized 
a “Yoga for Sound Health 
& Happy Life” for CMA 
Members on October 20, 
2018 at ICMA Bhaban, Dhaka. 
The Program was presided 
over by DBC Chairman 
Mr. A.K.M. Kamruzzaman, 
FCMA. Adv. S.M. Shahidul 
Hasan Bhuiyan, Honorary 
Secretary, Yoga Foundation 
& Former Vice-President, 
Asia Yoga Foundation and 
Mr. Anisar Rahman HSBC, 
Former Joint Secretary, Asia 
Yoga Foundation & Founder 

General Secretary, Bangladesh Yoga Alliance were present as the key 
Resource Persons. A large number of fellow and associate members were 
present and actively participated in the program.

Yoga for Sound Health & Happy Life
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DBC Outbound Workshop 2018 on “CMA to CEO: Growing 
towards Leading with Excellence!” at Thailand

DBC organized an Outbound Workshop on “CMA to CEO: Growing towards Leading with Excellence!” 
for CMA members at Ambassador Hotel, Bangkok, the Manhattan Sukumvit Bangkok Hotel, Bangkok and 
Hotel Beverly Plaza, Pattaya, Thailand. The program was held on October 12-16, 2018. DBC Chairman Mr. 
A.K.M. Kamruzzaman FCMA presided over the program. Resource person of the program was Dr. Parichart 
Rachapradit, Assistant Professor, Naresuan University, Thailand. A Large number of ICMAB members 
participated in the training program.
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DBC of the Institute organized a reception program 
for the newly qualified Cost and Management 
Accountants passed in (June, 2018 Exam) on 
October 30, 2018 at ICMAB Seminar Room. Mr. 
A.K.M. Kamruzzaman FCMA, Chairman of DBC 
presided over the program. Mr. A.K.M. Delwer 
Hussain FCMA, Chairman, Bangladesh Sugar & Food 
Ind. Corporation & Past President of ICMAB & Mr. 
Mohammad Salim FCMA, Hon’ble President of the 
Institute were present as the Chief Guest & Guest 
of honor respectively. In the CMA June 2018 Exam, 
37 CMAs were qualified and attended the program 
along with their family members. They also spoke of 
the hindrances in achieving the final success. They 
were awarded a memento and a small DBC souvenir 

The DBC of the Institute organized a Prayer (Do’a) 
for ICMAB’s Late Mohammad Alamgir, FCMA (F-
0499) on October 13, 2018 at DBC Floor, ICMAB, 
Dhaka. DBC Vice-Chairman Mr. Md. Abdus Satter 
Sarkar FCA, FCMA presided over the program and 
gave a brief overview of the checkered life-sketch 
of Mr. Mohammad Alamgir. Institute’s President Mr. 
Mohammed Salim FCMA was present in the program 

as a token of recognition on behalf of DBC by the 
Institute’s Presidents. DBC Treasurer Mr. Safiul 
Azam FCMA gave the welcome address and nicely 
conducted the program. ICMAB Ex-President Mr. 
A.S.M. Shaykhul Islam FCMA, DBC Ex-Chairmen 
Mr. Md. Munirul Islam FCMA & Mr. Md. Ali Haider 
Chowdhury FCMA, DBC Secretary Mr. Md. Bakhtiar 
Alam FCMA, DBC Councilors Mr. S.M. Afjal Uddin 
FCMA, Mr. Md. Mumlook Hossain FCA, FCMA, Mr. 
A.K.M Zakaria Hossain FCMA, Mr. Muhammad 
Nazrul Islam FCMA, Mr. Md. Belayet Hossain FCMA, 
& Mr. Mannan Bapari ACMA also spoke on the 
occasion. DBC Vice Chairman Mr. Md. Abdur Sattar 
Sarker FCA, FCMA offered the vote of thanks. 

as the principal speaker. It may be mentioned that 
Mr. Mohammad Alamgir left on 16th October, 2018. 
Council Members and Past Presidents of ICMAB, 
current office bearers and other council members 
of DBC and a large number of fellow and associate 
members and officials of the Institute attended and 
prayed for the salvation of the departed soul.

DBC NewsBRANCH COUNCILS activities

Prayer (Do’a) for ICMAB’s Fellow Member

late Mohammad Alamgir FCMA (F- 0499)

Reception to the Newly Qualified CMAs
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Chattogram Branch 
Council of The 
Institute of Cost 
and Management 
A c c o u n t a n t s 
of Bangladesh 
(ICMAB) organized 
a  Class Orientation 
program for the 
newly admitted 
students in 
Knowledge & 
Business level 
on September 29, 2018 at CMA Bhaban, Agrabad, 
Chattogram.

Qazi Meraz Uddin Arif FCMA, Chairman, 
Chattogram Branch Council of ICMAB presided 
over the program while Mr. Mohammed Salim FCMA, 
President-ICMAB was present on the occasion as 
Chief Guest. Professor Dr. Md. Ayub Islam, Chairman, 
Bureau of Business Research, Faculty of Business 
Administration, University of Chittagong  & Mr. M. 
Abul Kalam Mazumdar FCMA, Vice-president, ICMAB 
were present in the program as special guests.

In his speech, the Chief Guest highly motivates the 
newly admitted students for their success in passing 
CMA for a global career & bright future. The special 
guest professor Dr. Mohammad Ayub Islam stated 

Chittagong Branch Council of ICMAB arranged 
a professional discussion with the president on 
September 29, 2018 with Chittagong based members 
of the Institute. Mr. Mohammed Salim FCMA, 
President, ICMAB was present in the program as 
Chief Guest while Mr. M. Abul Kalam Mazumdar 
FCMA Past President, ICMAB attended the Program 
as Special Guest. Address of welcome was given by 
Qazi Meraz Uddin Arif FCMA, Chairman , CBC.  

A good number of Fellow & Associate members 
of Chittagong region of the Institute attended the 
discussion program. Among others, Mr. M. Solaiman 
FCMA, Mr. Mohammed Nurul Huda Siddiquee 
bFCMA, Mr. Golam Kibria, FCMA and Mr. Md. 
Monoarul Hoque FCMA spoke on the occasion. They 
draw the attention of the Chief Guest on various 
issues of ICMA & Chittagong Branch Council of 

BRANCH
COUNCILS activities

CBC News

that the demand of professional Accountants is huge 
at home and abroad. He welcomed and congratulated 
the newly admitted students for choosing CMA 
as a leading professional course in Bangladesh. He 
thanked CBC for arranging such kind of program to 
motivate newly admitted students.

Mr. M. Abul Kalam Mazumdar FCMA discussed 
various prospects of CMA’s in the field of Trade & 
Commerce and gave some tips for the students to 
achieve their goal in tome. 

A large numbers of Fellow & Associate members of 
ICMAB & students of Chattogram Branch attended 
the program. The whole program was nicely 
conducted by Mr. Kanchan Chandra Shom FCMA, 
Treasurer, CBC.

ICMAB. In the discussion program Chairman, CBC 
pointed out some important issues relating to Water 
Logging, education & examination and administrative 
systems of the Institute. The president, ICMAB 
assure them for his wholehearted support for the 
CMA profession and branding of CMA.

Class Orientation program of July-December, 2018 session

Professional discussion with the president
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The Khulna Branch Council (KBC) of ICMAB organized a 2-days 
long Exclusive Training on “MS Excel 2016: Application (How to build 
Financial/reporting module using MS Excel 2016)” on September 14 
& 15, 2018 at ICMAB Khulna Branch, Khulna. Mr. Md. Mahabubul Alam 
FCMA, First Assistant Vice President, Al-Arafah Islami Bank Limited 
was present in the program as resource person. The training program 
is specifically designed for Regular Excel users, Data analyzers, 
Management Reporters, Project Managers, Decision Makers, 
Financial Module and the Professionals who are engaged to prepare 
periodical reports from various data sources. The program was 

Cost and Management Accountants Act, 2018 had been passed in the National Parliament on 29-10-201. It is 
a great achievement of CMA profession. On the glorious occasion, Khulna Branch Council (KBC) arranged a 
“Discussion session and Doa Mahfil” on October 30, 2018 at ICMAB Khulna Branch. Prof. Sheikh Ziaul Islam 

FCMA, Vice Chairman, Mr. K. M. Neamul Hoque ACMA, Secretary, Mr. Azizur Rahman ACMA, Treasurer and a 
good number of members, students and officer/staff were present on the program.

2-Days long Exclusive Training on

MS Excel 2016: Application How to build 
Financial/reporting module using MS Excel 2016

Discussion session and Do’a Mahfil

presided over by Mr. Abdul Motaleb 
FCMA, Chairman, KBC of ICMAB. A 
good number of participants from 
deferent organizations of Khulna 
zone were present in the program. 
The participants gave thanks to the 
authority of KBC for arranging such 
type of program. 
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CMA June-2018 Examination Results
The Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of Bangladesh has published the results of the CMA June-
2018 Examination held at Dhaka, Chittagong, Khulna, Rajshahi, Comilla, Doha(Qatar) centers. The Names & 
Roll numbers of the students who have passed CMA Final Examination and the roll numbers of the students 
who have passed different Levels are given below:

Passed CMA Final Examination:

MD. SELIM ZAHANGIR

DHK-14985

MOHAN LAL ROY 

DHK-14843

MD. SHAHJAHAN FAQUIR

DHK-15072

SUMON BHUYAN

DHK-14953

JANNATUL FARDAOUS

DHK-15597

MD. ZAKARIA HOSSAIN

DHK-15733

SAROJ KUMAR DAS

DHK-15198

MOHAMMAD SAIF UDDIN BHUIYAH

DHK-15387

TALUKDER HASIBUR SHAHID

DHK-15736

DHIMAN PAL

DHK-15804 S. M. TOUFIQ IMAM

DHK-15922

IQBAL AHMED

DHK-14864

MD. MAINUL ISLAM

DHK-15074

SHANKAR KUMAR DAS

DHK-14975

M. M. YEAHYIA MURAD

DHK-15675

MD. FAIZUR RAHMAN

DHK-15734

SHOVAN KRISHNA SAHA

DHK-15269

MD. ABUL BASHAR

DHK-15738

MD. SHOHEL KHAN

DHK-15907 ASHRAFUL HOQUE

DHK-15924
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GAZI KOUCHER

DHK-16158

SULTANA JAHAN

DHK-16015

NADIM HOSSAIN 

DHK-16258

MD. TARIKUL ISLAM

DHK-16032

SHAIBAL HALDER

DHK-16740

MD. EMRAN HUSSAIN CHOWDHURY

DHK-16765

SHARMIN ZAHAN

DHK-16515

MD. MOHIMAN

DHK-16669

MOFIJUL HOQ MASUM

DHK-17400

PALASH CHANDRA PAUL

DHK-17714

APPLE MAHAMUD

DHK-16031

MD. MOBARAK HOSSAIN

DHK-16404

MD. MAHABUBUL HASAN

DHK-16155

MD. MASUDUR RAHAMAN

DHK-16741

MASUD PERVEZ

DHK-17345

MEHDI MUNAWWOR ALI

DHK-16532

NAJNIN AKTER

DHK-17462
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Passed Professional Level–IV:  
DHK-14864, DHK-14953, DHK-14975, DHK-14985, 
DHK-15072, DHK-15074, 4,DHK-15269, DHK-15597, 
DHK-15733, DHK-15734, DHK-15736, DHK-15737, 
DHK-15738, DHK-15804, DHK-15907, DHK-15922, 
DHK-15924, DHK-16009, DHK-16015, DHK-16031, 
DHK-16032, DHK-16158, DHK-16258, DHK-16295, 
DHK-16404, DHK-16515, DHK-16532, DHK-16669, 
DHK-16725, DHK-16740, DHK-16741, DHK-16765, 
DHK-17345, DHK-17400, DHK-17462, QTR-00009, 
RAJ-00371 = 37.

Passed Professional Level–III:  
DHK-14843, DHK-14940, DHK-14985, DHK-15009, 
DHK-15012, DHK-15032, DHK-15198, DHK-15360, 
DHK-15510, DHK-15675, DHK-15992, DHK-16030, 
DHK-16035, DHK-16072, DHK-16135, DHK-16155, 
DHK-16257, DHK-16305, DHK-16409, DHK-16439, 
DHK-16440, DHK-16456, DHK-16514, DHK-16632, 
DHK-17271, DHK-17483, DHK-17707, DHK-17713, 
DHK-17714, CTG-02024, CTG-02138, CTG-02560 = 
32.

Passed Professional Level–II:  
DHK-14840, DHK-14884, DHK-14920, DHK-14921, 
DHK-14938, DHK-14939, DHK-15032, DHK-15053, 
DHK-15154, DHK-15171, DHK-15216, DHK-15272, 
DHK-15284, DHK-15315, DHK-15387, DHK-15423, 
DHK-15443, DHK-15486, DHK-15494, DHK-15559, 
DHK-15633, DHK-15716, DHK-15720, DHK-15725, 
DHK-15888, DHK-15939, DHK-15995, DHK-16038, 
DHK-16048, DHK-16085, DHK-16226, DHK-16253, 
DHK-16358, DHK-16435, DHK-16504, DHK-16511, 
DHK-16670, DHK-16713, DHK-16735, DHK-16736, 
DHK-16753, DHK-16829, DHK-16859, DHK-16862, 
DHK-17153, DHK-17169, DHK-17249, DHK-17277, 
DHK-17279, DHK-17356, DHK-17636, DHK-17705, 
DHK-17845, DHK-17906, DHK-18018, CTG-02034, 
CTG-02059, CTG-02069, CTG-02107, CTG-02108, 
CTG-02144, CTG-02188, CTG-02204, KHU-00806, 
RAJ-00335 = 65.

Passed Professional Level–I:  
DHK-14872, DHK-15173, DHK-15578, DHK-15724, 
DHK-15725, DHK-15897, DHK-16138, DHK-16171, 
DHK-16619, DHK-16707, DHK-16809, DHK-16823, 
DHK-16907, DHK-17144, DHK-17147, DHK-17307, 
DHK-17327, DHK-17376, DHK-17550, DHK-17655, 
DHK-17718, DHK-17783, DHK-17805, CTG-02353, 
RAJ-00333, COM-00303 = 26.

Passed Foundation Level: 
DHK-14789, DHK-15046, DHK-15055, DHK-16649, 
DHK-16653, DHK-17238, CTG-02044, CTG-02047, 
CTG-02499, CTG-02518, KHU-00729 = 11.

Passed Operational Level: 
DHK-14913, DHK-15060, DHK-15729, DHK-16255, 
DHK-16512, DHK-16884 = 06.

Passed Business Level: 
DHK-14762, DHK-14763, DHK-14782, DHK-14785, 
DHK-14787, DHK-14788, DHK-14804, DHK-14811, 
DHK-14839, DHK-14883, DHK-14893, DHK-14894, 
DHK-14914, DHK-14942, DHK-14957, DHK-14994, 
DHK-15019, DHK-15026, DHK-15049, DHK-15085, 
DHK-15089, DHK-15162, DHK-15177, DHK-15178, 
DHK-15254, DHK-15281, DHK-15308, DHK-15328, 
DHK-15338, DHK-15351, DHK-15368, DHK-15376, 
DHK-15378, DHK-15386, DHK-15390, DHK-15409, 
DHK-15410, DHK-15432, DHK-15464, DHK-15483, 
DHK-15509, DHK-15520, DHK-15526, DHK-15540, 
DHK-15580, DHK-15583, DHK-15627, DHK-15689, 
DHK-15702, DHK-15755, DHK-15849, DHK-16011, 
DHK-16052, DHK-16058, DHK-16103, DHK-16132, 
DHK-16136, DHK-16182, DHK-16219, DHK-16221, 
DHK-16225, DHK-16375, DHK-16406DHK-16481 
DHK-16497, DHK-16527, DHK-16591, DHK-16637, 
DHK-16679, DHK-16702, DHK-16746, DHK-16769, 
DHK-16837, DHK-16870, DHK-16878, DHK-17091, 
DHK-17109, DHK-17122, DHK-17130, DHK-17133, 
DHK-17136, DHK-17140, DHK-17183, DHK-17196, 
DHK-17256, DHK-17280, DHK-17282, DHK-17312, 
DHK-17341, DHK-17347, DHK-17354, DHK-17389, 
DHK-17436, DHK-17440, DHK-17596, DHK-17609, 
DHK-17619, DHK-17628, DHK-17664, DHK-17704, 
DHK-17824, DHK-17856, DHK-17940, DHK-17941, 
DHK-17951, DHK-17955, DHK-18012, DHK-18028, 
RAJ-00318, RAJ-00319, RAJ-00330, RAJ-00352, 
KHU-00739, KHU-00785, KHU-00832, KHU-00837, 
CTG-02027, CTG-02029, CTG-02037, CTG-02043, 
CTG-02056, CTG-02065, CTG-02076, CTG-02077, 
CTG-02079, CTG-02091, CTG-02092, CTG-02117, 
CTG-02142, CTG-02145, CTG-02160, CTG-02173, 
CTG-02185, CTG-02198, CTG-02212, CTG-02231, 
CTG-02239, CTG-02247, CTG-02254, CTG-02273, 
CTG-02278, CTG-02346, CTG-02383, CTG-02394, 
CTG-02409, CTG-02415, CTG-02439, CTG-02448, 
CTG-02455, CTG-02517, CTG-02534, CTG-02539, 
CTG-02557, CTG-02563, CTG-02570, CTG-02572, 
COM-00268, COM-00272 = 158.

Passed Knowledge Level: 
DHK-14980, DHK-15044, DHK-15102, DHK-15481, 
DHK-15498, DHK-15530, DHK-15579, DHK-15657, 
DHK-15954, DHK-16007, DHK-16014, DHK-16068, 
DHK-16089, DHK-16091, DHK-16146, DHK-16147, 
DHK-16152, DHK-16164, DHK-16165, DHK-16166, 
DHK-16524, DHK-16526, DHK-16574, DHK-16673, 
DHK-16902, DHK-17022, DHK-17051, DHK-17203, 
DHK-17232, DHK-17234, DHK-17384, DHK-17453, 
DHK-18023, RAJ-00363, RAJ-00388, KHU-00719, 
KHU-00730, KHU-00731, KHU-00787, KHU-00788, 
KHU-00790, KHU-00817, KHU-00818, KHU-00842, 
CTG-02017, CTG-02101, CTG-02147, CTG-02205, 
CTG-02223, CTG-02276, CTG-02300, CTG-02364, 
CTG-02366, CTG-02367, CTG-02368, CTG-02371, 
CTG-02376, CTG-02427, CTG-02456, CTG-02535, 
COM-00264, COM-00276 = 62. 
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Touhidul Alam Khan FCMA attended 
training on GRI Standards in Singapore

Md. Touhidul Alam Khan, FCMA, CSRA, Deputy Managing Director & 
Chief Business Officer and Head of Sustainability Reporting Committee 

(SRC) of Prime Bank Limited attended in “GRI Standards Certified Training 
on Sustainability Reporting (SR)” in Singapore on October 15-16, 2018 
arranged by Sustainability Reporting (NCSR), Indonesia, an affiliated 

organisation of GRI, the Netherlands. 

Mr. Md. Mashudur Rahman FCMA 
achieved the SILVER MEDAL

Member’s Achievement

The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
Standards are the first global standards for 
sustainability reporting featuring a modular, 
interrelated structure, and represent the 
global best practice for reporting on a 
range of economic, environmental and social 
impacts and performance of an organization 
and its products in the context of sustainable 
development.

Md. Touhidul Alam Khan is the fellow 
member of Institute of Cost & Management 
Accountants of Bangladesh (ICMAB) and first 
Certified Sustainability Reporting Assurer 

(CSRA) in Bangladesh. He is the pioneer in Bangladesh in 
implementing for preparation of Sustainability Reporting as 
per GRI guidelines in banking sector as part of green banking 
initiatives by Bangladesh Bank since 2011. He attended 
ICMAB international conference on SDGs as panelist 
held recently and also represented Bangladesh as paper 
presenter in Sustainable Development Conference-2018 
held at Bangkok, Thailand in July 2018.

He has lot of publications on Sustainability Reporting, 
Sustainable Banking practices, Sustainable Development 
Goals and related issues published in national & international 
journals and newspapers.

Mr. Md. Mahsudur Rahman FCMA, FCA participated 
in the International Natural Bodybuilding & Fitness 
Championship which held on 4th August 2018 in 
Singapore. He achieved the Silver Medal ( 1st Runner 
up) in Masters Category. 

Earlier Mr. Mahsud participated International 
competition held in Srilanka, Japan and China. He 
obtained Bronze Medal in the Asian Bodybuilding 
Championship in Japan.  He was awarded Mr. 
Bangladesh in three consecutive years including 
Gold Medal the Bangladesh games.

At present Mr. Mahsud is serving as Chief Compliance 
& Audit Officer with Rahimafrooz Group. He is 
active in sports.
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ICMAB Treasurer 
Prof. Dr. Swapan 

Kumar Bala FCMA 
at IIA Bangladesh’s 
Seminar as Special 

Guest

ICMAB Treasurer Prof. Dr. Swapan Kumar Bala FCMA at ICAB Chittagong 
Regional Committee’s Seminar as Chief Guest

The Institute of Internal Auditors Bangladesh (IIA 
Bangladesh) organized a CPE Seminar on “Corporate 
Governance Code” at Audit Bhaban, Kakrail, 
Dhaka on 28 August 2018, where Comptroller 
& Auditor General Bangladesh Mr. Mohammad 
Muslim Chowdhury was the Chief Guest and 
ICMAB Treasurer and BSEC Commissioner Prof. Dr. 
Swapan Kumar Bala FCMA was the Special Guest. 
The seminar was presided over by IIAB President 
Mr. Atique Rabbani, FCA, and Mr. M. Nurul Alam, 
FCS, Secretary General, IIA Bangladesh, gave the 

Chittagong Regional Committee (CRC) of the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh 
(ICAB) organized a CPD Seminar on “Capital 
Market Platform for Development of SME” on 
8 September 2018 at the CRC’s Seminar Room, 
where ICMAB Treasurer and BSEC Commissioner 
Prof. Dr. Swapan Kumar Bala FCMA was the Chief 
Guest. Past President of ICAB Mr. Showkat Hossain 
FCA was the Session Chairman and the Keynote 
Speaker was the ICAB Council Member and 
Managing Director of Chittagong Stock Exchange 
(CSE) Mr. Md. Shaifur Rahman Mazumder FCA, 
FCMA. CRC Chairman Mr. Md. Kamrul Hasan FCA 
gave the welcome speech and CRC Honourary 

keynote presentation. Chief Guest Mr. Chowdhury 
emphasized on the adoption of the new CG Code 
by the non-listed companies. Dr. Bala highlighted 
how the new CG Code tried to combine both 
the rule-based and principle-based approaches 
of governance aspects and focused on the major 
revisions incorporated in the new Code that would 
facilitate better governance. The seminar was 
attended by around hundred Heads of Internal Audit 
from Private Sector and officials from the CAG’s 
Office.

Secretary Mr. Kamrul Islam FCA gave the vote of 
thanks. Keynote Speaker Mr. Mazumder focused 
on the various aspects of the upcoming Small Cam 
Platform of the stock exchanges to aware the CRC 
members. Chief Guest Dr. Bala mentioned that for 
the first time the IFRSs for SMEs were incorporated 
in the proposed rules on Small Cap Platform at 
stock exchanges which would be the domain of the 
professional accountants. Dr. Bala also highlighted on 
different aspects of upcoming developments in the 
capital market which would be of interest for the 
professional accountants. A number of Chittagong-
based ICAB members attended the seminar.
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